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This thesis is con cerned with the study of the properti es and 
applications of bilinear S ochastic processes Xt , t £ Z satisfying 
r h m ,Q, 
Xt = L a. Xt ' + L b, et . + L L 8 .. Xt .e .... + et 
, =1 J - J '=1 J - J i=l j =1 lJ -l l,, -
i~j 
for some sequence et ' t £ Z of independent identically distributed r eal 
random variables with common mean 0 and variance 0 2 < 00 and constants 
The basic properties of stationary time s eries are outlined in 
Chapter 1 . Som e properties of linear time series models, such as auto-
regressive , moving average and mixed autoregressive- moving average 
models are also given . Bilinear tim e series models are i ntroduced and 
the Subba Rao - Gabr test of linearity of stationary tim e series is 
r eviewed. 
Chapter 2 presents existence theorems for bilinear models . 
Sufficient condi tion s for the existen ce of a stationary process Xt , t £ Z 
satisfying the bilinear model above are obtained. Ergodicity of the 
process Xt , t £ Z defin ed above is also discussed. Stationarity condi-
tions for linear models are derived from those of bilinear models . 
Chapter 3 gives a method of obtaining expressions for t he mean , 
variance and covariances of bilinear models . The mean , variance and 
covariances of linear models are derived from those of bilinear models . 
It is demonstrated that bilinear models are not necessarily distinguish-
able, from linear models as far as covariance properties are concerned. 
A class of bilinear processes that appear to be white noise under 
second- order analysis are analysed in some detail in Chapter 4. Two 
methods that use higher or de r moments i n discriminating between a true 
white noise and a bilinear process with the same covariances a r e 
iv 
presented. Also considered is the classical invertibility 
problem for bilinear processes. 
The estimation of the parameters of bilinear models is 
considered in Chapter 5. A method of order detemination 
based on covariances and the information criterion of Akaike 
is given. A rule for forming forecasts for bilinear models 
is given. Bilinear models are fitted to thr e e real time 
series and forecasts ottained from the bilinear models are 
compared with the forecasts obtained from linear models. 
v 
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1 . 1 I NTRODUCTI ON 
:J:APTER 1 
PRELIMI ARIES 
In this chapter, we compile some basic ideas needed for an under-
s t anding of the subsequent chapters. Section 1.2 discusses the statis-
tical properties of a stationary time series . Autocovarian ce and 
autocorrelation functions are defined and their p r oper ties are given . 
Spectral density fUnction and bispectral density function are gi~en as 
two spe cial cases of polyspe ctra. 
Section 1 . 3 discusses the properties of linear tim e series models 
such as autoregressive, mo ving average , and mixed autoregressive-moving 
average models . The autocovariance function and the sp ectral density 
fUn ct ion of these models are given. Bilinear time s eri es models are 
introduced in section 1.4. Some results on t he simple bilinear process 
satisfyin g (1.4.2) are provided. Finally , a brief r eview of the test 
fo r linearity of stationary time ser ies , a s was developed by Subba Rao 
and Gabr [38J , i s gi ven in se ction 1. 5. 
1 .2 BASIC CONCEPTS 
1.2.1 Stocastic (Random) Proce ses And Time Series Analysis 
A stochastic (or random) p r ocess is defin ed as a family of random 
variables Xt wh er e t is a parameter running over a suitable index set T 
and is denoted by Xt , t £ T. If T = { ••• , - 1 , 0, 1, ••• } = Z, then Xt , 
t E T is said to be a discrete param eter process . If T = {_oo, oo}, then 
X
t
, t £ T is called a continuous param eter process . The state space , 
S of Xt' t E T is the space in which the possibl e values of Xt , t E T lie. 
If S = (_00, 00), then we call X
t
, t ETa real-valued stochasti c process. 
We will consider only the real-valued discrete parameter process Xt , t E Z 
in what follows. 
- 1 -
The ter nl ' t i::J e ser ie I is used in tatisti cal l iteratur e to ean a 
coll ection of obs ervations of a r andom process made sequentially in time. 
Wh en considering time series , there i s taken to be an underlying real -
valued discrete- time sto chasti c process ·X " t E Z and the available 
t. 
data Xt ' t = 1 , 2, ••• , N is a sample segment from all of the possible 
eries that Xt , t E Z co d have produced . Time series analysis r efers 
to that body of principles and techniques which deal with analysis of 
the observed data Xt ' t = 1 , 2 , ••• , N. Usually, the data are analysed 
to try to find a model that approximates the true underlying generating 
r andom process Xt , t E Z. 
1 . 2. 2 Stationary Processes 
Intui ti vely speaking, a random process Xt , t E Z is said to be 
stationary if the statistical properties of the process do not change 
over tim e. Ther e are two notions of stationarity. namely complete 
(s tri ct) sta tionari ty and s ta tionari ty up t o order m, m > 0, m E Z. 
A compl etely (strictly) stationary process is a stochastic process 
X
t
, t E Z with the prop erty that for any positive integer n and any 
, t and h E Z, the joint probability distribution 
n 
of {Xt ' Xt ' 1 2 
••• , Xt } is the same as the joint probability distri -
n 
bution of 
A stochastic process Xt , t E Z i s said to be stationary up to 
order m, if for any positive integer n and any points t , t , ••• , t 
1 2 n 
and h E Z. the joint moments up to ord er m of {Xt ' Xt ' 1 2 
• • • , Xt } 
n 
is t he same as the joint moments up to order m of {Xt th' Xt th' • • • , 1 2 





) n } 
n 
for all possible non- negative integer s k , k , 
1 2 
k l + k2 + ••• + k
n 
~ m. 
. .. , 
(1.2 . 1) 
k satisfying 
n 
If we are given that Xt , t E Z is stationary up to or de r 2 then 
we have , 
(a) E (Xt ) = ~ , independent of t 
independent of t 
(1 . 2. 2) 
= R(k) , k = 0, ±l , ±2 , 
= a f unction of k only 
1. 2. 3 Au t ocovariance And Aut ocorrelation Functions 
The f unction R(k) , k E Z defined i n (1 . 2. 2) i s known as the auto-
covariance f unction of 1ag k , and 
Pk = R(k ) /R(O) (1. 2. 3 ) 
for k = 0, ±l , ±2 , i s known as the autocorre1ation function of 1a g k . 
The autocovariance and autocorrel ation functions possess the following 
properti es 
(i ) R(O) = Var(X ) = 0 2 <l==={> P = 1 t x 0 
(i ii) R(-k ) = R(k ) ~ P- k = Pk, k E Z 
(iv) R(k) and Pk are both positive semi-def i nite in the sens e 
that for any set of time points t • t •••• t E Z, an d all r eal numbers 
1 2 n 
- 3 -
aI' a 2' a n' 
n n 
L L a. a. R(t. - t. ) ~O 




L L a. a. P ~O . 






, t E Z be a random process stationary up to order k. Let 
(1. 2.7) 
be -the product moment of order k of the random variables Xt , Xtt ' SI 
(8
1 
82- •••• 8k ) in the expansion of the moment generating function 
M(8
1




••• , sk_l) be the joint cumulant of order k. 
(1.2.8) 
Then 
ek(Sl' S2' ••• , sk_l) is the coefficient of (8
1 
82- •••• 8k ) in the 
expansion of the cumulant generating function 
(1. 2. 9) 
By the stationa rity condition, ~(sl' S2' •••• sk_l) and Ck(sl' S2' 
• sk_l) do not depend on t. 
The Fourier transforms of the k-th order cumulants are called 
'polyspectra' • 
:::.D:.::e::.f-=i!!n-=-i~tl=-· o::::;n~---=1~.:....::2:::.l.!...=.1. The k-th order polyspectrum (or k-th order cumulant 





L Ck(Sl' S2' •••• sk_l) 
s =_CIO k-l 
- 4 -
(-7T ~ w. ~ TT , i = 1 , 2 , .•. , k- l) 
l 
A suffici ent condi t i on for t he existen ce of (1.2.10) is that the 
00 00 
(1. 2. 11) 
s =_00 
1 
s = _ 00 
k - l 
Polyspectra were introduced by Shiryaev [33J. Brillinger [6J and 
Brillinger and Rosenblatt [7J have given a comprehensive treatment of the 
the.orectical prop erties of polyspectra and have discussed also the 
estimation of polyspe ctra from sample data . An important prop erty of 
polyspectra is that all polyspe ctra of higher orde r than the second 
vanish when Xt , t E Z i s a Gaus sian process . See Priestley [ 30 , p. 872J. 
The Second Order Polyspectrum 
Since 
(1.2.12) 
it follows that the second order polyspectrum is given by 
1 00 ~ R (s) e- iws t.. , -7T ~ W ~ 7T = 
27T s=-oo 
= ~{R(O) + 2 ~ R(s)Cos ws} 
27T ' s=l . 
(1. 2. 13) 
The function of few), -7T ~ W ~ 7T is call ed t he (power ) spectral densi t y 




(ii) few; ~ 0 , - T. ~ ~ TT 
(iii) f or r eai valued processes 
fe w) = f (- w) • - TT ~ W ~ TT • 
The spectral density functi on is co~p rehensively treated in standa r d 
books like Pr i estley [3~ . 
The Third Order Polyspectrum 
The third- order curnulant C3 (s l' s2 ) is i dentical with the third-
order moment about the mean , ie 
c (s , s ) = C (s • s ) 
3 1 2 1 Z 
where U = E (Xt ) . The third order polyspectrum may be written a s 
1 00 
f(w l , wz ) = I (2n )Z s = _ 00 s 
1 





C (s l ' s )e-i(WlSl+wZSz) 2 
(1 . 2 . 15) 
The function f (w 1 , ( 2 ) is called the bispectral density function 
(or simply I Bisp ectrum I ). For a r eal valued process , t he third-order 
central moments satisfy the following symmetric r elations 
while the following symm etric r elations hold f or f( w1 , Wz 
W , W ) 
Z 2 
(1. 2 . 1 7) 
wher e T (- W , - W ) i s the complex conj ugate of f(- W , - (;j ). 
1 2 1 Z 
Bispectra are discussed by Tukey [42J and Akaike [1 J. Applica-
tions of bispe ctral analysis are described by Hasselman . Hunk and 
MacDonald [23J and Lii, Rosen bla tt and Van Atta [27J amongst others . 
Some pr ogr ess has been made i n, t he use of Bispect ral techniques to 
des cribe non-linear processes . See Brillinger r 6J. Godfr ey [i3] and 
- 6 -
Su ;8. ao and G b:- 38 . 
1.3 
The t heo ry of linear time s e ri e s mo dels such as autoregressive , 
moving average , or mixed autoregress ive- moving average models are well 
devel oped and excellent accounts of this theory can be fo und in Box and 
Jenkins [ 5J and Chatfield I 9] amongst many ot her standard books . We 
gi ve below a brief summary. 
1. 3. 1 Purely Random Pro cesses : "\\Thite Noise " 
The process Xt , t £ Z i s called a purely random process if i t 
con sists of a s equence of un correlated random variables . For such a 
p r ocess t o be stationary up t o order 2, we requ i re only that 
E(X
t
) = j..J , independent of t 
VadX.J = 0 2 independen t of t 
v x ' 
Cov (Xt , Xtts ) = 0 , f or all s t 0 
The spectral density funciton of the s tationary purely random process 
i s given by 
(1. 3 . 1) 
The pur ely r andom process is often called "white noise", parti cu-
larly in the engineering literature. From now on , we denote a 'purely 
r andom p r oces s ' by et ' t E Z. The et ' t E Z a r e usuall y a s sumed to be 
normally distri buted with mean z er o and variance 0 2 < 00 . 
1. 3. 2 The General Linear Pr ocess 
A stochastic process Xt , t E Z i s said to be a general linea r 




a. e [p] (1 . 3. 2 ) 
- 7 -
f r e'ery t in Z ~here et ' t E Z is a reI' raneo. pro ces s w' th men 






g2 < 00 
u 
The ser ies (1. 3. 2) conv er ge s i n the quadratic mean . 








u gB , 
u 
If we a s sum e tha t t he in ver se 
exists, we can write (1.3.3) i n the alternative form 
(1.3.3) 
If G(B), for IBI ~ 1, conver ges for all complex num ber s B on or 
within t he uni t ci r cle , we say t hat t he model (1 . 3.2) is stationary. 
We shall say t ha t the series (1. 3.2) is 'inver tible ' if n(B), for 
I B I ~ 1 conver ges . 
The autocovari an ce function of Xt , t E Z sati sfy~g (1.3.2) is 
R(s) = E(Xt Xtts ) 
00 
~ ~+s (1.3.7) 
u=-oo 
The spectral density funciton of X
t
, t e: Z is given by 
- 8 -
where 
few) = 0 2 G(e-iw)G( eiW) 
27T 
__ 0 2 
IH(w)12, -7T~W~7T 
27T 




-iwu g e 
u 
(1. 3. 8) 
is !mown as the 'transfer function'. Also, the third-order c'entral 
moments of Xt' t £ Z satisfyi~g (1.3.2) is given by 
C(sl' S2) = E(Xt Xt +S1 Xt +S2 ) 
ex> 
where et, t £. Z are independent and 
~3 = E(eV • 
The bispectral density funct.i w.n is given by 
1.3.3 Autoregressive Process 
(1. 3.10) 
(1. 3.11) 
A stochastic process Xt' t E Z is said to be an autoregressive 
process of order r, denoted by AR(r). if it satisfies the difference 
equation 
a. e [p} (1. 3.12) 
for every t in Z where a , a , ••• , a are constants and et' t E Z is 
1 2 r 
a purely random process with mean zero and variance 0 2 < co • Equation 
(1.3.12) may be written in the form 
- 9 -
e ... (1.3 . 13 
where 
a(B) = 1 - a B - a B2 -
1 2 
(1.3. 14) 
For stationarity we require that all the roots of a(B) must lie outside 
the unit circle. 
The autocova r iance function of Xt , t E Z satisfying (1 . 3. 12) is 
R(s ) = a R(l) + a R(2) + ••• + a R( r ) + 0 2 , S = 0 
1 2 r 
(1. 3.15) 
s = ±l , ±2 ••• 
The second set of equations in (1 . 3. 1 5) is called the Yule- Walker 
equations for an AR(r) process . The spectral densi ty funciton of the 
stationary AR(r) process i s given by 
, - TT < W ~ TT (1.3.1 6) 
1 . 3. 4 Moving Average Process 
A stochastic process Xt , t E Z is said t o be a mo ving aver age 
process of order h , denoted by MA (h) , if it satisfies t he diff er ence 
equation 
h 
1: b . e ... . + et 
J u- J j =1 
a. e [PJ (1.3.17 ) 




, ••• , b h are constants , and et ' t E Z 
is a purely andom process with mean ze r o and variance 0 2 < 00 • 
Equation (1 . 3. 1 7) may be wr itt en i n the form 
(1.3.18) 
wher e 
S (B) 4 = 1 + b B + b B + ••• + 
1 2 (1.3.19) 
Fo r inver tibi l ity of the MA( h ) process, we require that all the 
- 10 -
r :> ts of ( ) ;n t lie outs ' 'e t he unit circle . 
he autocovariance function of Xt , t e: Z satisfying (1.3. 17) is 
h 
R(s) = 0 2 L: b . , s 0 
j =0 J 
h- s 
= 0 2 L b. b' t , s = ±l , 12 , ... , ±h (1.3 . 20) 
. =0 J J s 
= 0 , Is I > h 
where b
a 
= 1 . The spectral density function of the invertible MA(h ) 
process is given by 
0 2 2 
few) = S(e- iw ) , - TI .:s. w ~ TI (1. 3. 21 ) 
2TI 
1. 3. 5 Mixed Autoregr essive- Moving Average Process 
A stochastic process Xt , t E Z is said to be a mixed autoregressive-
moving average process of order (r , h) , denoted by AR~ffi(r , h), if it 
satisfies an equation of the type 
r h 
Xt = L Xt . + L b.e t . + et j =1 j - J j =1 J - J 
a . e pJ (1. 3. 22) 
for every t in Z where a , a , ... , a r ' 1 2 b I , b2 , ••• , bh are constants 
and et ' t e: Z is a purely random process with common mean zero and 
variance 0 2 < 00 . Equivalently , we may write (1 . 3. 22) as 
(1.3. 23) 
wher e a(B) and S(B) are given by (1 . 3. 14) and (1 . 3. 19) r espective_y. 
The process Xt , t e: Z satisfying (1 . 3. 22) is stationary if all the 
roots of a(B) lie outside the unit circle and invertible if all the 
roots of S(B) lie outside the unit circle. 
The autocovariance function of Xt , t e: Z satisfying (1 . 3. 22) will 
be like that of an au t oregr ess ive ser ies afte r lag h. That is , 
R(s) = aIR(s - 1) + a R(s - 2) t 000 + a R(s - r) , s ~ h (1 . 3. 24) 
2 r 
- 11 -
The first h autocovariances depend on the moving average parameters 
b l , b2 , ••• , bh as well as on the autoregressive parameters aI' a 2 , 
•• , a. Equation (1. 3.24) is called the Yule-Walker equations for an 
r 





'/ e( e - iw) I 2 
la . (e-i~ 12 (1.3.25) 
1.4 BILINEAR TIME SERIES MODELS 
Linear time series models are widely used in many fields because 
these models can be analysed with considerable ease and they provide 
fairly good approximations for the true underlying generating random 
process. However, the underlying structure of the series may not be 
linear and what is more, the series may not be Gau ssian. In these 
situations, second-order properties, such as covari ances and spectra, 
can no longer adequately characterize the properties of the series and 
one is led then to consider non-linear nodels which can provide a 
better fit. 
A parti~r class of non-linear models which has been found to be 
useful in many fields is the bilinear models. Bilinear models have been 
extensively discussed in the control theory literature. One could check 
Ruberti, Isidori and d'Alessandro [32J and Bruni, Dupillo and Koch [8J 
for further details. Until recently the theory of bilinear models dealt 
with the structural theory of deterministic bilinear differential equa-
tions. The study of bilinear models as stochastic models was initiated 
by Subba Rao 1.34, 35, 36, 37J and Granger and Andersen [14, 15 ). 
Let et' t E Z be a sequence of independent identically distributed 
random variables with E(et ) = 0 and E(e~) = 0
2 < 00 • Let a , a , 
I 2 




be r eal con tants . The 
general f orm of t he bilinear mo del, a s defin ed i n [15J is 
r h m t 
r a . Xt . + r b. et . + r r B .. Xt . et . + et J -J J -J 1J -l-J j =1 j =1 i =l 'j =1 
a. e LP J (1. 4.1) 
f or every t in Z. If Xt ' t E Z satisfies (1 . 4.1), Granger and An'er sen [1 5 
uses the notation that Xt' t E Z is BARMA(r , h, m, t ,), where BARI-1A is 
the abbreviation for Bilinear Autoregressive Moving Average Model. 
Various simple forms of (1.4.1) are discussed in the literature by 
t he 'following authors: Granger and Ande r sen 11 4, 1 5J, Subba Rao [)4, 35 , 36, . 
37J , Tuan Dinh Pham and Lanh Tat Tran [41 J, Subba Rao and Gabr [39J, 
Bnaskar a Rao, Su bba Rao and Walker I 4 J, Tong [40 J, Hannan I 22 J ' 
Quinn [31J and Gu egan [18J. The simple bilin ear p r ocess Xt ' t E Z 
sat isfyin g 
a.e [pJ (1.4. 2) 
f or every t in Z for some cons t an t B, wher e et' t E Z are i ndep endent 
and ea ch et i s di s tributed a s N(O, 0 2 ), i s ext ens ively s t udied in~5J 
where it has been shown that the auto correlation sequence for Xt ' t E Z 
i s 
= 
1,.2 (1 _ 1,. 2 ) 
1+),2+1,.4 
= 0 
k = 0 
k = ±l 
els ewhere 
where A = aB. We have found the expressions given therein f or the third 
and fourth central moments to be incorrect. Under the normality assump-







, ••• , bh and Sij' 1 ~ i ~ m, 1 ~ . ~ £ be r eal con tants . The 
general f or m of t he bilinear mo del , a s defi ned in [15J is 
r h m £ 
L a . Xt . + L b . et . + L L S .. Xt .et . + e t J - J J -J lJ -l-J j =1 j =1 i =1 "j =1 
a . e LP J (1. 4.1) 
f or every t i n Z. If Xt , t E Z sa tisfies (1 . 4. 1) , Granger and Ander sen [l ~ 
uses the notation that Xt ' t E Z is BARMA (r, h, m, £,), wher e BARI1A is 
the abbreviation for Bilinear Autoregressive Moving Average Model. 
Various simple forms of (1. 4.1) are discussed in the literature by 
the 'following authors: Granger and Anders en li 4 , 15J, Subta Rao 0 4 , 35 , 36, . 
37J, Tuan Dinh Pham and Lanh Tat Tran [41 J, Subba Rao and Gabr [39 J, 
Bnaskara Rao , Subta Rao and Walker [ 4 J, Tong [ 40 J, Hannan I 22J , 
Quinn I 31J and Gu egan L1 8J . The simple bilinear proces s Xt ' t E Z 
satisfyin g 
a.e [pJ (1.4.2) 
f or every t in Z for s ome con s tant S, where et ' t E Z are independent 
and each et i s distribut ed a s N(O , 0 2 ) , i s ext ens ively s tudied in~5J 
where it has be en shown that t he autocorrelation sequence for Xt • t E Z 
i s 
k = 0 
= k = ±l 
o elsewhere 
where A = oS. We have f ound the expressions given ther ein fo r the third 
and fourth central moments to be incorrect. Under the normality assump-




provided that 3A4 < 1. This correction affects column 5 of Table 1 in 
An interesting generalisation of (1.4.2) is the process Xt , t £ Z 
satisfying 
a. e [pJ (1. 4. 6) 
for every t in Z and for some constants a and 8 where et' t £ Z are 
independent and each et is distributed as N(O, a~. The existence of a 
stationary ann invertible process Xt' t £ Z satisfying (1.4.6) is 
diseussed in [15J, [37] and [4'11. .The existence problem for a process 
Xt' t £ Z satisfying special cases of the model 
r m R. 
Xt = L a. Xt . + L L 8 . . Xt .et . + et j=l J -J i=l j =1 ~J -~ -J 
a. e [pJ (1. 4. 7) 
i~j 
for every t in Z are discussed in [4J, [37J, 
So far all th~s e studies have failed to include the moving average 
h 
part L b.et . in (1.4.1). This study, outlined in chapters 2, 3, 4 j =1 J -J 
and 5, i s devoted to the study of the full bilinear model (1.4.1). For 
mathematical convenience, we will confine ourselves to the study of the 
process Xt , t £" Z satisfying 
:r: h m R. 
Xt = et + L a. Xt . + L b.et . + L L 8 .. Xt .et . j =1 J -J j=l J -J i=l j =1 1J -1 -J 
i>,.j a.e [p] (1.4.8) 
for every t in Z. 
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1. 5 TEST FOR LI 1EARI TY OF STATIONARY TIME SERIES 
Subba Rao and Gabr /)8] have constructed two t ests aimed a t 
detecting whether a stationary t i me series is Gau s sian and if the 
process is non - Gaussian , whether it conforms to a li. ear model . Hinich 
[24J has given a modification of their approa ch t hat makes use of t he 
large sample properties of the sample bispect rum . e give below a 
brief summary of the Subba Rao - Gabr approach. 
We have indicated in sect ion 1. 2. 4 that if a process is Gausssian 
then all its polyspectra of higher or der than the second are identically 
zero . In particular, relation (1 . 3.11) shows tha t if = 0, then the 
3 
bispectral densi ty function of the general lin ear model is identically 
ze ro for all f r equencies . Of course , if the random variables et ' t E Z 
are Gaussian , then ~3 = 0 and f(w l , w2 ) = 0, - TI ~ Wl , W2 ~ TI . Thus, if 
th e process Xt ' t E Z is Gaussian (Gaussianity of et ' t E Z imple 
Gaussianity of Xt , t E Z for Xt satisfying (1 . 3. 2» , t hen the bispectral 
densit functi on f(w l , w2 ) = 0, - TI ~ w1' w2 ~ TI . 
The tes t for Gaussianity is carried out by examining the null-
hypothesis that the bispectrum is zero at all freq ue cies . The test 
statistic has a form similar to Hotelling ' s T2 statistic and is 
constru cted from the values of the es timated bispectrum over a grid of 
frequencies . Using (1 . 3. 8) and (1. 3.11) we obtain 
If(w . , w.) 12 
x .. 1. J - TI ~ ~ TI = , w. , w. 
1.J f(w. )few. )f(w. + w. ) 1. J 






The test for l inearity is based on the constancy of the sample values of 
X .. over a grid of frequencies, and the test statistic again has a form 
1.J 
- 15 -
similar to Hotelling 1 s .T2 • 
The fact that a process Xt , t £ Z has a zero bispectrum does not 
necessarily mean that .Xt , t £ Z is a Guassian process for it is possible 
for a non-Gaussian process to have a zero bispectrum. See Priestley 
[30, p. 877J. Also, the constancy of X.. does not necessarily imply that ~J 
t he process Xt , t £ Z follows a linear model. As pointed out in I)OJ, 
it is reasonable to suppose that in most practical situations deviations 
from Gaussianity or linearity would show up in the form of the bispectrum. 
- 16 _ 
C?..A.PTER 2 
EX ISTENCE THEOREMS FOR BILINEAR MODELS 
2. 1 IJ,TrtODUCTI ON 
2. 1.1 General Form of Bilinear r~odels - Vectorial Representation 
Let Xt , t = ••• , -1, 0, 1 , .•. and et ' t = ••• -1 , 0 , 1 , , be 
two real stochastic processes defined on s ome probability space (Q, ::?-, P) . 
Let Z deno te the set of all integers. We call et' t E Z the input or 
unobservable process and Xt , t E Z the output or observable process . Xt , 
t E·Z is said to be a Bilinear Model with r espect to t he input process 
e.,. , t E Z if 
u 
r h m .£, 
X t = L a . Xt . + L b. et . + L L S .. Xt . et . + et J -J J - J lJ -l -J j =1 j =1 i =1 j =1 
fo r every t in Z, f or som e constants 
and .. , 
l 







a . e [pJ (2 .1.1) 
b , b , 
1 2 
• •• , bh 
We usually assume the input process et ' t E Z to be independent 
i dentically distributed with common mean 0 and variance 0 2 < 00. 
The first part of (2.1.1) is identifiable as the autoregressi ve 
part of the process Xt , t E Z, the second as the moving average part of 
X
t
, t E Z and the third part is the ' pure ' bilinear part of Xt , t E Z. 
study of bilinear models subsumes the study of autoregressive models as 
well a s the study of moving average models and mixed autoregressi ve-
moving average models . 
A 
One cannot fail to notice that (2.1.1) can also be labelled as the 
bilinear model for et ' t E Z with respect to Xt , t E Z. The label~ing is 
a matter of semantics, and we will always ·put the observable process on 
the left of (2.1.1). 
- 17 -
Fo r !:la t: e::Ja ti cal c.::,n ve:Ji en ce , e "ri '" to con .:. ' er the ocess 
X
t
, t E Z satisfy · g 
h 
a . Xt . + L b . et . + 
- J j =1 J - J 
for every t in Z. 
m £ 
L L S.. Xt . et . lJ - l - J i=l j =1 
i~j 
a . e [pJ (2 . 1. 2) 
If Xt , t E Z satisfies (2.1.2), we use the notation tha t Xt , t E Z 
i BARMA (r, h, m, 1) , where BARMA is t he abbr eviation for Bilinear 
Aut or egr essi ve Moving Average Model. The phrase "with r espect to 
et ' t E Z" in t he de cription of the process Xt , t E Z is omi t ted 
wi tho t un ue i under tanding. 
The purpose of this chap ter is to examin e under what condition s 
a process Xt , t E Z exists satisfyin g (2. 1 . 2) f or a given sequen ce 
et ' t E Z of independent identi cally distributed r andom variables with 
common mean o and common variance 0 2 < 00 and constants a l' a 2 ' • •• , a , 
r 
1 ' 
, .•• , bh and 8 . . , 1 ~ i ~ m, 1 ~ j ~ 1 wh er e i ~ j . This proble 2 lJ 
has been tackled by Bhaskara Rao, Subba Rao and Walker [ 4 ] f or the sp ecial 
clas of model sa tisfying 
a. e [PJ (2. 1. 3) 
f or ever t in Z. 
After putting this model in vector f orm , they gave a suffi cient 
condition for the existence of a strictly stationary process satisfying 
(2.1. 3) . Earlier , Subba. Rao and Gabr 89] gave a sufficient condition 
for t he existen ce of a second-order stationary process Xt , t E Z. satis-
fying (2.1.3) with P = q. The sufficient conditions in both situations 
- 18 -
',-:er e the 3ar::e . Subba Rao and Ca r [ ./9 al 0 oota:_ e' the rrle suffic ' e t 
condi 0 s f or th e existen ce of a second- or der stati onary process X
t
, 
t £ Z satisfying 
p p p 
Xt = et + L: a . Xt . + L: L 
B. _ Xt . e .... a . e [pJ (2 . 1. 4) j =1 J - J i=l j =1 lJ - l v- J 
i~' 
f or every t in Z. 
Adapting the method gi ven in Bhaskara Rao , Subba Rao and Walker [ ~J , 
we gi vo a suffi cient condition under which a strictly stationary process 
X
t
, t E Z exists satisfying (2. 1.2) . Before hat, we would like to put 
(2 .1.2) i vector form . 
heo rem 2. 1.1. Suppose a process Xt , t E Z satisfies 
p = max { r, m} 
g = min {rn , i} 
q = rnax {h, g} 
A = a 1 a 2 a 3 a o 0 0 0 r pxp 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 o 0 
o 0 0 000 1 0 
(p- r) 
eT = h 0 0 u.. , , , , 0) 
lxp 
b~ = (b . , 0 , 0, ••• , 0) , j = 1, 2 , ••• , h 
- J 
lxp 
= Q ' for all j > h when h < g 
where Q is the null vecto r in which every entry is zero . 
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(2 . 1.2) . Let 
(2. 1.5) 
(2 . 1.6) 
(2 . 1. 7) 





. +1 , j 
o o 
o o 
B . 0 0 
mJ 
o o 0 





(p -mtj -l ) 
(. = 1, 2 , , g) 
= 52 , f or all j > g when h > g 
",'here Q is the null matrix in which every entry i s zero . 
The 




(2 . 1.12) 
X = A X + L b . et . + LB. Xt . et . t Ce a . e [p-] (2 .1.13) 
- t - t -l j=l - J - J j=l J - -J - J 1, 
for ever y t in Z. 
Pr oof By direct veri fi cation . 
0'1' , W r eplace the existence problem as f ollows . War e give a 
eq en ee t ' t C Z of independent identically distri buted r eal random 





. = 1 , 2 , •.• , q, '!?j , j = 1, 2 , ••• , q and C . 
pxl pxl 
Under what 
condition does there exist a vector-valued process Xt , t E Z each with 
p- components satisfying 
q q 
X = A Xt + L b. et . + L B. Xt . et . + Ce 
- t - -1 j =1 - J - J j =1 J - - J - J t a . e [pJ (2.1.1 4) 
for every t in Z. 
e will al so di s cuss some sp ecial cas es at the · end of t his chapter. 
2. 2 PRELIMINARIES 
2. 2. 1 On Kr onecker Product of Matrices 
In this section, we record some results on kronecker product of 
- 20 -
a r e u ed i he r~~ :~ 0: so~ e of he r e ul t s in 
ections 2. 3 and 2.4. 
For any two matrices A = (aij ) and B = (bij ) of orders m x nand 
r x s r e pectively, we deno t e the krone~ke r produ ct of A and B by A 8 B 
and is defined to be the following matrix of order mr x ns 
(2.2.1) 
We adopt the following notation. For any matrix D, we denote the 
(i , j )- th elem en t of D by (D) .. or (D). . if the elements of D are not lJ l . J • 
indicated specifically before. If C is a colum vector , the i - th 
component of C is denoted by (C)i or (C)il whe the elements of C are not 
explici tly indicated before. I stands for the id entity matrix of order 
n 
n x n in which every diagonal entry is equal t o unity and every non -
diagonal entry is equal to zero . Also, 0 stands for the null matrix or 
ve ctor a s the case may be . 
The element a .. b which is the «i - l)r + u, (. - 1>S + v)-th lJ uv 
element of the matrix A ~ B for i = 1, 2 , . .. , m; j = 1, 2 , • •• , n; 
u = 1 , 2 , • •• , r; and v = 1, 2 , ••. , s ; is denoted by (A 8 B). . • lJ ;uv 
In fact, 
(A2B) . . =a .. b lJ ,UV lJ UV 
= (A 8 B) (. 1) (. 1) 1 - r+u, J - s+ (2 . 2.2 ) 
W give below some of the pro e ties of kronecker products (for 
details see Neudecker [29J). 
Lemma 2.2.1 
Ca) For any three matrices A, B and C, 
(A S B) S C = A S (B S C) (2.2.3) 
(b) For any four matrices A, B, C and D, where A and Bare 
- 21 -
0: t e ca~e order and C and D are of the 2~~e order , 
(A + B) ~ (C + D) = (A 8 C) + (A 8 D) + (B 8 C) + (B 8 D) 
(2 . 2 . 4) 
(c) For any four matrices A, B, C, and D, 
(A ~ B) (C ~ D) = (A C) ~ (BD), (2 . 2 . 5) 
provided the matri ces involved are comformable for multiplication . 
• •• , A , 
n 
• Bar e 2n matrices , then 
n 
(A 1 ~ B1 )(A2 ~ B2 ) ••• (An ~ Bn) = (A 1A2 ••• An) 8 (B 1B2 
(2. 2.6) 
B ) , 
n 
prDvid ed the matrices involved a r e confor mable for multiplication . 
(d) Let A and B be two square matrices with eigen values 
p:xp qxq 
, Sq r espe ctively. Then the eigen values 
of A ~ B are the pq number s a. B. ivhe r e i = 1. 2. .•• , p and j = 1, 2. •. 
1. J 
•• , q . .See Lancaster I26, p. 260J. 
2 . 2. 2 Spectral Radius of a Matr ix 
Let A = (a . . ) be a square matrix of order n x n with eigen values 
J..J 
A • A . ••• • A . We denote the maximum of / A / . / A /, ••• • I A / by 
1 2 n 1 2 n 
peA). and p eA) i s usually called the spectral radius of A. We give below 
some of the properties of peA) . 
Lemma 2 . 2. 2· 
(a) p (A ) ~ IIA 11 for any norm 11· lion the linear space of all 
square matrices of the same order. 
(b ) Ther e exists a positive constant K such that for any positive 
integer m. we have 
(2. 2.7) 
for all i and j. 
( c) n 
peA) ~ max L 
l~i~n j =1 
la . . 1 J.,J 
- 22 
n 
< max r 
1 ~j ~n i=l 
n n 
la . . 1 lJ 
~ L r 
i=l . =1 
la .. 1 l J 
~ n max 
l~i,j ~ 
la. ·1 lJ (2. 2 . 8) 
(d) Let A be a square matr ix. Then peA ~ A) < 1 if and only if 
pxp 
peA) < 1. 
(a) , (b) and (c) are standard f a r e treated in any good book on 
matrix algebra . One could che ck Kato [25, p . 361 f or (c) . We prove (d) 
n OH. 
Let a , a , ••. , a be the eigen valu es of A. Then 
1 2 P 
peA) < 1 if and only if lai I < 1 , for all i = 1, 2 , ... , p , 
if and only if 10: · a. I 
1. J 
< 1, for all i , = 1 , 2 , ... 
if and only if p (A 0 A) < 1 , 
by Lemma 2. 2. 1 (d) • 
2. 2 . 3 Convergen ce of Sequ ences of Random Vecto r s 
Let {Y , n ~ l } be a s equence of random ve ctor s each of the same 
- n 
order p x 1 defined on som e probability space (n , ~, p) . We say that 




I (Y ). I < co 
- n 1 a . e [pJ (2.2 . 9) 
for every i = 1, 2 , ••• , p. 
, 
We say that L Y converges in the mean if there exists a random 
n;Q -n 




I L (Y). - (Y). I = 0 





f or eve i = 1 , 2 , •.. , p . 
We say tha t r Y converges in the quadratic mean if th er e exists a 
-n n~1 
r andom v ctor Y of p - components s uch t hat 
m 
Lim El L (Y ) . - (X\ 12 = 0 
-nl 
m-l<Xl n=1 
(2. 2. 11) 
for every i = 1 , 2, ... , p . 
2. 3 EXISTENCE THEOREM : THE CASE g = 1 
In this section , we give a simple sufficient condition for t he 
existence of a strictly stati onary vector- valu ed pro cess ~t ' t ( Z 
conforming to the bilinear model 
a . e [pJ (2. 3. 1) 
f or every t in Z f or a given sequence et ' t E Z of independent identically 
distr i buted rand om variabl es with common mean 0 and variance 0 2 < 00 and 




12 , c . 
pxl pxl 
We treat the case q = 1 in (2. 1.14) specially because we can describe 
the process Kt ' t ( Z, if it exi sts , explicitly as an infinite serie s i n 
, 
et s . The case q > 1 is more complicated. We will discuss this case in 
section 2. 4. 
We begin ~th a Lemma . 
Lemma 2. 3. 1 Let f be a vector- valued measurable f unction defined on ==.:::..- ~~= 
the i nfin ite- dimensional Eucli dian space R x R x R x ••• , i e , f or every 
equence (x , x , ••• , ••• ) of r eal numbers, f(x , x , •.•• ) is a 
1 2 1 2 
vector in so - dimensi onal Euclidian space RP . Let et ' t E Z be a r eal 
strictly stationary process . Then 
f( et , et _l' \ - 2' •••• ) 
i s strictly stationary. 
Proof Obvious . 
t £: Z 
The following is the main r esul t of this section. 
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..!.1.:..:.'1o;:;_o:::.;:r:..:e:::::J!l~--=2::...:-,,3::..: ..:::2 Let et ' t E Z be a e uence :- inde e den t . nentically 
dis ri bu t ed r eal r a dom vari a bl es defin ed on a probabi l i ty space (f2 ,0', p ) 
such tha t E(e
t
) = 0 and E ( e ~) = 0 2 < 00. Let A and B be two matr ices of 
order p xp such t hat 
P (A ~ A + 0 2 B 3 B) = A < 1 
Let b and C be two column vecto r s with compon ents b , b , ••• , bp and 
• 1 2 
C , C , 
1 2 
,C respectively. Then, the series of r andom vectors p 
r 
I J' ~l (A + Bet _j ) (Cet _r + l?e t _r _1 ) r~l 
converges absol utely almos t s urely [pJ as well as i n the mean f or eve ry 




, t E Z is a strictly stationary process conforming to the bili n ear 
model 
Xt = A Xt - l + l?et '_l + B Xt - l et-i + Cet 
f o r ever y t i n Z. 
Co nversely, if X
t
, t E Z is a strictly stationary vector-valued 
p r oces s satisfying 
a . e Lp] (2.3. 2) 
fo r ever y t in Z f o r some sequ en ce et' t E Z of independent i dentically 
distributed r andom variables with E(et ) = 0 and E(e~) = 0
2 < 00 and for SOLle 
matr i c sA, B, l? , and C of ord ers pxp . pxp , pxl. pxl r espe ctively s ati s fying 
p (A J A + 0 2 B ~ B) = A <: 1 , 
t hen 
r 
Xt = Cet + l?et _ l + I n (A + Bet .)(Cet + be ) -J -r - t-r-l r~l j =1 a.e [~ 
for every t in Z. 
Proof. The proof given below is an adaptation of the proof given in 
- 25 -
se~tion 3 of ?ha=~:ara Fao , Suhba r,ao ana ~':a2ker - 4 ] and is carriea 0 t 
in the f ollowing steps . 
1° . For almost s r e con vergence , we s ho w that 
L: El [~ (h. + Bet _j ) (Cet _r + .l2e t _r _l )] i l < ro r~l j =~ 
for every i = 1 , 2 , .•• , p . This would t hen imply that the seri es 
r 
L: n (A + Bet_ · )(Cet _r + .l2et _r _l ) r~l . =1 
is absolutely convergent almost surely [pJ as well as in the mean . See 
Chung [1 0 , (xi) , p . 42J . 
2° . We establish (2. 3. 3) for i = 1. The general case is clear. 
First , we note that for every t i n Z, r ~l and s = 1 , 2, ••. , p , 
p p p 
El L (A ) . c. et _r + E (A) . b . et "1 + L (B). C. j=il s j=1 sJ J - r- j=;l sJ J 
p p 
~ E I(A) .ll e. IElet 1+ L I(A) . lI b .IElet 11 sJ J - r sJ J -r-j=l j=l 
~ [.!l I(A)s ·I ICjl + ·!ll (A) .ll b.I]O 
+[ i I CB) . lIc.1 + i I(B) .11 0 .1]02 
. =1 sJ J j =1 s J 
(by Cauchy- Schwartz in equality) 
~ Ko 
where K i s a constant which depends only on A, B, Q, C, 0 2 and iridependent 
° 
of rand t . 
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3° . I f r ~ 2, we show tha t 
El [j~l (A + Bet _j ) (Cet _r + Eet _r _l ) ]11 
r -l 
~ K} P A 2 
f or some constant K 1 > o. 
Observe that 
EI[ ~ (A + Bet _j ) (Cet _r + l?et_r_l)]l l j=l 
= El [[;~: (A + Bet _ j )][ (A + Bet_r )(cet _ r + Ee t _r _1 ) ]]11 
p [ , [r-l ~ L El IT 
s=l j =1 
(A + Bet _ j ) ]lS I](E I «A + Bet_r)( Cet _r + E e t _r _1 )) si) 
r-l 
(In the above derivation, we have used the fact that n (A + Bet_o ) and 





) (Cet _r + l?et _r _1 ) are independently distributed.) 
~K 
° 
(By 2° and Cauchy-Schwartz i n equality.) 
ow, for any s = 1 , 2 ••••• p , 
(By 2.2.2) 
= [rn1CA + Bet 0) 8 CA + Bet 0)]1 ' 1 
-J -J S; S j =1 
(By Lemma 2.2.1 (c).) 
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Conseq en 1 
r-l 
= n (E(A + Bet .) 8 (A + Bet '»1 1 b ' . d d t j =1 - J - J s ; s • e ca use et s a r e 1.11 ep en en • 
= ( (E[(A + Bet) 6 (A + Bet)] )r-l )l s "l s . because et's are i den tically 
dis tribute~. 
= ( (E[A 8 A + et A 8 B + et B 8 A + e~ B 8 BJ )r-l )l s ;l s ' by 
Lemma 2 . 2 . l (b) . 
(( + o2B 10< )r-l) = A 8 A 0 B Is ;ls 
r - l ~ K A • for some constant K> 0 by (2 . 2 . 7) 
Hence . 
for a suitable choice of the constant K > O. 
1 
4° . Since A < 1, we have 
Thus (2. 3. 3) is established . 




= Ce.t + .Qe t _1 + L: n CA + Bet _j ) (Cet _r + .Qet _r _1 ), t E Z r~ j=l 
i s strictly stationary . Further , we have 
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o Go ve el , i f X ' t E Z co f oms'" -::'!19 ilinear model (2. J . ')) 
a bove , we obs erve t hat f or any n ~ 2 
n-l r 
Kt = Cet + .l?et _l + L IT (A + Bet _J· ) (Ce t _r + .:get - r -1 ) r=l j =1 
n 
+ IT (A + Bet .) X ... 
- J - ('- n j =1 
for every t in Z. 
As in 30 , we note that f or any 1 ~ u. v (P. 
El [~ (A + Bet .)J I 
• '1 -J uv J =.J.. 
n 
2 ~ K A • f or some positive constant K > o. 
2 2 
Since A < 1, 
n 
Lim E IT (A + Bet .) = O. 
n-+<x> j =1 - J 
a . e [pJ (2. 3. 5) 
Since Kt ' t E Z is a strictly stationary process , Kt -n • n ~ 1 converges 
t o Xl in dis tribution. Consequently. 
n 
j =1 
(A + Bet .) Kt ' n ~ 2 converges t o ° in distribution and hence 
- J - n 
in probabili ty . See Chung [10 , Ther oem 4. 4. 6, 1'-' . 92J . We can find a 
sub equence of this sequence which converges to 0 a . e [pJ . See Chung 
[10 , Theorem 4. 2. 3, p .?3] . Taking Limits along t his subsequence in 
( 2 . 3 . ~) we obtain 
a. e [pJ 
for every t in Z. The almost sure convergence of the above series f ollows 
from t he first part of the theorem~ 
-- 0 --- 0 -- The Theorem is proved -- ° -- 0 --
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REHARKS 2.3.3 
'(I) ,If we are looking for a real valued strictly stationary process 
X
t
, t £ Z conforming to the bilinear model 
X
t 
= a Xt _l + bet _l + S Xt _l et _l + ~t a.e [pJ (2.3.6) 
for every t in Z for a given sequence et' t £ Z of independent identically 
distributed r eal random variables with common mean 0 and variance 
0 2 < 00 , a sufficient condition for its existence is given by 
(2.3.7) 
The re sult follows at once by taking p = q = 1 i n Theorem 2.3.2. The 
coefficient b plays no role at all in the above condition (2.3.7). 
If we are merely looking for a real valued strictly stationary 
process X't' t £ Z satisfying 
X't =aX't_l +SX't_let_l + et a. e [pJ (2.3.8) 
for every t in Z under the above assumptions on the et's, the same 
condition (2.3.7) is sufficient for its existence. The moving average 
part be
t
_1 of the process has no bearing on the existence of a strictly 
stationary process confoming to (2.3.6). 
The model (2.3.6) without the moving average part was extensively 
studied by Tuan Dinh Pham and Lanh Tat Tran [41], Subba. Rao [311 and 
Granger and Andersen [15J among others. 
(2) The phenomenon described above in (1) also runs , true in the 
general case (2.3.1). The same sufficient condition 
peA 0 A + 0 2 B 0 B) < 1 
works true for the existence of a vector-valued strictly stationary 
process conforming to (2.3.1) with or without the presence of the moving 
average part Eet _l in (2.3.1). 
(3) The above phenomenon is not surprising. In Linear models, 
the above runs true. We will come to this part in the form of cor,ollaries 
at the end of this section. 
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(4) Let et ' t E Z be a sequ ence f independent i dentically distri -
b ed r eal random va riables with common mean 0 and variance 0 2 < 00. 
We are in e r e t ed in the exis t en ce of a r eal str ictly stationary BARMA 
(r, 1 , ~ , 1) model Xt ' t E Z, i e , Xt ' t E Z sati s f in g 
r i 
Xt = .:1 a. Xt _· + be t _l + . :1 13 .1 Xt_j et _l + et a . e [p 1 (2 . 3. 9) 
This model can be put in the vecto r f orm as follows . 
Let 
p = max {r, i} 
q = 1 (p-r ) 
" 
A = a a a a 0 0 0 0 
1 2 3 r pxp 
1 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
. (p - ~) 
~
B = 13 11 S2 1 Sv o 0 0 
pxp 
0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
bT = ( b, 0 , 0 , ... , 0) 
l xp 
eT = (1 , 0 , 0 , ... , 0) 
lxp 
xT = (Xt ' Xt _1 ' ... , Xt _PH ) , t E Z t 
lxp 
Then , 
Kt = A Kt - 1 + Eet _l + B Kt -1 et _1 + Cet a.e [pJ 
for every t in Z. 
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A suffi cien t condition i s 
p (A 3 A + 0 2 B 3 B) < 1 
Subba Rao [37] considered the model (2.3.9) without the moving 
average part bet _l in (2. 3. 9) and with r '= .£, . 
(5) Let et' t £ Z be a sequen ce of indep endent identically , dis t ri -
bJted r eal r andom va r iables with common mean 0 and va r ian ce 0 2 < 00 • 
Suppose a 2 + S2 0 2 = 1 and lal < 1 . If e is not two - valued , then there 
1 
exists a stationary real valued process Xt ' t £ Z such that 
a . e [pJ 





El j ~l (a + Set _ ·) (et _r + bet _r _l ) I < 00 
from which it follows that the series 
r 
I IT (a + Set .)( et + bet ) r~l j =1 - J - r - r -l 
converges absolutely almost surely [p1 as well a s in the mean. 
Note that for r ~ 2 
r 
Elj~:1 (a + Set_j ) (e t _r + be t - r - l ) I 
r -l 
= El IT (a + 8et _j )(a + Set _r ) (e t _r + bet _r _1 )I j:a. 
= 
[rnl Ela + Bet _j IlEI (a + Set _r ) (et _r + bet _r _l ) I j=l 
= K dr - l 
wher e d = E la + Se·1 1 and 
K = E l (a + Se t _r ) (e t _r + bet _r _1 ) I 
~ la lE let_rl + la bIEl et_r_.l l + ISI E(e 2 ) I 81 I I 
t-r + b E et_ret_r-l 
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~ ( Ial + labl)o + ( 1131 
and i i dependent of rand t . 
Now, we claim that d < 1. Two cases ari se . I f e 1 i s de ben e.ra te , 
the. e 1 = o a . e [pJ . Con sequently , 
d = Ela + el l 
= El al 
= lal 
< 1 





d = Ela + Se) 
< (E(a + Se· 1)2) ~ , by Cauchy- .Schwartz inequality 
= (a 2 + S20~~ 
= :L 
settles the claim. Consequently , 
r 
L El n (a + Set _j ) ( et _r + bet _r _l ) I < 00 • r~l j =1 
set 
then Xt , t E Z is the desi red process . 
(6 ) If one has a real strictly stationary process et' t E Z with 
common mean 0 and vari ance 0 2 < 00, one would like to see whether there 
exists a strictly stationary ve ctor-valued process Kt ' t E Z satisfying 
(2. 3. 2). The proof given above for Theorem 2.3.2uses strongly the fac t 
that et 's are indepen dent. Tuan Dinh Pham and Lanh Tat Tran [41J gave a 
proof based on the stong law of large numbers of the fact that there 
exists a r eal strictly stationary process Xt , t E Z satisfying 
a. e Ip] 
for every t E Z for a given sequence et' t E Z of independent identically 
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dis ri b te r eal r an om variabl es . t . con:mo r:J8 and va riance 
0 2 < <Xl provided 
We establish a r esult now generalizing the abo ve r esult of Tuan Dinh 
Pham and Lanh Tat Tran [41 , Theorem 2. 1 , p . 618J . 
r opositi on 2. 3. 4 Let et ' t E Z be an 8rgodic process with E(et ) = 0 









_l + be t _l + S Xt _1 et _l 
+ et a . e Ip] 
fo r ever y t i n Z if a 2 + S202 < 1. 
Proof The definition of ergodic process i s measure theoretic. We will 
give its definition later. Every ergodic pro cess is pre- supposed to be 
str i ctly stationary . A consequence of a p r ocess Yt ' t E Z being er godic 
is that , if Ely 0 I < <Xl. 
n ~ 1 
n 
converges a . e [pJ to E(Yo). 
To establish t his r esul t , we f i r st s how that t he ser ies 
r 
L IT (a + Set .)( et + bet _r _1 ) r~l j=l -J -r 
converges a . e [pJ f or ever y t i n Z. 
Let us look at , f or t in Z and r ~ 1, 
r 
p(t , r ) = IT (a + Set .) 
j =1 -J 
Taking logarithms , we obtain 
1 1 r 
- log IP( t ,r)1 = -; L logla +t'et_ . . 1 
r j =1 J 
Since et' t E Z i s ergodic, log la + Se
t
_j I • j:l, 2, ••• , is ergodic. 
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et C.l ck 
E log la + 6e o l = ~ E log (a + 6e o)2 
~ ~ log E (a + 6e o)2 
= ~ log (a 2 + 62a2 ) < O. 




r .:1 log la +il e t _j I = 
< O. 
a . e [pJ 
The r est of the details f ollow in exac ly the s me way a s in t he 
proof of theor em 2. 1 of [a] . 
Query. Is Xt , t E Z defined above ergodic? 
Th answer to this question is in the affirmati ve . At this juncture, 
let us r capitulate what i s meant by an ergodic process . Let et ' t E Z be 
a strictly tationary pr ocess defined on some p r obability space (0. ,f;, p) . 
Ergodicity of et ' t E Z can be def ined in two ways . Let , for each t E Z, 
cr
t 
= a{ et ' et _l , et _2, ••• , } 
= the smallest sub- a - fi eld ofjJ with r espe ct to which 
et ' et-I ' et _2, ••• are measurable. 
ote that 
.. . J :5 ::> f1 :;) t1- ::> & :::> Er ~ er ::> ••• 
3 2 1 0 -1 - 2 
The tail a- field of et' t E Z i s defined to be t he a- field 
(X) - (X) 
(f = n a-t = n ~t • t=- oo t=O 
et' t E Z is said to be ergodic , if its tail a - field ~ is P- tri vial , ie, 
for eve ry A in ~ P (A) = 0 or 1. 
Equivalently , ergodicity can be def ined in the following way . For 




The tail a-field is defined to be the a-field 
00 
~, () QLt 
t =_oo 
If (1J is P-tri vial, et' t E Z is ergodi c. 
::..P.::..r.!::.op~o~Sl.:::..· .!:ti::.,;· o:::..:n~...-:;.2:::..:.:....3o..::.~5 Let et' t £ Z be an ergodic process with E(et ) = 0 
and E(e~) = 0 2 < 00. If a 2 + 820 2 < ;L, then there exists an ergodic 
proces s Xt' t £ Z satisfying 
a.e [p] 
for every t in Z. 
Proof By Pr oposition 2.3.4" existence and s trict stationarity of 
Xt' t E Z i s a ssured, we show tha t X
t
, t E Z i s e r godic. Le t us find its 
tail a-field. For each t in Z, let 
~t = a{ et' e t_I' et _2 , 




_l , Xt _2 , 
} and 
} 
Fr om the r epresentation of Xt as a function of et' et_I' ••• it is clear 
t ha t X
t 
is measurable with r espect to ~t. Al s o, Xt_l' Xt _2 , ••• are all 
meas u rable with r e spect t o 1r
t
• Cons e qu ent ly, ~C~t for every 
t in Z . ( No t 'e that, if -a ach et is a function of Xt,Xt _l ,···, 
t hen ~C ~. ) . '1he r e for e , 
~ = Tail o-fi eld of Xt' t £ Z 
00 
= n Btt 
t =_oo 
00 
Tail 0 -field of et' t E Z 
= ~. 
Since ~ i s P-tri vail, 9-* is P-tri vial. Hence Xt' t £ Z is ergodic. 
More generally, we have the following result, 
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. 3. 6 Le e t ' t £ Z e a equence of °n oe. endent i dentically 
di trib t ed random variables with E( et) = o and E(e~) = 0 2 < 00 
A and B be two matri ces each of orde r pxp such that 
Then give any C and 12 , there exists an ergodic 
pxl pxl 
satisfying 
Kt = A Xt - l + Eet _1 + B Kt-1et - 1 + Cet 
f or every t in Z. 
p (A o A + 0 2 
process Xt , 
a . e [p] 
Let 
B 0 B) 
t E Z 
< 1 . 
Proof Fr om the r epr esentation of Kt given in the proof of Theor em 2. 3. 2, 
it is clear that each Kt is a function of et ' et_I ' •••• Note that any 
s equenc of independent random variables has P- tri vial tail o- fi eld. 
Thi i s Kolmo oro v ' s Zer o- One Law. The r est of the details are similar 
to the ones gi ven above . 
(7) If the stochastic process to be modelled for a given time 
serie d ta started only a finite number of steps ago , t he same condition 
stipulated i n the a bove theorem guarantees that the process involved is 
asymptotically stationary. To be more specific , suppose t he p - vari ate 
pro cess starts at time t = 0 with the initial random vecto r being X and 
-0 
satisfies 
a . e [p] (2 . 3. 10) 
for t = 1, 2, 3, ••• for some sequence {eo' el' e 2 , ••• } of indep end ent. 
identically di stributed random variables with common mean E(e o) = 0 and 
common variance E ( e ~) = 0 2 < 00 and for some constant matrices A, B, 12, and 
C of order xp , pxp , px1 and px1 r espectively. Repeated us e of (2. 3. 10) 
gives 
t 
+ n (A + Be o o)X j =1 t -J -0 
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f or ever t = 2, 3, 4, ... . 
The proces s It ' t = 2. 3. 4 • ••• defined by 
~ r t 
It = Ce 0 + 1?e 1 t L n (A t Be. ) (Ce + be t i + n (A t Be . ) X 
r=l j =1 J . r - r j :: 1 J - 0 
has the property that ~t and It have the same di stribution f or ever y 
t = 2. 3. 4. ... • This follows from the fact t hat {e • e , e • 01 2 
are independently identically distributed . Under the condition 
p(A 0 A t 0 2 B 0 B) < 1 • 
r 
L n (A t Be .) (Ce t be t 1) J r - r r~ j=l 
converges absolutely a . e [pJ and 




• t = 2. 3. 4, ... }, and hence the process gt' t = 2, 3, 4, .•. } 
converges t o the random vector 
r 
Ce o t 1?e l t L n (A t Bej ) (C er + Eert"l) r~l j ="1 
in distribution . See Chung rI O, Theor em 4. 4. 6, p. 92]. One cannot fail to 
notice t ha t t he distribution of the limiting random vector above is the 
same ~ s that of ~t' t E Z whose r epresentation i s given in the above 
theo r em. 
(8) If E(e i ) < 00, then we can show that the series 
converges in the quadr atic mean. The proof given above for the theorem 
can easily be adapted to "establish this. 
Finally. as promised in (3) of Remarks 2.3.3. we obtain results on 
existence of certain linear processes as corollaries of Theorem 2.3.2. 
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Coro1l r v 2. 3. 7 Let e t ' t E Z be a seq ence of iraependent identi cally 
distributed r eal random variables with a common mean 0 and variance 





o Xt _j + bet _l + et j =1 
f or every t in Z if the r oo ts of the polynomial 
f(x) = 1 - a x - a x 2 -1 2 
r 
••• - a x 
r 
are in absolute value greate r than unity. 
a . e [pJ (2. 3. 11) 
( 2. 3. 12) 
The model ( 2. 3. 11) can be put in the vector form as f ollows , l et 
Then 
p = r 
q = 1. 
A = a 1 a 2 a 3 a Jrl pxp 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
00 0 1 
l1T = ( b , 0 , 0, ••• • 0) 
lxp 






X~ = (Xt , Xt _l • ••• • Xt_p+l) • t E Z 
1 xp 
for every t in Z. 
a . e [PJ (2 . 3. 13) 
• 
A sufficient condition for the existence of a strictly s t a t iona r y 
vector-valued process !t' t E Z sati sfying (2. 3 . 13 ) i s 
p(A ~ A) < 1 
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(2. 3. 14) 
B L ~:;: jJa .• 2 ( ' ) , o:~ i ' ion (2. 3. 14) i e u ' valent t o p (A) < 1 , .... ,." ch 
in t urn i s equivalent t o t he condi t i on t ha t the roots of the character-
i sti c polynomial 




Since the r oots of (2. 3.12 ) are t he r eciproca1s of the roots of 
(2.3. 15) , th e r esult follows. 
~C~o~ro~1~1~a~rv~ __ ~2~.~3~.~8 . Let et ' t E Z be a sequence of independent identically 
distributed real random variables with common mean 0 and variance 0 2 < 00. 
Then there exists a strictly stationary process Xt , t E Z satisfying 
r 
X = L a . Xt . + et t j =1 J -J 
for every t in Z if the roots of the pol ynomial 
f(x) = 1 - a x - a Xl -1 2 
r 
••• - a x 
r 
are in absJ1ute value greater than unity. 
a. e [pJ (2.3.1 6) 
Proof. Now (2 . 3. 16) is the sam e a s (2 . 3. 11) without the moving avera e 
part be
t
_1 i n (2;3 ; 11) . The result follows from Cor ollar y 2.3.7 since the 
condition (2.3.14) holds t ru e f or the exis tence of a strictly stationary 
process conforming to ( ~ . 3 . 11) with or without the pr esence of the moving 
average part bet _1 in (2.3. 11). 
2.4 EXISTE CE THEOREM : GENERAL CASE 
Befor e stating our n ext theorem on the existen ce of a ve ctor-valued 
process !t' t E Z satisfying the general vectorial model (2. 1 . 14) , we 
give a Lemma which on i ts own may be of independent interest. 
~L~e~m~ma~~2~.~4~.~1=. If an ' n ~ 1 is a sequence of real numbers satisfying 
for every n ~ 2 for some po si ti ve constant K and A < 1, then a , n ~ 1 
n 
is a Cauchy sequence and hence convergent. 





l: » , O<A<l 
j =1 
Then b + A/( l - A) as n + 00. This implies that for each positive 
n 
number E , we can find a positive number N such that 
Ib - b I ~ E/K for all integers n, m ~ N 
n m 
f or some posi i ve constant K. It is not difficult to show that if n , ID ~ N 
then 
la - a I ~ xl b - b I n m n m 
< E 
The'r ef or e a , n ~ 1 satisfying (2.4.1) for some posi ti ve constant K and 
n 
A < 1 is a Cauchy sequen ce of real numbers. Hence an' n ? 1 is convergent. 
REMARK 2 . 4. 2 
If lim la - a I n n- l 0 , it does not necessa rily mean that an' n ~ 1 
conver ges . To see this , consider 
a = 1 + ~ + + + ••• 
n 
It is evident that a + 00 as n + 00 bu t I a - a 1 I 
n n n-
.1 
= n + 0 as n + 00 • 
The following is the' maiD result of thi s section. 
Theo-relL 2 . 4. 3 Let et ' t £ Z be a sequence of independent identi cally 
distri buted r eal random variables defined on some probability space 
(D, ~, p) su ch that E(e t ) = 0 and E(e~) = 0
2 < 00 . Let A. Bl , B2 , ••• Bq 
be q + 1 matrices each of order pxp and 
f = A ~ A + 0 2 B o Bl 1 1 
f . = 0 2 [B. 3 (A j - l B + Aj - 2 B + ••• + AB. 1 + B. ) 
J J 1 2 J- J 
+ (A j - l B + Aj - 2 B + ... + AB. 1) 0 B.] 1 2 J- J 
(j = 2, 3, ... , q) (2. 4.3) 
Suppose all the eigen values of the matrix 
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r r r r r r = 
2 2 1 2 P qxp q 3 q- l 
q 
I 2 0 0 0 0 p 
0 IJf 0 0 0 (2. 4. 4) 
0 0 0 Iif 0 
have mo duli l es s than unity , ie p(f) = A < 1. Let C, El' E2 , ... , b be - q 
q + 1 column vectors each of order pxl . Then there exists a vector- valued 
strictly stationary process Xt , t E Z conforming to the bilinear model q q 
X = A X 1 + I b. e,,- . + I B. X,,- . et ' + Ce t a . e Ip J (2. 4. 5) 
- t - t - j =1 - J v- J j =1 J - v- J - J 
for every t in Z. 
Proof For this general case , it is not easy to provide an infinte series 
representation (as we did in the case of q = 1) f or ea ch Xt , t E Z. As a 
r esul t we will proceed as in Bhaskara Rao, Subba Rao and Walker [ 4J and 
exhibit the process Xt , t E Z as an almost sur e limit of a sequence 
S t ' t E Z, n ~ 1 of strictly stationary processes . The proof is broken 
-n , 
down into the foll owing steps . 
Let the process S t ' n , t E Z be defin ed as follows 
-n , 
S = 
-n , t 
= 
= 
0 if n < 0 
Ce t if n = 0 q 
Ce t + I b.et . + (A + B 1 et - l )~-l , t -l j=l - J - J 
+ B Se , if n > 0 q -n-q, t - q t - q 
fo r every t in Z. 
+ B S e 2 
-n- 2,t- 2 t - 2 
(2. 4. 6) 
We show that lim S t exists almost surely [pJ for every t in Z. 
n-+oo -n, 
+ 
If X i s the almost sure limit of S t' n # l for every t in Z, then it 
- t - n, 
is obvious that the process Et ' t E Z conforms to the bilinear model 
(2. 4. 5). Using Lemma 2. 3. 1 , i t is easy to check that f or every fixed 
n in Z, S t ' t E Z is a strictly stationa~ process . 
- n, . " 
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Let S t = 
-n , -n , t -n- l , t , n , £: z. 
We show that 
n 
E I (~n . t ) i I ~ k >..2 
f or every n > 0 and i = l , 2, ••• , p , whe r e k is a posi tive constant. 
Since >.. < 1 , this would then imply that f2
n
, t ' n >,.. 1 converges almost 
su r ely [pJ for every t in Z (See Lemma 2. 4. 1) . 
We now settle the question of integr ability of s t l S. 
-n, 
Fix 
t i n Z. Note that 
s = S - S 
-nt, - n , t -n - l , t 
. .. , e ) 5 t - n - o, t - n 
= (2 . 4. 7) 
where Qn( et- l ' e
t
_2, ••• , et _n ) i s a matrix of order pxp and each entry 
of this matr ix is a polynomial i n e 1. et 2' ••• , et i n whi ch the t - - - n 
power index of each et _j is either 0 or 1. Consequent ly , ever y entr y in 
e ... 2 ' !, - ••• et ) and hen ce i n s is integrable . - n - n , t I t is clear 
hat the distri bu tion of s t does not depend on t . 
- n , 
40 • It is convenient to deal wi t h t he following p r ocesses . Define 
* = 0 
- n , t 
if n < 0 
= C if n = 0 
= Qn ( e t -l t e t - 2 t 
for every t in Z. Equivalently 
s = s* e , n , t £: Z 
-n , t -n , t t - n 
, et )C, if n > 0 
- n 
(2 . 4. 8) 
Fro m the r emark made on Q (. )I s . in 30 , it is obvious that ever y 
n 
entry in ~~, t is square i ntegrable. Furthe r. it i s easy to check that 
t he s* I S satisfy the f ollowing 
-n, t 
B s* e 
-q ~~ , t-q t-g 
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f o r eve r n , t i n Z. Also , he distri ' '.ltion of s~' does not epend on t , 
- n , "L 
since the et ' S are independently identically distributed . Since 
s = s * tet f or all nand t in Z • 
. - n , t -n , - n 
EI (~n , t\1 E I(~ri , t)il let_ nl 
< (E« s* ) . )2) ~ ( E ( e 'f)~ 
, - n , t l t - n . 
~ aCE 
for every i = 1 , 2 , ••• p . It suffices to obt ain an upper bound ..for 
E«~n , t)i)2 f o r every i =1 , 2 , ••• , p and n , t in Z. For this we 
evaluate 
E( s * ~ s* t ) = M , say. 
-n , t -n , n 
5° . In the following , we use (2 . 4. 9) and (2. 2. 4) 
~ri , t 0 ~ri , t = [(A + Blet_ l)~_ l . t_ l + B2 £ri- 2, t - 2e t - 2 + ••• 
+ B ~ * t et ] 0 [C A + B 1 et 1) s * 1 t 1 q n- q , - q - q - - n- , -
+ B s * e + + B s* e ] 2 - n- 2 , t - 2 t - 2 ••. q -n- q , t - q t - q 
= {« A + B~et-l)£ri_l, t_l ) ~ «A + Blet-l)~-l , t_l) } 
+ {( (A + B.l e t _1 )£ri- l , t - l) ~ (B2 £ri- 2 , t - 2e t - 2) 
+ (B2 £ ri- 2 , t - 2e t- 2) ~ (B2 £ri- 2, t - 2e t - 2 ) } 
+ {( (A + Bl et_J. )~-l , t -l) ~ (B3 ~- 3 , t - 3et _ J) 
+ (B s* e ) 0 «A + B e ) s* ) 
3 - n - 3 . t - J t - J Il> 1 t -l - n-l, t -l 
+ (B2 s* e ) 0 (B s* e) 
- n- 2.t-2 t - 2 3 -n- J , t - J t - J 
+ (B3 s* e ) 
- n-3,t- J t - 3 3 (B2 s* e) -n - 2, t - 2 t - 2 
+ (B3 ~- 3 , t- 3et- 3 ) £a (B3 ~- J , t-3et-3)} 
+ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
+ {«A + B1 et_1)-ns*_1,t_l ) 3 (B s* e ) q - n-q, t-q t-q 
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+ (B" e) q -n- q , t - q t - q 3 U. t .:) e )c:* ) t - l -n- l , t - l 
+ (B2 s* 
- n- 2 , - 2 e t - 2) 3 (B s* e ) q - n- q , t - q t - q 
+ (B * e , ) 8 (B s* e ) q - n- q , t - q t, - q 2 - n- 2 , t - 2 t - 2 
+ •••••••••••••••••.•.•••.•••••••..•••• 
+ (B s* e ) 3 (B s* e) q- l -n- q+1,t- q +l t - q +l q - n-q , t-q t -q 
+ (B s * e ) 3 (B s* e q - n- q t - q q - 1 - n- q+l , t -q+l t-q+l) 
+ (B s* e) ~ (B s * e )} (2 .4.10) q - n- q , t -q t - q q - n- q , t - q t -q 
We evaluate t he exp ectation of ea ch exp r ession within each se t of 
racke ts { } in (2. 4. 1 0 ) . 
6° . Consider t he exp r ession within the fi r st set of bracket s { } 
i n (2 . 4. 10 ) . By (2 . 2 . 5) and ( 2 . 2 . 4) 
«A + B let _1 ).§.~-1, t-l) ~ «A + Bl e t _1 ).§.~-l, t -1 ) 
= «A + B.1 et-l:) ~ (A + Bl e t _l » (.§.~-l , t -1 0 ~-l, t - l) 
Since ~-l, t -l i s a functi .on of e t _2 , et _ J' ••. , et _n ; .§.~-l , t -l and e t -1 are 
independently distributed . So, 
brackets . 
Con i d e r t he following expression in t he s e cond s e t of s uch 
Us ing (2.2.4), ( 2 . 2 .5) and (2. 4.9) to expand s*l t ' we obtain 
-n- , -1 
+ B s * 4 t 48 4 + ••• + B s * e · )) 9 (B s * e) 3 -n- • - t- q -n-q-~,t-q-l t-q-l 2-n-2,t-2 ~2 
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+ ••.•••••••••••••••••••••••.••.•••• • ••••••.••••••••• 
+ «A + B e )B s* e) 0 (E S~f e ) 1 t - l q -n - q - l , t - q-l t - q- l z - - 2 , t - 2 t - 2 
= «A + R1et _l ) (A + B~et_ 2) 3 B2 et _2 ) (~~- 2 . t - 2 8 ~~- 2 , t - 2 ) 
+ «A + B~et_l) 0 B2 8 t _2 )(B z ~- 3 , t- 3et-3 3 .§.~-2,t-2) 
+ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
+ «A + Be ) 8 B e )(B s* e 0 s* ) ~ t - l z t - 2 q -n- q- l , t - q-l t - q- l -n- 2 , t - 2 
Ther ef or e 
+0+0+ ... +0 
= E«A + B1et _l )(A8t _2 + Ble~_ 2) 3 Bz )Mn_2 





) 3 B2 )Mn _2 
In a similar f ashion , we can show that 






_2 , and 
Consequently , the expected value of the enti r e expression in the second 
set of such brackets i n (2.4.10) is 
= r M 2 2 n-
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o Pur uing i dea similar to t h:>se used i !1 70 , I-.'e can show that the 
exp ected value of the entire expressi on in t he third s et of such brackets 
in (2. 4. 10) is 
02[B3 R (A2B·1 t AB 2 ) t (A 2B 1 t AB2 ) ~ B3 t B3 ~ BJMn _3 
= r M 3 
3 n- (2 . 4. 13 ) 
9 0 • The eA~e ctations of othe r expr ess i ons in (2. 4. 10) can be 
evaluated analogously. Finally, we obtain 
M = E(s* 8 s* ) 
n - n , t - n , t 
q 
= L r. M . 
. =1 J n- J 
for al l n . 
Then 
10 0. For ea ch n ~ 1 , let 
Y = M 
- n n 
p2qXJ. 
= r 
= r 2 
Mn _q t1 j 
1 2 0 P -







r r · M q - ·l q n- l 








From tris, it f oll0",·s ha t I(y ) . 1 ~ y., ),n f or eveY'Y i = 1, 2 , ..• , p 2q 
- n 1 -
and n ~ 1 . where A = P (f) and IS is a positive constant . In particular, 
we have I (Mn\ 1 ~ Kg An f or every i = I , 2 , ... , p2 and n ~ 1. Since 
we have 
for every i = I, 2, •.• , p and n,t in Z. From this inequality, the 
inequality stated in 2° . fol lows . See also 4°. 
-- 0 -- 0 The Theor em i s proved - - 0--0--
RE t4RKS 2. 4. 4 
(1) The most important feature that emer ges by comparing Theorem 2. 4. 3 
above and the Theorem in se ction 4 of Bhaskara Rao , Subba Rao and Walker I4J 
is that the presen ce of moving average part makes no impact on the existence 
probl em . Thi s is also t ypical of Linear processes a s t he following 
corollary shows . 
Cor ollary 2 . 4. 5 Let e , t E Z be a sequence of i ndependent identi cal ly 
t 
distributed r eal random variables with common mean 0 and vari ance 0 2 < 00 • 
'T'hen there exists a stri ctly stationary pro cess Xt , t E Z satisfying 
r ~ 
Xt = 1: a. Xt . + 
1: b.et . + et j =1 J -J j =1 J - J 
a . e [pJ (2. 4.16) 
f o_ ever y t in Z i f t he roots of the polynomial 
f(x) a x 2 r = 1 - a x - - ... - a x 
1 2 r 
are in absolute valu e greater than unity. 
Proof. The model (2. 4.16) can be put in the ve ctor form as follows. Let 
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= r 
q = Q, 
A a a a a ' a pxp 1 2 3 P- l P 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
000 1 o 
b ~ = (b ., 0, 0 , ••• , 0), j = 1, 2, ••• , q 
- J J 
. Up 
eT = (1 , 0 , 0 , ••• , 0) 
lxp 
Then 
X~ = (Xt , Xt _l , ••• , Xt _P+1 )' t E Z 
lxp 
q 
Xt = A Xt - , + I b . et · + Cet 
-.L- j =~ - J - J 
for every t in Z. 
a . e Ip] (2.4.17) 
A sufficient condition for the existence of a strictly stationary 
r eal vector - valu ed process Xt , t E Z satisfying (2. 4. 17) is 
p(A 8 A) < 1 
Th r es t of the details follow in exactly the same way as in the proof of 
corollary 2. 3. 7 of section 2. 3. 
(2 ) Finally , we r emark that the process satisfying (2. 4. 5) in 
Theorem 2. 4. 3 is ergodi c. This follows from the f ollowing observations . 
For ever y n ~ 1 , the process 2n.t' t E Z defined in step 1° in the proof 
of Theorem 2.4.3 i s ergodic. Since 
Lirn ~. t = Kt a. e [p] 
n-+oo 
for every t in Z. Kt' t £ Z is ergodic. 
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chap 
rQ er of he vector- valued r~ es s ~_ , t c Z 
for ever t i n Z fo r some equence e ~ , 
l" 
\.. 
a . e [p] (3. 1. 1) 
E Z of i ndependent identicall . 
c' . 'C.rj bu ted r eal random riabl es with comma mean 0 a d va rian ce 0 2 < 00 
anc m t,r ~ es 11 , C , . , = 1, 2, ... , q an d B. = 
,1 
, 
. A'J. L~ pxl pxp 
I t is 'Lem ting to assume that since the bilinear proces 
2, ... q. 
X.l. , t E Z 
- l" 
satis f ying (3 . 1 . 1) is strictly stationary, it must be stationary up t o any 
ord er . This is not n ecessarily true s ince a p r ocess may be str ictly 
stationar eve though none of its mOffients exist. Such a process will no-
be sef u i ce the main tools of tim e series analysi s have traditionally 
been the fir s t and second moments of the series . We show that under the 
striv s .l. at:"o, ari t y condition 
fo ::, tne ca ~ = 1 , and 
:o r th s =f~e::,al cas of q > 1 , and E(e~ ) < 00, the vector - valued bilinear 
r oceSE 'e:ined by (3. 1 . 1) is second- or der s tati onary . This implies , in 
partic~ar , t e exi stence of all joint moments up to order 2. 
'" ":x. Rao [37, p . 248J and Granger and Andersen [iL~ have discussed 
som e s ecial cases of the general model (3.1. 1 ) and showed that for t hese 
special cases the covar i an ce stru cture i s identi cal with t he cova riance 
s tructu r e of some suitable linear p r ocesses. See also Subba Rao an d 
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Gabr [39J. 
In 'this chapter, we show that given any real bilinear model (2.1.2), 
there exists a linear process such that their covariance structures are 
identical. I was informed by my supervisor that Tuan Dinh Pham [46] , has also 
arrived at the same conclusion after obtaining a Markovian representation 
of bilinear processes. But our method here is simple and direct. 
We also show that for the general vector-valued bilinear model 
(3.1.1) there exists a vector-valued linear process such that their 
covariance s tructures are identical whenever the matrix A in (3.1.1) is 
of a specified type. Incidentally, the real bilinear model (2.1.2) can 
be put in the vector form (3.1.1) with the matirix A being of this special 
type. 





, ••• , Bq be q + 1 matrices each of order pxp and 
b , b , ••• , Eq and C be q + 1 column vectors each of p-components. Let 
-1 -2 
et' t £ Z be a sequence of independent identically distributed random 
variables with E(et ) = 0 and E(e~) = 0
2 < 00 • Let r be the matrix given in 
Theorem 2.4.3 built on A, B , B , ••• B and 0 2 • If p(r) < I, by 
1 2 q 
Theorem 2.4.3, there exists a strictly stationary vector-valued process 
Kt' t E Z satisfying 
q q 
_Xt = A !t-l + L E.et _· + L B. Xt .et . + Cet a.e [PJ (3.2.1) j =1 J J j =1 J - - J - J 
for every t in Z. 
It is natural to enquire whether E(Kt ) and Disp (Kt) exist. Strict 
stationarity does not guarantee existence of moments. If E(!t) and 
DisP(K
t
) exist, we find a way to calculate these moments. ' This section is 
deyoted to a study of this problem. 
The question of existence of E(Kt ) and Disp(Kt ) can easily be 
settled in the case q = 1 because in this case X admits an infinite 
-t 
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3 .. 1 et A and B be two square atrices ea ch of or der pxp . 
et a a t be wo column ve ctor s each of p- cornponents . Let et ' t E Z 
e a eq s:J ce of ind epe l ' ent identically cii tri uted l·andom varia les wit,h 
E(et ) = 0 :d E(c :) = 0
2 < (X) • Let 
v 
Then 
p(J.. ~ J.. + 0 2 B ~ B) <le 
til e follovling are valid. 
(i) p eA) < 1 
(ii) For the ilinear proces Kt ' t E Z satisfying 
x~ 
- (, 
~o::- e er 
a . e [pJ 
t E z, E(!t) exi ts . 
(X
t
) = 0 2 (1 - A) -l BC 
- P 0 . 2 . 2) 
(i v ) If E(e~) < (X) , then Di sp(!t) exi sts . 
(v) T Furt her, if V = E(K t Kt ) , t hen V sa t isfies 
= A 11 ~ + 0 . 2 . 3) 
for orne constan~ matrix 6 given by 
and 
where 





= A BT + B S AT + 02(C eT + 2 2T + B g 2 T + 2 gT BT 
+ A e 2T + 2 eT AT + 2 0 2B e eT BT) + B H BT 
+ k (B e bT + 2 eT B T) 
3 
= 0 2 (A l! eT + e l!T AT + 02B e eT + 0 2 e eT BT ) + k3 e 
= k (A 
3 
eT 
k and k are the t hird and fourth-order cumulants respectively 
3 4 
t E Z, i e , 
E( 3) = k t 3 
E(e~) 30 4 + k 
.. 






X Ce t + £G ... + ... (.4 -t e ... . )(Ce . + b o ) = L., - -1,- r - 1 
- u r~ . =1 
.. ,- 1, - r 
ever t i n z. The a ve eri e s converges a bsolu t ly al 
a s el a~ i n t ' e L'lean . Since 
(A + Be ... . )(Ce. (,- L·- r 
. .. , p , Z(I ) 
- 1, 
r 
E( ~.) = 0 + 0 + E E n (A + Bet _j ) (Ce t _r + l?e t _r _1 ) (, r~1 j =1 
= 
(ee Crr b [1 0, (xi) , _ . 42] . ) 
r~l E(A + Bet _· ) lEt (A 
r;-l 
= 2: 
e c u e t ' t E Z a r e i ndep endent 
= 2: 0 2 Ar - 1 B C + 0 
r~l 
+ Be... ) Cet ) ('- r -r 
beca 0 et ' are i dentically distributed 
= 02[ 2: Ar - l l B C 
r~l 
ost 
r - l S ' n e E(X ... ) exists E A must be convergent. 
- (, 
r >-.l 
a 0 P 
surely 
Thi ha pen if and only i f p (A) < 1, if and only if (I - A) is invertibl e . 
I th case , 
r - l A ( ) - 1 = I - A • P 
Thi s p r oves (i), (ii), and (iii). 
If E(e~ ) < 00 • on e can show that 
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(f.. + Be . ) (C e 
- -r 
is con vergent in t he qu dratic 




ean . From t hi I it fol l ows t hat is (X ) 
- t 
We will establish (v) as par t of a more general r esult , namely 
Theorem 3. 2. 4. 
T e above proof gives t he following cor ollary • 
.=.C~o~ro.;;.;1:::1:::a..;..r,-"Y,----,,-3_._2_. _2. Let A and B be two matrices each of or der pxp . If 
p(A ~ A + B ij B) < 1 , then p(A 8 A) < 1 and hence p(A) < 1 . 
See Lemma 2. 2. 2(d) . We are unable to establish the above r esult 
directly . Existence Theorem 3. 2. 1 gives a r esult on ma rix algebra ! • 
F 
-- [Ac BD] Lemma 3. 2. 3. Le be a partitioned matrix in which A and B .;::..:;.=~---'''-----';.... 
are square matrices . If p (F) < 1, then p(A) < 1. 
Proof. Let A and D be of orders pxp and qxq r espe ctively . Let A be an 
eigen value of A. We show that A i s an eigen value of F. ote t hat 
A - A I 
P 
B 
C D - A I q 
- A I ) - C (A - A I f 1 B I q }-
(See Morrison [28 , p . 68J . ) 
= 0 
Since p(F) < 1, I AI < 1. Hence p(A) < 1. 
The following result is the main result of tr~ s section. 
Tbeor em 3.2. 4. Let A, B , B , 
1 2 
, B be q + 1 matrices each of order q 
pxp and e, b , b , ••• b be q + 1 ~ectors each, of order pxl. Let 
-1 -2 -q 
et ' t (; Z be a sequence of ind ependent identically distributed random 
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variables .with E(et ) = 0 and E(e~) = 0
2 < 00. Let r be the matrix of 
Theorem 2.4.3 built on A. B • B • 
1 2 
. .. , Then the following 
statements are true. 
(i) p(A) < 1 
(ii) Fo~ the strictly stationary process Xt , t £ Z satisfying 
q q 
Xt = A Xt 1 + L b.et · + L B. Xt .et . + Cet a.e Ip] - - - . -J - J J - -J -J J =1 · j =1 
for every t in Z, E(Kt ) exists. 
(iii) 
(iv) If E(e~) < 00 • then Disp(~t) exists. 
(v) Further. if V.= E(!t !~) , then V satisfies 
V = {A V AT + 02 Bl V B~ + 02{(B2 + A B1)V B; + B2 V(A Bl)T} 
pxp 
+ A3 B )T} + ••••••••••••••••••••• 
1 
2{( 2 q-l ) T +0 B +AB l+A B 2+ ••••• +B B VB q q- q- t q 
+ B V(A B 1 + A2 q q-
q-l T B 2+ ••••• +A B1)}+1::. q- 1 
+ A I::. + (A I::. )T 
2 2 
(3.?.5) 




0 2 (g. ~ , .; - 2 .' rn ~ .,. A. " - b: + + i- h· - -, -
- 2 re. 1: ~j 
' =2 - , - - - ) -1 -
0 4 
q 
[ (B .4 2 (B + L + E.; - 1) J .;(£ T B . , + + . 3) 
' =2 - 2 / J -
+ 
. _ 2 '1' . 





L CQ' _1 2 ••• •• + .Aj- 2 _'D ')C
1 BT. + A ~' - 2 + A b , ~ + 
















(B + A B + AZ B + + Aj - 2 B )H B~, 'I ' 2 '3 ••••• J - J - J - 1 J 
eT + e l:!T AT + 0 2 BeeT + 0 2 e eT BT) 
T 
e 
eT T T e eT c.- m + e 1! .4 + 02 B + 02 e Cl .i ) 
e eT 




Ak- '; (g . 
= 0 2 e + 0 2 L + B , id ) 
j =1 
l k k- j Bj Je. + k 3 1.: A if k > 0 j =1 
q 
B r B, 
px:p j =1 J 
wher e k and k are the thi r d and fourth- or der cumulants r especti vel y 
3 4 
of et ' t E Z, i e 
E( e ~) = k3 
E(e ~ ) = 30 " + k 
" 
(i) Since p (r .) < I, by Lemma 3. 2. 3 
peA S A + 0 2 B S B ) < 1. 
1 1 
By Corollary 3. 2. 2, 
p (A) < 1 
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roof of Theor~~ .. 3, X , 
- t., 
E: Z i 0 ~5.:'r. e:i 
s a almas C'''J r e Hmi of a se uen ce 
- n , t ' t E Z, n >;.. 1 of strictly 
stadon r~" roe; se-eS t See s teps 10. and 20 . of the proof of Theor em 2. 4. 3. 
:"a ct , we ... O\,T - J :lv.' that the equen ce S t ' t E: Z, n ~ 1 of r andom ve n ~'"' 
-n , 
ee ' conver e o Xt in the me~ for ever t in Z. 
Recall fro~ ste 2° . of T. eore~ 2 . ~ . 3 , that we have proved t hat 
El (S 
-n , -n - l , 
for every n ~ 1 , for i = 1 , 2 , , p and for some constant k , where 
A = (r) < 1. T means that the sequence S t ' n ~ 1 is Cauch in the 
-n, 
ean . Co sequ entl , her e exists an in tegrable r andom vector I t ' t E: Z 
such tha 
-n , t ' ~ 1 conver ges to It in th mean . See Theorem B of 
Halmos [21 , .107] . Thi It is almo t surely equal to ou r Xt above . 
Thu we have proved t at E(Xt ) exists and equal t o Lim E(§n ,t) ' See n-KO 
Ch ng [la , Theorem . 5. , p . 97]. 
(i " i) i n e X E: Z satisfies 
eT 
for e er , t i Z and E(Xt ) exists , w can take expectations both sides of 
the abov equal "t after mul tiplyin g on either side by et ' We obtain 
E(Xtet ) = 0 2 C 
ow , we take expectations on both sides of the above equality (3.2.6). 
Let 
Then 








(:: ,fl. ) = 0 2 ,... C - L. 
P : =1 
Sir.ce (h) < l. 
- , . cl = 0 (I - A) - l: B. . 
.i =1 J J 
(3 . - . 7) 
(i If E(e~) < ro , one can show that 
El (S t - § 1 .J
l
. 12 ~ k ;....n 
-n , n - , 
f or every ~ 1 , for i = 1 , 2 , . .. , ... and f or some constant k > 0 i 
steps 20 . and 30 . i the proof of Theorem 2. 4. 3 . 
n e!lJ a . 1 , we ca. how ha - n , , n ~ 1 is a Cauchy 
~equen ce i' the q' adrati c mea C n~ qu e tly , -n , t ' ~ 1 . need conve r ges 
to Kt i the quadratic m 
Disp(X exist and in fact 
See Halmos I2l, Theorem B. p . lO?] . Hence 
= Li Disp (S t) 
-n , 
n~ 
ee Chun 10, Theorem 4. 5. 4. p . 9?J . 
o~ we proceed to obtain V = E(!t K~ ). 
(v) inee Kt ' t £ Z satisfies (3. 2.7) and Disp(1t ) exists , then 




, ~ £ Z t · fying (3. 2. 6) i c f' r 0- order ~tationary , w 
obtain he following 
and 




= 0 2 C , if k = 0 
(3 . 2.8) 
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}: 
+ K L 3 j =1 
Let E ( e~ ) = }: 
v 3 





and E( e~) 
if k > 0 (J . ? . 9) 
30 4 + k < ro , wher e k and k a r tne 
4 3 4 
tr~r' and :ourth- or er cumulant res_ ectiv e1 y of t he pr ocess et ' t E Z. 
Let 




E(l; t l;t) 
pxp 




q T B~ q T AT A X + L A ~t-1 l;t . et . + L B. et . Xt . l;t-1 
- t -1 - t,- 1 
=1 - - J J . =1 J - J - - J 
q T q T AT 
q q T b. + L + L L B. L A ~t-1 ..9. e t _ . ~t-1 X .... l; t .et . et . t -
. =1 i=1 j =1 l - t,- l - J - l -=1 
q q 
+ LLb. 
i =1 . =1 - l 
T T q q 
. et . Xt . B + LLB. Xt . e ... . e... . b~ - l - J - - J' l - - l t,- l v- - J i =l j =1 
+ ~ ~ bT. + ~ B X eT £, £, b. et . et . £'. - t . et .et 
. - 1 - l - l - J - J J' =1 J - J - J i=1 
BT. + q T q bT. + eet e t _ · .L J' L ..9. et . et e + L Cete t _J' - J ' =1 lr" J j=l J - l j =l 
q 
inc 
(3. 2.1 0 ) 
obtain t he 
~t ' t E Z satisfying (3. 2. 6) i s second- or der stationary, we 
following 
T 




~4 l' .!. 





(3 . 2 . 11) 
= 2 V + 20 4 e + H , 'f i = 
h = • ( A er + r .l!- AT + C 2 
3 . • c c 
.11 ) ~d ~c fact that toe 
r a.'1 -o v .... " . es et' .. E:: are i ndependenT. and i enti a1 ~. d ' stri bute:i , 
we take exp e cT.ations on both sides of (3 . 2 . 10) to obtain 













is th e matrix of Theor em 3. 2 . 4. 
Let us now consider S(k) , k ~ O. For k = 0 , we obtain 
(0) = C' 
For k + 0 , we obtain 
(3 . 2 . 12 , 
(3 . 2 . 13 ) 
(3 . 2. 14) 
By suc es iv sub tit tion f or the quantity S(k ) in (3 . 2 . 14) , we obtain 
B )v 
1 
. 2) + ••••• K-
+ Ak- 1 (B + B1)Je eT + 02(Qk + A .9k - 1 + A2 - k - 2 + ••••• 
+ A~-l \h.? + k
3












+ 02(B + A B + A2 B + q-l q-2 q-3 ••••• 
+ Aq- 2 B )V BT + ~ (3 2 16) 1 q 2 •• 
where ~ is the constant matrix of Theorem 3.2.4. 
2 
If we now substitute (3.2.16) into (3.2.12) we obtain the expres-
sion 0.2.5). 
This completes the proof. 
REHARKS 3. 2. 5 
(1) The equation (3.2.5) is linear in V and can be solved explicitly 
once all the matrices involved are given explicitly. 
(2) If E ( e ~) < 00 , and a 2 + 02 S2 < 1, then there exists a strictly 
stat ionary and se cond-order process Xt • t £ Z satisfying 
a. e [pJ 
for every t in Z wi th 
and 
when et' t £ Z is a Gaussian process. 
(3 ) If E( e~) < 00 and p(r) < 1. where r is the matrix of Theorems 
2.1.1 and 2.4.3, then there exists a strictly stationary second-order 
process Xt , t £ Z satisfying 
r h m R. 
Xt = 
2: a j Xt . + 2: b.e t . + 2: 2: S .. Xt .et . + et a.e [pJ j =1 -J j =1 J -J i=l J =1 ~J -~ -J 
i~J 
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:or .... VE;~.,:- ... iT: r. .., . 
- . 




"-' .L ) = 0 2 L 
j =1 
r 
0 . 2. 17) 
1 - L a . 
. =1 
where q ' = min (m , £) • From 0 . 2.17) one notice o if and 
only if 
q l 
r 8 .. = 0 
. =1 
3. 
t ·s ection, we show that for every bilinear process (2.1.2). 
ther e exi ts an ARMA process with identical covariance stru ctu res . Thi s 
r e ult comes as a special case of a corresponding r esult for vector -
valued processes satis fyin g (3 . 1 . 1) with the matrix A having some 
5 ecified truc r e . 
Theor em 3. 3. 1 . Let et ' t £ Z be a sequence of independent identically 
. stri bu e r eal r andom variables with E(e ) = O. E(e 2 ) = 0 2 and t t 
Le t A, 
. .. , 
B be q + 1 matrices ea ch of order pxp . q 
be q + 1 column vectors each of order pxl. 
- q Let 
p(r) 1 . whe r r is th matrix of Theor em 2 . 4. 3 built on A, Bl • B2 • ••• 
••• • Band 0 2 • q 
For the bi1inear trictly stationary second- order vector-valued 
process Xt , t £ Z conforning to the model 
q q [pJ Xt = A Xt - l + r J? e t _ . + L B. Xt . e t . + Cet a . e (3.3. 1) j =1 J J j =1 J - -J -J 




.t. = 13- a E.. p- l 1. 2 3 pxp 
1 0 0 
~ r 0 0 (3 . 3 . ... ) I.J 
000 1 o ) 
1.1.e::-e (;):.:.s .... ~ ...... .L.?.;'cP. procesf of or er 
a , a , •.• , a and mo ~ng average coefficients being functi ons of 
1 2 
. .. , B , - 1 ' , . • • , t an q - 2 - q C such that they have identical 
covariance s"ruc"ur ~ . 
roof Fro (3 . 3.1) , it i eas' to now that 
whe r e 
if k = 0 
T 
= 0 2 C ~ , if k f 0 
= E(~ . ..) an. is the pxp matrix given by t he expres ion (3. 2.13) . 
v 




A V + I 
j =1 
+ .... . + A 
. =1 
a 





B. S'1'(' - 1) + Ak - 2 i B. ST(' - 2) 
· =2 
q 
L: B. S (' - k + 1) + L: B . sT(j - k) 
. =k- l . =k 
q 
..... + A L E. YJ?(' - k + 1) + i b . }lU - k) 
j =k - J 
· =k- l 
B + Ak- 3 (B B) 1 1 + 2 + ••••• 
+ A( B + B + ••••• + Bk 2) + (B + B + ••••• 
1 2 - 1 2 
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and 
.. f e ~k-
if k = 2 , 3, •.. , q 
if k > q 
0 . 3. 4) 
T 
w er e = E(X
t 
.Kt ) , }i(k ) , k ~ 0 is the _ xl matrix given by the 
expr ession (3 .. 9) and S(k) , k ~ 0 is the pxp matrix given by the 
expres io (3 . 2 . 15) . 
If we no,,· le 
and noting that 
m 
+ 0 2 B el! , 
we obtain fro (3 . 3. 5) 














R( k+p- 2) 
R( k+p- 3) 
0 . 3. 6) 
0.3.7) 
R(k-p+1) R( k-p+2) R(k-p+3) R(k) 
where R(k) = E{ (Xt - u)(Xt +k - U)} , 
u = E(Xt ) , 
expression (3. 3. 6) is equvalent to 
R(k) = a R(k - 1) + a R(k - 2) + ••••• 
1 2 
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+ a R (k - p) , k > q 
p 
(3.3.8) 
e the sam e a t. e Y l e - halk ~ r e~ at · o s f or a...'1 .L •• .'. ,~ J... ( , J an d 
th '" s how tha t he roces ! ... , t E Z conformi .. g t o t he bi _bear !!lodel 
3. 3. ) ,· t · "' nE ;:.atr'x .t.. defi ed y (3 . ,3 . 2) has · d e .. ical c va r :"a ce 
str cture as o rn e Rt1A (p , q) r o ess . 
Cor ollary .3 . 3. Let e t ' t £ Z be a sequence of independent i entical l 
distributed r al r n om variables with E(e t ) = 0 , E(e~ ) = 0
2 and 
00 . L t/" , E l' 2' ••• , be q + 1 rnatri es of Theorem 2. 1 . 1 . q 
Le C, , b , 
- 1 -
... , b q + 1 column vectors of Th or e 2.1.1. Let 
- q 
p(f) < 1 , whe r e f i s t he ma~rix 0: Theor em 2 • . 3 b i l 0 A, l' 2 ' 
. .. , a 




, t £ Z c nformi ng t o the model 
r m £ 
X ... = L: &.. Xt _ · + b"e + L: Bi · Xt . e ... ' + et lJ i=l j=2 - 1 lJ -= 
a . e [P] (3. 3. 9) 
for every in Z, ther e exists an ARMA (r , max (h , g) ) , g = min (rn , £) 
with autor gr essive coefficients a 1 , a 2 , ••• , a r and moving average 
coefficie ei ng funct ' on of a l ' a , .•• , a , 2 r 1 ' 2 ' ••• , bh and 
S .. ' 1 ~ i ~ m, 1 < . ~ £ , i ~ . such that t hey have i de tical covariance 
l ' 
S~_ c r es . 
?roof . - epl ce t e matrix A of heorem 3. 3. 1 with the matrix A of 
:']jeor em 2 .. 1. Th r esult follows from Theorem 3. 3. 1. 
e hay aid in section 2. 1 . 1 of chapter two tha t the study of 
ti i e r mo el s bsumes the study of ARMA models . We now obtain the 
econ ' - or er moment s and autocovariances of some linear models from 
those of bilin ear models 
~C~o~r~o~1~1~a~r~y __ ~3~. ~3_. ~3 . Let et ' t E Z be a sequence of independent i denti cally 
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distributed real random variables with E(et ) = 0 and E(e~) = 0 2 < 00 ~ 
Then there exists a strictly stationary second-order process Xt , t £ Z 
conforming to the linear model 
h 
X = [ b.et · + et t . 1 J -J J= 
for every t in Z. 
Further more, 
a.e [pJ (3.3.10) 
and the autocovariance function of Xt , t £ Z is given by 
h- k 




. +k ' if k = 0, 1, 2, ••• , h 
j =0 
= 0 if k > h 
= R(-k) if k < 0 
where R(k) 
Proof. The model (3.3.10) can be put in the vector form as follows. Let 
Then 
p = q = h 
A = 0 o 0 0 0 
pxp 
1 0 0 o 0 
0 1 0 o 0 
o 0 0 1 0 
b~ = (b., 0,0, 
-J J 
, 0) , j = 1, 2, ••• , q 
1xp 
(1, 0, 0, ••• , 0) 
X = A X 
-t - t - l + t b e + Ce j =1 -j t-j t 
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(3.3.11) 
a. e Ip] (3.3.12) 
h .Juff~ ~i E'J t. c i tion for the exi sten ce of a strictly - a' ionary 
SGC rd - c i :Jer Vi? C . - Vd. ed p r ocess .Kt' t E Z sati s f i g (3 . 3 . 12 ) would be 
(J.. ~ J..)<1 , 
whi c, i (A) < 1 , or L _!!l u,a 2 . 2 . 2 (d) . For t!1e matrix A given by (3 . 3. 11 ) . 
(A) < 1 l' r r ·. or , ,.. ( ... -..' ",,:, !l e. e n r es tri tions 0 
t e are r equired r a r o ce s X , t E Z satis~ying (3. 3. 10) to be 
stationary . 
Fro!!: Theo r em 3. 2 . 4, we 0 tai th following . 
whe r e 







L b~ + L A W(j - l)E~ 
. =1 - - J j =1 
W (k) = 0 2 C • i f k = 0 
k 
L 
k-' A • if k > 0 
j =1 
I t i s . 0 di ffi cul t to check that 
c 
w e r e = 1. 















L:"c':"r,g 1- ~ - I) T'oI\'e 0 ' . ain from (~ - '3' . ..; . -- , . .) . - } 
R(O ) (1 ) R(2 ) R(q - l) 
R(l R(O) R(1) R(q - 2) 
, (2) (1 ) R(O) R(q - 3) 









R(q - 3) 




2 L j b . +l ••• 
i =0 





' +1 o 
o 
, t q- 1 
o 
o 
Thi e tabli hes the r esult fo r R( k ) , k = 1 , 2 , ... , q- 1 . 
an d 
From the r oof of Theo r em 3. 3. 1 , we obtain 
q 
C(1) = A V + L b. WT(j - 1) 
j =1 -J 
C(k) = A C(k - 1) • k > q 





and fro", (~ . 3 . 1 , 1,.:e o' tai 
.. ( j.: ) = 0 , k > q . 
Th:'s 0::J. 1 toes rp' of. 
3. 3. L. Let e. , 
~~--~--~---- v 
£: Z be a seq en e of inde enden id enti 
Le t h r oo 
f(x 




be grea ~e t n un · t in a solute value . The s t r ictl y stati onary second-
ord r ro 'es r X , E Z c fo in g t e mo del 
X. = . X + t a . e pJ 0 . 3. 17 ) 
. =1 
f or e er t n Z ha mean ze r o and autocovariance function given by 
R(O) = (1 ) 
2 
and 
R (2) + ••• a R(r ) + 
r 
2 O . .3 . 18) 
R(k - 2) + ••• + a R(k - r) • k > 0 
r 
(3.3.19 ) 
wher e R(:) = E(Xt Xt +.) = R( - k) 
0: . Co r oll r 2. 3. 8 , the strict y tationar ' second - order proces 
--
x , - c ;::; (2. 2.17) admits the vecto r representation 
Ce a . e [pJ 
r~' c i. r- wit th e m trix A being of the s. e cial type (3. 3. 2) . 
From heore 3 .. 1 and 3. 2.4. we obtain 
~ = E(l; = 0 
(0) = 
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0 . 3. 20 ) 
C(k) 
= .I,k (0) , k > 0 (3 . 3. 21 ) 
EA~res i o s (3 . 3. 18) and (3 . 3. 19) are easily derived from (3. 3. 20) and 
(3 . 3. 21 ) r es ective y. 
;C~r~o~1~1a~rJ~' __ ~3~.~3~.~5~. Let t ' t E Z be a sequence of inde endent i dentically 
d ' stribu ed r eal r andom va riables with E(e t ) = 0 and E(e~) = 0
2 
< ro 
Let the r oots of the polynomial 
f(x) = 1 r - ••• - a x 
r 
b greater tha un ' t i n absolute value . The strictly s t ationary s econd-
0 er oces 
Xt = 
for er r 
(k) 
The first 
I , t E Z confo r ming to the model 
r h 
I a . Xt _ · + I b . e t . + et 
'=1 j =1 J - J 
a . e [pJ (3 . 3. 22) 
i Z ha mean 0 and auto cova riance function given by 
= a 1 R(k - 1 ) + a 2 R(k - 2) + ••• + a R(k - r) , k > h r 
(3. 3. 23) 
autocovariances depend on the moving average paramete r s 
2 ' •• • , h ' a well a on the autor egressive parameters a l , a 2 , 
, a • 
r 
Proof. By Corollary 2. 4. 5, the strictly stationary second-order proces s 
X , t E Z s ti f in (3 . 3. 22) admits the vector r ep r esen tation 
X = A X + 
- t - t - l a . e Ip] 
for ever i Z wi th th e matrix A being of the special type (3 . 3. 2) . 
The autocov riance f uncti on (3. 3. 23) and the comments following it follow 
from Theor em 3. 2. 4 and 3. 3. 1 . 
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3.4 AUTOREGRESSIVE AND MOVING AVERAGE STRUCTURES OF BILINEAR PROCESSES 
In section 3.3, we have seen that for any bilinear process 
~t' t £ Z sat isfyi ng 
q q 
!t = A ! t -l + r oE. et_o + . r BJ' !t-J·et-J' + Cet a.e [p] (3.4.1) j =1 J J j =1 
for every t i n Z, unde r s ome conditions, there exists an ARMA process 
with identical covariance structures. Suppose in the bilinear model 
above, the movi ng aver age part is missing, ie, 
a.e [P]O.4.2) 
f or every t in Z (certai nly, we do have an ARMA process whose covari.ance 
structure is identical with t hat of (3.4.2). Is t here an autoregressive 
pr ocess whos e covariance structure is identical with the one of (3.4.2)? 
This question we a r e una bl e to settle generally. However, in some special 
cases , it does indeed work out to be true. 
We look at t he case q = 1. For given matrices A and B ,let 
pxp pxp 
r = A 3 A + 0 2 B 3 B, wher e 02 is the variance of et' t £ Z. Assume 
per) < 1 and E ( e~) < 00 Then for the process !t' t £ Z satisfying 
X = A X + B X 0 
- t - t -l -t-l e t _1 t o Ce t a.e [p] (3.4.3) 
for every t i n Z. l et ~ = E(Xt ) and V = E(Xt X~). 
From Theor ems 3. 2.1 and 3.3.1. r ecall: 
~ = 02 (1 - A)-' B C 
V = A V AT + 02 B V BT + l::. 
S = 02 (A ~ CT + C 14T AT + 02 B C eT + 02 e eT BT) + k e eT 
3 
H = k (A 14 eT + e 14T AT + 02 BeeT t 02 e eT BT) + k e eT 
3 It 
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C (1 ) 
= A C(O) + 6 4 
T T 
C(k) = ~t+k Kt) - !! !! 
= A C (k - 1) 
= Ak - 1 C (1) , k = 2 , 3, 
wher e 
Fr om (3 •• 5) , i t i s obvious that the process !t t E Z conforming 
to t he bilinear model (3. 4. 3) with the matrix A being of t he spe cial 
typ e (3 . 3. 2 ) has t he sa e covariance structur e as an ARMA b. 1) pr ocess. 
See also Subba Rao [37, p . 24~1 . Such a process will have the same 
covariance str ucture as an autoregress ive process of or de r p when 6 4 = o. 
The ~atrix 6 i s a null matrix if B C = 0 and k = E(et3 ) = O. 4 - 3 
An example of such a process is the BARMA (p, 1, t , 1) process 
Kt ' t E Z satisfying 
a . e Lp] (3.4.7) 
wher e et ' t E Z i s a sequence of ind ependent identically distributed 
random variables with E(et ) = 0, E(e~) = 0
2
, E(e~) = 0 and E(e~) < 00 • 
In the vector representation of (3.4.7), we noti c:e that 
- ?2 -
-. = r.. 
21 31 
px. 
o 0 o o o 0 o 
o c ) 
C = (1 , 0 , 0 , ••• , 0) 
p max {r , ,0 
Hence B C = O. From the above discussion , we have - 6 = O. 
Ij 
Corollary 3. 3. 2 establishe the fact tha for any bilin ea r proc s 
X
t
, t E Z sati fying (2 . 1 . 2) , under some condition , ther e exist an 
AR 1A proce s with id enti cal covariance tructures . Suppo se in the 
'ili e ~ ode (2 . 1 . 2). the a toregressi e part i m' ssing , i e. 
h m £ 
Xt = 
, 
. e + L L: Sij Xt . et . + e a . e [pJ (3 . 4. 8) L. 
. =1 i= j =1 - l -
i~' 
for ever r t in Z. it is not difficult to how t hat Xt , t E Z satisfying 
(3. 4. 8) admit the vecto r r ep resentation (3 . 4. 1) if we let 
p = m 
g = min (m. £) 
q = max (h , g) 
A = 000 0 0 
xp 
1 000 0 





= (b ., 0 , 0 , • •• 0) , j = 1, 2, ••• , q 





, Xt _l , ••• , Xt _ptl ) , t £ Z 
lxp 
If we now let per) < 1, ' where r is the matrix of Theorem 2.4.3 
built on A, B1 , B2 , ••• , Bq and 0
2 
with E(e~) < 00 , we obtain from 
equation (3.3.6) of Theo-rem 3.3.1 -that there exists a moving average 
process with identical covariance stru.ctures. 
Repeating the above dis 'cussion for the purely bilinear process 
X
t
, t E Z satisfying 
m £ 
L L S .. Xt . t et lJ -J i=l j =1 
fOD every t in Z, we note that, under suitable conditions, there exists 
a moving average process of order min {m., £} with identical covariance 
structures. 
3.5 EXAMPLES WITH NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS 
3.5.1 Methods of ARMA Model Identification 
Before we give examples to illustrate some of the points discussed 
in chapter 2 and 3, let us first summarise two methods of ARMA model 
identification. 
(a) BOX-JENKINS METHOD 
Basic to the Box and Jenkins [5J method of ARMA model 
identification is the partial autocorrelation fUnction given by 
~kk = PI ' if k = 1 
= IA(k, O)I/IB(k, 0)1 , if k > 1 , 
where B(s,t) is the sxs matrix defined by 
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t +l P 
r = R(k)/R(O) 
c, 
and A( , t) is the matrix compose' of t e P ' r t - 1 c 1 mn of B (s , t) 
with the s - th column given by £ wher e 
T Q = (pt+l ' Pt t ' ••. , Ptts )· 
The Box- J enkins procedur e uses the fact that if Xt , t £ Z actually 
s A. (p , 0 ) I then is non- zero for k ~ P and id nticall kk zero for 
k > Also used i n the Box- Jenkin procedur e i s the f ct tha if t he 
process i s ARV~ (0 , q ) , then Pk = 0 , k > q . The inspection of sample 
autocorrelations ~k l S and partial autocorrelations $kk l S should i ndicate 
t e model or models to be entertained . This is done b comparing the 
estimated functions with their large- lag stan a rd error s (see Table 3.1 ) , 
and then s eeing where the cut- offs , if any , occur in ne A I k 
~TA~B~LE=-~3~.=1 SUMMARY OF BOX-JENKINS IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE 
q 
(1) P k ~ N (Q , t (1 + 2 r A ~ ) , k ·> q -+ ARMA (0 , q) 
k =l 
(2) <l>kk~ N(O , ~ ) , k > -+ ARMA (p , 0) 
(3) either (1) nor (2 ) holds , then ARMA (p ,q) is to be t ri ed for 
some p , g > O. 
n is the number of observations used in cal culating the p IS k 
and ~I S . 
When p and q are both greater than zero, this procedure would not 
yield uniqu e valu es of p and q. 
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() GKt,j R- A ~D S- ARRAYS 1,E'l'H O 
Gray , Kelly and McInti re [17J us es R- and S- array elements 
as the f ollowing r ati os . 
R (f ) = H (f )/H (1 ; f ) 
n m n m n m 
\~here H (f ) i s the determinant of t he nxn matrix with (i , j )- th elem ent 
n m 
given by f ,L' t ' 2' a:1d H tl(l ; f ) is the deter mi nant of the (n t 1) x (n + 1) 
m,l J - n m 
matrix with (1 , j ) - th element .equal to 1 and (i , j ) -th el emen t f or i ~ 2 is 
gi venby f • In their work , f = P or f = (- l)m p . The properti es 
'm+itj - 3 m m m m 
of the R- and S- a':rrays on which the GKM procedure depend are summarized below. 
Let Xt , t E Z be a stationary AR~~ (p , q) process satisfying 
x -t 
P 
L cPJ' Xt - J' j =1 
q 
= at - L 8 , at ' j =1 J - J 
a . e [pJ 
for every t in Z. Suppose t hat S (f ) and R (f ) are defined , p > 0 and 
n m n ID 
S (f ) + 0 , where f = p or f = (_l)m p , then 
n m m m ID ID 
(1) for some integer mo and some constant Cl + 0 , 
if and only if n = p and mo = q - P t 1. Also 
S (f ) = C , m ~ ml n ID 2 
for some i nteger ml and some constant C2 i O. if and only i f n = p and 











= (-1) H C / Up if f ID = 
(2) for k > n , 
:± <Xl 
if and only i f n = p and m = q . See Woodward and Gray [45J for proof. 
(3) Rn+l (( _l)m Pm) = Rn+l (Pm) = 0 , m ~ mo ' m ~ ml , 
and 
( ) ± 0 R +1 P I n q -
R , (( - l)q-P P ) f 0 
n Tl q-p 
- -pH ) 1 
Rn+l( (- l) - q-p tl to 
if and only if n = p , mo = q - p + 1 and ml = - q - p . 
A process is a stationary ARMA {p,q) proces if and only if the 
associated R- and S- arrays are as in Tables 3. 2 and 3.3 r espectively 
TABL-, 3. 2 R-ARRAY WHERE Xt , t E Z IS ARM (P r g) 
~ 1 2 ....... P pH 
- i RI (- i ) rl 2 (- i) R (- i ) 0 P 
· · · · · 
· · · · · 
- q- p- l RI (- q-p- l) R 2 (- g-p- l ) R (-q -p-l) 0 p 
- q- p RI (- g- p) R2 (-g- p) R (-q-p) p NON- ZERO 
· · · · · 
· · · · · q- p RI(q-p) R2 (q-p) Rp (q-p) NON-ZERO 
q-ptl R (q-ptl) I R (q-p+l) 2 R (q-ptl) P 0 
· · · · · 
· · · · · j R (j) R (j) R (") 0 I 2 P J 
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S (f ) = S ( ) 
n m n 
K 1 2 ..... P ptl 
- i S I (- i) S2( - i) C2 u* 
· · · · · 
· · · · · 
- q-p - 2 SI (- q-p - 2) S2( - q-p - 2) C2 u* 
- q- p- l SI (- q- p-l) S2( - q- p - l) C2 ± 00 
- q- p SI (- q-p) S2( - q- P ) C2 {2q NON-
: 
· 
: {2q NON- CONSTANT 
· q- p S I (q- p) S2(q- P) CO STANT - C 1 
q- ptl 1 (q- p tl ) S (q -ptl) 2 C u* 1 
q- p+2 S } (q- p+2) S2 (q- p+2) C} u* 
· · · · · 
· · · · · j S I (j ) S 2 (j ) Cl u-~ 
u* =' un defined 
In Table 3. 3, column p+l contains several undefined elements . 
That is , in the resence of noise the column having the characteristics 
of column p will be followed by a highly variable column. So p i s 
identified as the first column having the correct constant behaviour 
follo~ed b a highly variable column. 
REMARK 3. 5. 1 When p = 0 , the Box- Jenkins method and the R- and S- arrays 
proce r all us e pr ' ma r ily the autocorrelation function with i t s 
property that Pk = 0, for all k > q . 
3. 5. 2 Examples 
The following examples illustr ate fu r the r the work of this chapter 
and chapter 2. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. We consi der th e BARMA (1, I, 1, 1,) p rocess Xt' t £ Z 
satisfying 
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t - l + a . e Q ] O. 5. 1) 
for ever' t in Z w er e et ' t E Z a r e independe t fo r ea ch et i s di stri -
uted a J-(0 , 02) . The impor tru.ce of t: · ..;.: &.~pl e is hat i illu '" r t e~ 
a . ili!l ea r model conta ' ing an autoregres<'iv _ art , a moving verage part 
and a ' ilinear part • 
. 3. 3 (1 ) , the str 'ct stationarity cond ' tion i 
The mean , second moments and covariances are as f ollows 
E(X
t
) = B 0 2/(1 - a) 
m2 = E(X~) 
k - l ( 
= a a ID 2 
R( ) = ID - lJ2 
Our num erical illustration consists of 500 points generat ed fro m 
the pr ocess (3. 5. 1) with a = 0. 5 , b = 0. 4 , B = 0. 3 and 0 2 = 1 . 
Using thes e values of a, b f S and 0 2 , we obtain the theor etical mean 
and covariance to be 
= 0 . 60 
R( ) = 3. 0 
RC' ) = 2 . 10 (0 . 50)k- l , k> 0 
Figure 3.1 gi ves a graph of th e data ; columns 2 and 3 of Table 3.4 gi ve 
the theoretical and sample autocovariances respectively. We note that 
1 
= n 
n-Ikl _ _ 











































































THEORETICAL AND SAMPLE AUTOCOVARIANCES FOR REALIZA.TIONS OF LENGTH 500 OF TIlE BARMA PROC~~S[jf.f) IN EXflHPLES 
3. 1 - 3. 5 
LAG EXAMPLE 3. 1 EXAMPLE 3. 2 EXAHPLE 3. 3 EXJ\t.1PLE 3. I .. EXM1PLE 3. 5 
k R(K ) R(K) R(K) R( K) R( K) R(K) R( K) R (K) R(K) R(K 
0 3. 0400 3. 2105 6. 63 58 6. 5254 3. 0033 3. 2720 2 . 1477 2. 231..3 4. 0003 3. 995 
1 2 .1000 ?. . 2011 5. 5193 5. 2871 1. 7752 1. 9382 1. 0724 1 . 0489 2. 9816 2. 9835 
2 1. 0500 1. 1104 4. 0305 3. 5839 0. 5600 0. 5849 0. 5866 0. 628 7 1.1 377 1.183 5 
3 0.5250 0. 4826 2 . 7778 2. 1196 0 . 0000 - 0. 071 3 0. 1800 0. 1675 - 0. / .. 535 - 0. 42 74 
4 0 . 2625 0 . 1950 1. 8464 1.1323 0 . 0000 - 0. 0624 0. 0000 0. 0187 -1.2382 -1. 2747 
5 0.1313 0. 0739 1. 1 977 0. 61 56 0. 0000 - 0. 0184 0. 0000 0. 0250 -1. 2092 -1. 326;:> 
6 0. 0656 0. 0582 0. 7635 0. 3147 0. 0000 0. 0757 0. 0000 0 . 1/ ..35 - 0. 6958 - 0. 8822 
7 0. 0328 - 0. 0141 0. 4860 - 0. 0097 0. 0000 0. 0225 0. 0000 0. 0544 - 0. 0973 - 0. 3588 
(Xl 8 0 . 016/ .. - 0 . 1368 0. 299 6 - 0. 2633 0. 0000 - 0. 1276 0. 0000 - 0. 0793 0. 3077 0. 0713 f--' 
9 0. 0082 - 0 . 2184 0. 1854 - 0. 4670 0 . 0000 - 0. 3136 0. 0000 - 0. 0978 0. 4285 0. 3757 
la 0. 001..1 - 0. 2381 0. 1140 - 0. 4921 0. 0000 - 0. 2348 0. 0000 - 0. 1722 0. 3266 0. 5258 
11 0. 0021 - 0. 0959 0. 069 8 - 0. 39 71 0. 0000 - 0. 0052 0. 0000 - 0. 0493 0. 1305 o. 5:<39 
12 0. 0010 - 0. 0695 0. 0426 - 0.4709 0. 0000 0. 0474 0. 0000 - 0. 0012 - 0 . 0426 0 . 2561 
13 0. 0005 - 0. 2402 0. 02 59 - 0. 7095 0. 0000 - 0. 079 2 0. 0000 - 0. 0271 - 0. 1308 - 0 . 2;:>63 
14 0. 0003 - 0. 4305 0. 0157 - 0. 96:2 5 0. 0000 - 0. 2585 0. 0000 - 0. 0833 - 0. 1309 - 0. 6558 
15 0. 0000 - 0. 4869 0. 0095 -1. 0482 0. 0000 - 0. 4188 0. 0000 - 0. 2185 - 0. 0773 - 0 . 8439 
16 0. 0000 - 0. 4092 0. 0058 - 0. 9663 0. 0000 - 0. 3737 0. 0000 - 0. 2260 - 0. 0] 29 - 0. 7144 
17 0.0000 - 0. 2958 0. 0035 - 0.7550 0. 0000 - 0. 2082 0. 0000 - 0. 1766 0. 0316 - O. 1 ..0 J;:> 
18 0. 0000 - 0. 1102 0. 0021 - 0. 4538 0. 0000 0. 011 .. 0 0. 0000 0. 0266 0 . 0/,59 - 0. 0120 
19 0. 0000 - 0. 0303 0. 0012 - 0. 1959 0. 0000 0. 0282 0. 0000 0. 051 8 0. 0357 0 . 31/ .. 2. 
20 0. 0000 - 0. 0208 0 . 000 7 - 0. 0146 0. 0000 - 0. 0572 0. 0000 - 0. 0400 0 . 0149 0. 5120 
21 0. 0000 0. 1031 0. 0004 0. 2061 0 . 0000 0. 0375 0 . 0000 - 0. 0067 - 0. 0039 0. 5576 
22 0. 0000 0. 1773 0. 000 3 0. 3503 0. 0000 0. 0962 0. 0000 - 0. 0362 - 0 . 0133 0. 371 7 
23 0. 0000 0. 2049 0. 0002 0.431 2 0. 0000 0. 1289 0. 0000 0. 0094 - 0. 0142 
24 0. 0000 0. 2161 0. 0001 0. 5718 0. 0000 0. 1603 0. 0000 0. 1076 - 0. 0086 
25 0. 0000 0. 22 58 0. 0001 0. 7350 0. 0000 0. 140 5 0. 0000 0. 1467 I - 0. 001 
-X 0. 5988 0. 4425 0. 7031 0. 93/ .. 7 - 0. 023 
"A " ~= R(~)/R(O), K € Z 
where n is the number of data points. Columns 2 and 3 of Table 3.5 
give the sample autocorrelations and partial autocorrelations respec-
tively. While Table 3.6 shows portions of the R- and S-arrays at 
f = (_l)m p • From Sl(m) and R2 (m) columns, it is clear that p = q = 1. 
m m 
The fitted ARMA (1, 1) model is 
where E(a
t
) = 0 and Var(a t ) = 1.-609, leading to a 60.9 per cent increase 
in the error variance. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let us now consider a bi1inear process with the moving 
average part missing. We consider the BARMA (2, 0, 2, 2) process 
xt,t £ Z satisfying 
2 2 2 
Xt = L a. Xt . 
+ L L Sij Xt . et . j =1 J -J i=l j=l -1 -J 
+ et a. e [p] (3.5.2) 
i~j 
for every t in Z where et' t £ Z are independent and each et is distri-









TABLE 3. 5 
SAMPLE AUTOCORRELATIONS AND PARTIAL AUTOCOl1flELATIONS FOR REALIZATIONS OF LENG TH 500 OF TilE BAI1NA PI10CESSES 
IN EXAMPLES 3.1 - 3. 5 
I 
LAG EXAMPLE 3. 1 EXAMPLE 3. 2 EXANPLE 3. 3 EXAMPLE 3. 4 EX AI'-1PLE 3 . 5 
k " <Pkk " <Pkk " <Pkk " (Dkk 
"-
<Pkk Pk Pk Pk Pk Plc 
1 0. 686 0. 686 f) . 810 0. 810 0. 592 0. 592 0. 469 0. 469 0 . 747 O. 7/~ 7 
2 o. 3/~6 - 0. 234 0. 549 - 0. 31 2 0 . 179 - 0. 265 0. 281 0. 078 0. 296 - 0. 591 
3 0. 1 50 0. 037 0. 325 - 0. 020 - 0. 022 0. 002 0. 075 - 0. 108 - 0. 107 - 0. 062 
4 0. 061 - 0. 002 0.1 74 0. 020 - 0. 019 0. 072 0. 008 - 0. 012 - 0. 319 0. 012 
5 0. 023 - 0. 002 0 . 09/, 0. 032 - 0. 006 - 0. 050 0. 011 0. 042 - 0 . 332 - 0. 020 
6 0 . 018 0. 020 0. 048 - 0. 033 0. 023 0. 052 0. 064 0 . 072 - 0. 221 - 0. 023 
7 - 0. 004 - 0. 01,8 - 0. 001 - 0. 073 0. 007 - 0. 043 0. 024 - 0. 050 - 0. 090 - 0. 055 
8 - 0 . 043 - 0. 037 - 0. 040 0. 007 - 0. 039 - 0. 047 - 0. 036 - 0. 076 0. 018 0. 042 
9 - 0. 068 - 0. 017 - 0. 072 - 0. 032 - 0. 096 - 0. 056 - 0 . 01.4 0. 010 0. 094 0. 050 
10 - 0. 074 -0 . 015 - 0. 075 0. 034 - 0. 072 0. 038 - 0. 077 - 0. 039 f) . 132 0. 008 
11 - 0. 030 0. 066 - 0. 061 - 0. 001 - 0 . 002 0 . 03/~ - 0. 022 0. 039 0. 131 . 0. 016 
12 - 0. 022 - 0 . 070 -0 . 072 - 0. 102 0. 014 - 0. 047 - 0. 001 0. 005 0. 064 - 0. 111 
13 - 0 . 075 -0 . 090 - 0. 109 - 0. 061 - 0. 024 - 0. 030 - 0. 012 - 0. 0.3 6 - 0. 057 -0 . 078 
14 - 0. 134 - 0. 052 - 0. 148 - 0. 027 -0 . 079 - 0. 055 - 0. 037 - 0. 027 - 0. 164 -0 . 001 
15 - 0. 152 - 0. 018 - 0.161 0. 017 - 0.128 - 0. 073 - 0. 098 - 0. 078 - 0. 211 - 0. 043 
16 -0 . 127 0. 003 - 0. 148 - 0. 015 - 0. 114 0. 007 - 0. 101 - 0. 016 - 0. 179 - 0. 009 
1 7 - 0. 092 - 0. 018 - 0. 116 0. 009 - 0. 064 - 0. 010 - 0. 079 - 0. 002 - 0. 101 -0 . 05.3 
18 - 0. 03 /~ 0. 048 - 0 . 070 0. 037 0 . 004 0. 030 0 . 012 0. 068 - 0. 003 0. 042 
19 -0 . 009 - 0. 0.30 - 0. 030 - 0. 003 0. 009 - 0. 039 0. 023 - 0. 005 0 . 079 0. 011 
20 - 0. 006 0. 003 - 0. 002 0. 008 - 0. 01 7 - 0. 009 - 0. 018 - 0 . 073 0 .1 28 0. 022 
-
TABLE .3 . 6 
R- AND S-ARRi\YS AT f = (_l)m p FOR A REALIZATION OF LENGTH 500 OF THE BARMA (1, 1, 1 , 1 ) PROCESS IN 
m m 
EXAMPLE 3. 1 
RI (m) R2 (m) R3 (m) R4 (m) R5 (m) R6 (m) m S I (m) S2(m) S 3 (m) S 4 (m) Ss (m) S 6 (m ) 
-
- 0. 023 - 0. 003 0. 003 - 0. 030 0. 02 6 - 0. 232 - 5 - 3.639 13. 050 31. 6L~ 7 132.118 14~7. 862 2. 11 4 
0. 061 0. 008 0. 008 0. 014 0. 231 - 0. 005 - 4 - 3. 475 17. 906 - 89 . 050 101 2. 585 - 2.158 - 2. 995 
(Xl 
~ 
-0. 150 - 0. 033 -Q&4l - 0. 232 0. 000 - 0. 004 - 3 - 3. 301 13. 739 - :22 . 084 2.161 27. 197 15. 050 
0.346 0.120 0. 241 0. 000 0. 003 0. 001 - 2 - 2. 982 8. 880 - 2. 156 3. 682 -12. 063 286. 392 
-0.686 - 0. 314 - 0. 009 - 0. 000 0. 004 - 0. 019 -1 
-bJ22 2. 081 - 2. 035 - 23 . 180 - 14. 899 7. 167 
1.000 0. 074 0. 001 - 0. 008 0. 011 - 0. 031 0 - 1. 686 1. 832 - 1. 200 -10. 523 11 . 523 6. 681 
-0. 685 - 0. 016 0. 000 - 0. 005 0. 023 0. 020 1 - 1. 504 1 . 721 31. 845 10. 210 - 4. 048 2. 381 
0.346 0. 003 ·0. 005 0. 058 0. 016 0. 015 2 -1. 435 1. 879 - 0. 869 14. 195 - 9. 025 5. 361 
-0.1 50 - 0. 001 0.006 - 0. 029 - 0. 007 0. 022 3 - 1. 404 - 7. 267 - 9. 439 6. 333 10 . 19 5 6. 368 
0.061 -0.007 0. 065 0. 00 7 0. 531 0. 036 4 -1. 379 - 0. 952 - 5. 146 - 0. 131 10. 626 5. 233 




whe r e 
f 
a







= 0 2 8 22 ( 8 22 + 2a J ( 11 ) 
4:x4 
8 1 1622 
8 11 622 
0 









then the vector form of (3.5.2) is 
2 
_Xt = A Xt -1 + ~ B. Xt .et . + eet j =1 J - -J -J 
a 2 0 
0 0 
0 0 
a1 8 21 8 22 0 
0 0 
82 1 822 0 
0 0 
a . e [p J 
f or every t i n Z. The strict stationari ty condition p(f) < 1 i mplies t hat 
the r oo ts (in modulus) of the equation 
li e i nside t he unit ci rcle. 
The mean , s econd order moments and covariances can be evaluated 
using the methods stated in the proofs of Theor ems 3. 2. 4 and 3.3.1. We 
state the results. 
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- a ) 
2 
d 1 
::: 1 + 2 (B 2 + 82 + 1 1 ( 22 ) 11 22 
+ 2a 1 ( ~ ( 2 8 1 1 + Q + ( 2 1 ) + 822 (a 1 ~ + 0 2 ( 11 » ~ 2 2 
+ 2a 2 1.1 ( 8 1 1 + 2 ( 2 2 ) 
d ::: 1.1(25 11 + 8 + ( 2 1 ) + 8 (a 1.1 + 0 2 1 1 ) 2 2 2 22 1 
Then 
::: (a + 0 2 11 2 2 )E(Xt) + 0





_2 ) ::: a E (Xt Xt _1 ) + a 2 E (X~ ) + 0
2 (811 + 2 (2 2)~ 1 
E (X
t 
Xt _k ) ::: 0. 1 E(Xt Xt - ktl ) + a 2 E(Xt Xt _k+2 ) 
+ 0 2 (8 11 + (22)~ , - > 2 
and 
R(k ) ::: a
1 
R(k - 1 ) + a
2 
R(k - 2 ) , k > 2. 
Our n um erical illustr at · on consi s t s of 500 po i nts gene r a ted from 
t he pro cess 0 . 5. 2) wi th 
a 1 = 1.10 
a 2 = - 0. 30 
81 1 = 0 . 20 
62 1 = 0. 1 5 
822 = - 0. 10 
0 2 = 1 
Using t hes e val u es of a . ' s J 




R(O) . 358 
R(l) 5. 5193 
(2 ) = 4. 030-
R(k) = 1. 1 R(k - 1) - 0. 3 R(k - 2) , k > 2. 
Figure 3. 2 gives a graph of the data ; columns 4 and 5 of Table 3. 4 
give the heor tical and Eample autocovar i ru1ce r es ectively. Column 
4 and 5 of Ta le 3. 5 ' ve t he e timated autocorrelations and partial 
autocorrelati ons r espectivel , while Table 3. 7 shows por tions of t he 
R- a.d S- ar a at f = ( - 1 ) ID ... . The S 1 ( ) column s gge ts t hat an m ID 
ARMA (1 , 2) might be an app ropriate model, whil e the Sz(m) column suggest 
an ARMA ( 2. 0 ) model . See also column 5 of Tabl 3. 5. To choose the best 
ARMA mo e we emplo y the information criterion 0 f Akaike (AlC) . See 
Akaike is given by 
AlC = n l og 02 + 2( mbe r of parame ters) 
where n is the effective number of observations used in the es timation 
proces s and 02 i s the sample estimate of 0 2 • We give the AlC values for 
alternative Afu~ (p, q) , p , q = 1 , 2 model fi tted to the mean deleted 
observations , xt = X+ - 0. 4425 with n = 498. v 
FlTTE ~ODEL AlC VA~UE 
ARMA (1 , 1) 
ARl1A (1 , 2) 
ARMP. (2 , 0) 
ARMA (2, 1) 




350 . 4 
352.1 
















FIG3.2 500 OBSERVATIONS FROM THE BARMA(2,O,2,2) PROCESS IN EXAMPLE ~ . ~ 
TABLE 3.7 
R- AND S- ARRAYS AT f = ( _l)m p FOR A REALIZATION OF LENGTH 500 OF THE BARMA (2 , 0 , 2 , 2) PROCESS IN EXiH1PLE 3 . ~ 
m m 
RI (m) R2 (m) R 3 (m) R4 (m) R 5 (m) R6 (m) m S I Cm) S 2 (m) S 3 (m) S 4 (m) S 5 (m) S 6 (m) 
0 . 048 0 . 004 - 0 . 0 42 0 . 058 0. 082 12. 281 - 6 - 2. 956 1. 334 9 . 593 12. 544 - 0. 468 74. 682 
- 0. 094 0. 002 - 0 . 027 - 0. 008 0. 083 - 0 . 131 - 5 - 2. 8/~0 - 26. 936 - 11. 021 - 116. 685 
- 73 . 933 2. 432 
0.174 0 . 020 0 . 008 
- 6. sP.:2 0. 1 36 0. 004 - 4 - 2. 872 8. 472 - 0. 146 -112. 179 - 2. 355 7. 687 
-0.325 - 0.044 0 . 008 - 0 . 133 - 0. 004 - 1. 339 - 3 - 2 . 691 6. 913 11 7. 62~ 2. 282 - 0 . 02/ .. 7. 648 
(Xl 0.549 0.079 0 . 131 - 0. 003 - 0 . 004 0. 002 - 2 - 2. 475 7. 608 - 2. 328 6. 024 - 7. 639 36. 189 
-.0 
-0.810 - 0 . 190 0 . 003 - 0. 331 0. 001 - 0. 001 - 1 
-bill 2 . 375 0. 048 6. 102 - 19 . 509 -:-123. 831 
1.000 0.059 0 . 003 0. 004 - 0. 002 - 0. 006 0 - 1. 810 2. /.79 - 6. 031 7. 804 - 36. 790 2. 635 
-0.810 - 0. 028 - 0 . 00/~ - 0 . 037 0 . 006 - 0. 011 1 - 1. 678 2. 248 - 0. 741 8. 146 3. 669 4. 944 
0.549 0 . 012 - 0 . 002 - 0 . 015 0. 010 0. 133 2 - 1. 591 1.395 - 13. 951 5. 127 - 0. 372 ·5.411 
-0.325 0.001 - 0.024 - 0 . 012 0. 006 0. 051 3 - 1. 534 - 1. 339 - 23. 019 0 . 933 - 8. 746 5. /~21 
0.174 0.002 0 . 013 - 0 . 007 -0.267 0. 012 4 -1. 544 14. 709 - 2. 437 0 . 189 - 7.0S4 6. 207 
-0.094 -0. 017 0.004- - 0 . 008 0. 021 0. 005 5 -1. 511 3 . 305 2. 685 6. 560 - 11. 038 4.791 
0.048 0.042 0. 006 0 . 060 - 0. 005 0. 135 6 - 0. 969 3. 584 - 0. 769 8 . 901 0. 193 4. 501 
he mi nimuffi AlC value ~ s obtained ~~th an ARMA (2, 0) , but i t will 
be seen hat the AlC values of some of the models a r e ver y close . The 
fi tte ' RMA (2 , 0) model i~ 
X
t 
= 0. 109 + 1 . 076Xt _l - 0 . 322Xt _2 + a t 
where E(a
t
) = 0 and Var(a t ) = 2. 0 , leading to a 100 per cent i ncreas e 
i n the error va riance. 
EXftJ1PLE 3. 3. Let us consi de r a bil i n ea r p r oces s with t he au to r egr es si ve 
.:;:::;..-------'----
part mi s sing. We aonsider t he BARMA (0, 2, 2, 2) process Xt , t E Z 
sati sfying 
a . e [pJ (3. 5. 3) 
f or ever y t in Z wher e et ' t E Z are independent and ea ch et i s di s t r i -
buted a s N(O , 0 2 ) . 
Tbe A. B , B , , b , C and r matrices a r e iden t ifi ed t o be 
















= [: : ] 
= [: " :1 
= [:" 0 0 
= (b 1 , 0) 
= (b , 0 ) 
2 
= (1 , 0) 
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= 0 2 
/,:;< 
r 02 2 
4.Y. 
r = r 
8x8 
S ~ l 0 0 
0 0 00 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
B2 22 0 0 0 
S11 S22 0 0 0 
Sl1 S22 0 0 0 
0 00 0 
r 
2 
The vector f om of (3 . 5. 3) is given by (3 . 1.1) with p = q = 2 and 
!~ = (X t , X - 1 ) , t £ Z. 
lx2 
r is t he atrix of Theorem 2 . 4. 3 built on A, B 1 , B2 and 0
2
• The 
strict ta t "onarit conditio p(r) < 1 i mples t hat the r oo ts (in modulus) 
of the equation 
lie in sid e the unit circl e . 
The mean , s e cond- order moments and covariances are given by 
N2 = E(X~) 
{I 0 2 + b 2 + b 2 + 202( S2 + S2 + S11 B2 ) 1 2 1 1 22 
= 
(1 - 02 (S2 + S~) 1 1 
M + b + b (b + ~ B ) + ~(2 S + B ) 
2 1 2 1 11 11 22 
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E(Xt Xt _2) = 2( + ~ 8 ) + ~2 2 22 
E(X
t 
Xt _k ) = ~2 , k> 2 
Thus 
R (k) = 0 , k > 2 
Our num eri cal illustration consi s ts of 500 points generated from 
t he pro cess (3 . 5. 3) with 
Using 
1 = 0. 55 
2 = 0. 35 
8
11 
= 0. 40 
8
22 
= 0. 30 
0 2 = 1 
t hese valu es of 
p( r ) = 0. 391 
~ = 0. 700 
R(O) = 3. 0033 
R (1) = 1. 7752 
R(2) = 0. 5600 
R(k) = 0 , k > 2 
, b , B , sand 0 2 , we obtain t he followin g 
1 2 11 22 
Figure 3. 3 gives a graph of the data ; columns 6 and 7 of Table 3.4 
give the t heo r ti 1 and sample autoco varainces r especti vely. Columns 6 
and 7 of Table 3. 5 gi ve the sample autocorrelations and part ial autocor-
relations r espectively. Column 6 of Table 3.5 suggests an ARMA (0, 2) 
model. The f itted ARMA (0 , 2) model is 
where E(a
t










FIG.3.3 500 OBSERVATIONS FROM THE BARMACO,2,2,2) PROCESS IN EXAMPLE 3 .~ 
he error v iance . 
-=:2:~X:!.!A~I .1?:::;...:::L.::::E_-","3.:.... =4. In thi example we co er a purely bil inear p ce s 
Xt ' t E Z satisf ing 
q 
X = L 8. Xt . e t . + e t t . 1 - J - J a . e [p] (3 . 5. 4) J= 
f or every t in Z, wher e the et ' t E Z are indepe dent and each et is 
di tributed a N(O , 0 2 ) . Let p = q . 
and r matrices to be 
A 
qxq 
000 o 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
o 1 0 0 0 
\<.'e obtain the A, C, B , B , 
1 2 
• B 
f is th e matrix of Theorem 2. 4. 3 built on A, B , B , ••• , B and 
1 2 q 
0 2 • X
t
, t E Z satisfying (3. 5. 4) admits t he vector r epresentation (3. 4. 2) 
if we l et 
It is easy to show that the strict stationari ty condition p (f) < 1 
impli es that the r oots (in modulus) of the equation 
yq - 1.. 2 q- l 1.. 2 q- 2 1.. 2 Y 1.. 2 = 0 1 Y Y q-l q 2 
( Aj = 0 8. j = J 1 , 2, ... 
, q) 
li e inside th e unit circle. 
The mean , E(X~) and variance are obtained to be 
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q 
).J = E(Xt ) = 0
2 L A. 
j =1 J 
0 2 
{I 
q q q 
Aj} E(X~) + 2 L A ~ + 2 L L A. q j =1 J i=l j =1 l 1 - L: A~ 
. =1 J i <j 
0 2 
Aj {I 
q Aj [1 + [j~l AJJ} R(O) + L q j =1 1 - L 
. =1 
Computation of ~l second- or der moments (and hen ce covariances) of the 
bilinear process (3. 5. 4), in principle , i s possible . However , the 




R(k) = 0 
When q = 
E(Xt) = 
• k > q 
q 
1 - L 
j =1 
9i [j ~l 9j 1 
jfi- 1 
3, we obtain th e following r esults 
0 2 
A2 _ A2) {I + 2 1.
2 + 2 ,,2 + 2 ,,2 + 2 " 
"2 1 3 1 
(1 - 1.2 -
1 2 3 
+ 2 
" " + 
2 A " } 1 3 2 3 
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'x 
-t- l ) = A A + A A ) (X ~ ) + 0 2 A (A + A + A ) t 1 2 2 3 1 1 2 3 
+ 0 2( Al 1.2 + 1.2 1. 3) + jJ 2 
E(Xt X, - 2) = 1. 1 A E (X 2) + 0
2 1.2 (1. 1 + A2 + 1. 3) + 0 2 A A + jJ2 3 t 1 3 
E(Xt Xt - 3) = 0





_k ) = jJ2 k > 3 
Thus 
0 2 
+ A~ + A;)(l + (A, + A2 + A,)2)} R ( O) = {1 + (A; (1 - 1. 2 
- A~ - A ~) , 1 
0 2 
{A,( A, + A2 + A, )(l R(l) = - 1. 2 - 1.2 _ 1.2) 23 
(1 - 1.2 _ 1.2 _ 1.2) 1 2 3 
+ (AI 1..2 + 1.2 1. 3)(2 + ( A} + 1.2 + A3)2)} 
0 2 { A2 0" + A, + 1. 3)(1 - Af - A; - ).~) R(2 ) = 
(1 - A2 _ 1.2 - A~) } 
+ A} A3(2 + (A} + A2 + A3)2)} 
RO) = 02 A3( A1 + A2 + A) 
R(k) = 0 , k > 3 
Our numerical illustration consists of 500 points gener~ted from 
t he process (3. 5. 4) with q = 3 and 
8 = 0. 40 
1 
8 = 0 . 20 3 
Using these values of 81 , 82 , 8 3 and 0
2
, we obtain the following 
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p (r) = 0. 5 
lJ = 0. 900 
R(O) 2 . 1477 
R (1) = 1. 7? 
R(2) 0. 5866 
R(J ) = 0.1800 
R (k) = 0 , k > 3 
Figure 3. 4 gives a graph of the data; columns 8 and 9 of Table 3. 4 
give the theor etical and sample a utocovariances r espectively. Columns 8 
and 9 of Ta bl e 3. 5 give the sample auto correl ations and partial autocor-
r elations r espectively. Column 8 of Table 3.5 suggests that p = 0 and 
q = 2 or 3. However , on t he basis of the i nformation criterion of 
Akaike [2J, t he ARM A (0 , 3) model 
X
t 
= . 935 + 0. 438at _l + 0. 339a t _2 + 0.119a t _3 + at 
with E(a
t
) = 0 and Var(at ) = 1 .71 6 provided a better fit . This ARMA (0, 3) 
model leads t o 72 p er cent i n creas e in the error va r iance . 
EXAMPLE 3. 5. Let us consider a bilinear process whose covariance ~~:...=:===---~:...;.;:: 
structure i s t he same as some autoregressive process . We consider the 







_1 + a 2 Xt _2 + b 1 Xt _2et _l + b2 Xt _3et _l + et 
a. e [p] (3.5.5) 
for ever y t i Z wher e et ' t E Z are independent and each et is distri-
buted as N(O, 0 2 ) . 
The A, B, C and r matrices are identified to be 
100 











FIG.~4 500 OBSERVATIONS FROM THE BARMA(O,O,3,3) PROCESS IN EXAMPLE 3 .~ 
13 = (0 1 2 
3x3 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 
eT 
= (1 , 0, 0) 
l x3 




, t £ Z sati sfying (3.5.5) admits the vector r epresentation (3.4.3) 
if we let 
The mean , s econd- orde r moments and covariances are t hen given by 




R( k - 1) + a 2 R(k - 2) , k > 0 
where 
d = (1 - a ) (1 - a 2 - a 2 - 0 2 b 2 - 0 2 b 2 ) - 2 a (a a + 0 2 b b) 2 1 2 1 2 112 12 
Our numerical i llus'tra tion consists (i)f 500 points generated from 
the pro cess (3. 5. 5) with 
-0. 6J. 
b = 0. 25 
1 
b = - 0. 15 2 
0 2 = 1 . 
Using these values of a l , a 2 , b l , b 2 and 0
2 
, we obtain the following 
per) = 0.659 
)J = 0 
R(O) = 4.0003 
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R(k) = 1 . 20R (k - 1 ) - O. 61R (k - 2) , k > 0 
Fi r e 3. 5 gi ves a grap h of t he data ; columns 10 and 11 of Ta ble 3. 4 
gi ve t he he r etical n sample auto cova ri ance r espectivel y. Columns 10 
and 11 of Table 3. 5 gi ve t he es timated au tocorrelati ons and partial auto-
correla i on r e pecti vel y , whil e Tabl e 3. 8 shows portions of the R- an d 
S- arra s a t f m = (_l ) ID Pm" From 2(m ) and R 3 (~) col n , it i s cl ear 
that p = 2 and q = O. The ARMA (2. 0) fitt ed t o t he data ~ ~ 
wi th E(a
t
) = 0 and Var (a t ) = 1.116, l eading to an 11. 6 per cent in creas e 
i n the error variance. 
Summ ary 3. 
In the a bo ve exampl es , we f itted ARMA models using Box- Jenkins 
method in som e cas e and R- and S- arrays method in t he r emaining cases 
f or ~ bilin ear model s . The primary purpose of this study is to 
examine how the error va riance increases with wrong mod el fittin g. The 
findings a r summari zed in the followi ng table . 
TABLE 3. 9 COMPARISON OF ERROR VARIANCES OF LINEAR AND BILINEAR MODELS 
True Model Fi tted Model % Increase In Error Varian ce 
BARMA (I , 1 , I , 1 ) AR HA (I , 1) W . 9 
ARMA (2. O. 2. 2 ) A:t (2) 100 
BARMA (0, 2 , 2 , 2) MA (2) 96 
BARMA (0 , 0 , 3, 3) MAO ) 72 
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FIG.~.s 500 OBSERVATIONS FROM THE BARMA (2,0,3, 1) PROCESS IN EXAMPLE 3.5 
TABLE 3.8 
R- AND S- ARRAYS AT f = (_ l)m p FOR A REALIZATION OF LENGTH 500 OF THE BARMA (2, 0, 3, 1) PROC I~SS IN 
m m 
EXAMPLE 3. 5 
R' (m) R (m) R (m ) R (m) R (m) R (m) m S (m) S (m) S (m) S (m) S (m) S (m) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 1+ 5 6 
-0. 221 - 0. 072 -0. 003 - 0.003 - 0. 037 -0. 060 - 6 -2. 503 4. 738 -10 .102 -10 .143 161. 041 11 ,:2 . 102 
0. 332 0.102 0. 004 - 0. 041 0. 273 - 0. 114 - 5 -1 . 961 4. 598 - 0. 882 -19 . 362 12,2. 727 2. 582 
- 0. 319 - 0. 249 0. 003 0. 027 0.111 0. 003 - 4 -1.335 4. 532 11 . 612 -212. 22:2 - 2. 624 8. 62 
0. 107 - 0. 886 0. 010 - 0.110 0. 002 - 0. 002 
f-J 
- 3 1. 768 4. 517 42 . 364 2. 576 - 5. 1~53 - 24 .• 315 
0 0. 296 Qd2l 0.104- - 0. 001 0. 009 -0. 010 - 2 - 3. 521 ~ - 2. 608 -1. 736 -l~ . 665 - 6. 895 I\J 
-0.747 - 0. 253 0. 006 - 0. 003 0. 000 - 0. 009 -1 -b212 2. 779 - 2. 062 4. 798 92 . 582 . -0. 379 
1.000 0.150 0. 002 - 0. 019 0. 009 - 0. 008 0 -1. 747 2. 897 0. 695 4. 687 4. 721 4. 648 
-0.747 -0.161 0. 002 - 0. 002 0. 00 7 0. 033 1 -1. 39 7 2. 864 - 5. 215 -17. 468 -0. 926 5. 0 1~2 
0. 296 0. 560 - 0. 002 - 0. 006 0. 006 0. 00 7 2 -0. 639 2. 876 -10 . 732 5. 462 - 6. 28h 8. 061 
0.107 0.156 0. 005 - 2. 590 - 0. 001 0. 008 3 - 3. 981 2. 6,u 0. 011 5. 450 40 . 647 4. 702 
-0.319 - 0. 061 0. 005 0. 003 - 0. 011 O. Oll 4 - 2 . 01~0 2. 601 - 5. 445 3. 635 10 . 794 - 25. 530 
0.332 0.034 - 0. 004 - 0. 002 - 0. 015 -0. 086 5 -1. 665 2. 994 - 2.113 24. 094 2. 934 - 3. 636 
-0.221 - 0.039 - 0. 002 0. 008 - 0. 01 3 -0. 071 6 -1. 407 3. 323 - 4.672 - 23 .130 21. 778 - 66. 479 
C!-! .. ?T-.:;'? L 
o 1 PURELY BILL\LP.R THA _ ARE WHITE 
In this cha . . er , we analy e i n s ome de:ail a class of purely 
bilinear p r oce es that appear t o be \.Jhi te no~ se und er second- order 
analvs is (an "- -y i s a ea jus t on fir·t - and E8c.:ona - o G.e r momen s onl ) . 
In our definition , t o be given in section 4. 2, such a process i s said 
to be purely bilin ear white noise. We are interested in the bilin ear 
white noise process Xt , 
X = et + [~ b . 
. =1 J 
t E Z satisfying 
Xt . ] e - q - J t - q a . e [p J (4.1. 1 ) 
fo r ever t i n Z for some q > 0 and con tan s b l , 2 ' ••• , b where m 
e t E Z i s a sequenc e of independent i dentically distributed random 
t ' 
variabl es with E(e t ) = 0 and E(e~) = 0
2 < 00 Pur ely bilinear white 
noises a r e i ndeed ver y useful in that t hey coul d be used t o modify or 
ex tend linear model t o bilinear models . We will r eturn t o this us e of 
purely bilinear white noise in chapter 5. 
Also considered in this chapter is the classical invertibility 
problem f or bilinea r pro ces ses . Some simple invert i bili ty conditions 
are derived f or the second- order stationary process Xt , t E Z satisfying 
for every t i Z for some r eal numbers a, band S where e~ , t E Z is a 
L, 
seq ence of indepen den t identically distributed r eal random variables 
with E(e
t
) = 0, E ( e ~) = 0 2 and E(e~) < 00. The clas sical invertibility 
p r obl em of the p rocess Xt , t E Z satisfying (4.1.1 ), and of the process 
X
t
, t E Z satisfying (2.3.9) are also studied. 
Finally, we consider the problem of distinguishing a purely 
bilinear white noise from a pure white noise. See definition of pure 
white nois e in section 4. 2. We show that the Bispectral density function 
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analysis method of Subba Rao and Gabr [38J works true for Xt , t £ Z 
satisfying. (4.1.1) contrary to an earlier opinion expressed by Granger 
and Andersen [15, p.43J in relation to the single tern model 
The Granger and Andersen Il~ method of performing second-order analysis 
on Y
t 
= X~, t E Z was considered for the more general purely bilinear 
white noise given by (4.1.1). 
4.2 PURELY BILUEAR PRO CES SES .. AND lIJHITE NOT SE 
Let et' t E Z be a sequence of random variables with the following 
properties. 
(i ) E ( et) = 0 fo raIl t £ Z. 
(ii) E(e~) = 0 2 < 00 for all t £ Z 
(iii) R(k) = E(etettk ) 
= 0 for all t £ Z and k £ Z wi th k f 0 
Such a process i s called White Noise. A simple example of white noise 
is a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables 
with common mean 0 and vard:.ance 0 2 < 00. This type of process is 
usually assumed to have a normal distll"ibution and is called 'pure white 
noise' • 
In this section, we study some pure bilinear processes which are 
white noises. We introduce a definition. 
~D~e~f;i~n;i~t~i~0~n __ ~4~.?~.~1~. Let et' t E Z be a sequence of independent identi-
cally distributed. random variables with common mean 0 and variance 




= e t [ [S., Xt ,et' t J' -1 ~J -~-J i=l 
a.e [p] (4.2.1) 
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f or ever' t i Z fo r or:Je const ~ j P , . I S i s said to be pu r el y bilinea r l J 
whi te noise if 
E(X
t
) = 0 for all t E Z 
= 0 for all t , k E Z with k t 0 
Gr anger and Andersen [15 , p . 42J gave the follo\·.'ing example of a 
purely bilinear process whos e covariance structure is identical with the 
covariance structu r e of some suitabl e white noise. 
for every t in Z f or some B and ~ > k . 
We show tha t for a mor e general class of pur ely bilinear processes , 
the above phenomenon still rings true . 
AT~h~e~o~r~e~m __ ~4~.~2~.~2 . Let et ' t E Z be a sequence of independent identically 
distributed random variables with common mean 0 and variance 0 2 < 00 , 
ie, et ' t E Z is pure white noise. If there i s a second- order stationary 
proces s Xt , t E Z satisfying 
[ m Xt = et + L b, Xt .Je j =1 J - q- J t - q a.e [pJ (4.2.3 ) 
f or some q > 0 and b 1 , b 2 , ••• , bm constants , and also satisfying t he 
strict stationarity condition p (f) < 1 of Theo rem 2. 4. 3, then Xt , t E Z 
i s purely bilinear whi t e noi se. 
Proof. We put (4. 2. 3 ) in vector form as follows . Let 
p = m + 1 
A = 0 0 0 0 0 
pxp 
1 0 0 o 0 
o 1 0 o 0 
· 
. . 
· · · 
· · · 
· · · 








eT::: (1 , 0 , 0 , • • • , 0 ) 
2.xp 
,X~ ::: (Xt , Xt _1 , ••• , Xt _p tl ) , t E Z 
lxp 
,X . = A ! ' _l + Xt e.L + Ce - - q v- q a . e Lp] (4. 2. 4) 
f or every t i Z. of Theo r em 2. 4. 3 wor ks out t o be 
r A ® A + 0 2 B ® B , if q = 1 
= 
f . 6 A 0 n 0 0 2 B 6" B r. 
-
:=. 
12 0 0 0 0 p 
0 12 0 0 0 p -
o 0 0 o 
if q > 1 
3encs , in the framewo r k of the model (2. 4. 5), Bl = B2 = ••• = Bq_1 = 0 
and = 5 . W asi1 check t hat B C = O. From Theo r em 2. 4. 3, we obser ve 
q 
tha t 
Ar~ f £ B.le· ~ =1 J 
=0 2 (1 -A)-~ BC 
P 
= 0 
This can be easily verified dire ctly by wo r ki ng wi t h the model (4. 2. 3). 
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No·,.J , l et \ = Eel, r~ ) . This is he matrix of varian ces and cova r i nce 
of Xt ' Xt _l , 
the equa t ion 
• •• , Xt . Fr om Theorem 2. 4. 3, this matrix V satisfies 
m 
.1 
+ 0 2 V = A V A 
This equation can be 
R (k) = Cn v (Xt , x 
= 0 for k 
- m 
B V BT + 0 2 e eT 












By consider ing the expressions E (~t+k ~t)' k > 0 i n the proof of 
Theorem 3. 3.1, we have 
R (k) = 0 for all k = 1 , 2,-
x 
(4. 2 . 6) 
This shows that the process Xt , t £ Z i s white noi se. The above asser-
tion can also be worked out by u sing directly (4. 2. 3) . 
I n section 3. 4, we ha ve r emarked that for any purely bilinear 
process , ther e exi sts a moving average pro cess with identical covariance 
structrues . rhere are purely bilinear processes which a r e no t white 




= et + L S. Xt . e t . J -J -J j =1 
a . e [p] 
for every t i n Z. See section 3.5. In view of this , one might wond er 
whether processes Xt , t E Z satsifying 
m 1 
= et + L L S. a Xt .et . ~J -2 -J i=l j =1 
a.e 
i>j 
for all t in Z would be white nois e. Not always . Granger and Andersen 
[15, p.42] have given the following example 
X
t 
= et + 81e t _l Xt _2 + 82 et _2 Xt _3 
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a. e [pJ 
for every t in Z. 
Granger and And'ersen [15, p.42] have given a condition under which 
(4.2.7) will appear to be white noise. However, this condition is a 
mere statement which is not substantiated. 
We would like to work out the bispectrum of the model considered 
in Theorem 4.2.2 in section 4.4. Lemma 4.2.3, to be stated below, will 
be useful in section 4.4. Before that we want to make some comments on 
vector difference equations of order 1. 
Suppose It' t = 0, 1, 2, ••• is a sequence of vectors each of order 
pxl' and satisfies the following difference equation 
for t = 1, 2, 3, •••••• , for some matrices A and b We can 
pxp pxl 
always solve this equation and express It as a function of t, ID ' A and 
b. A necessary and sufficient condition for this solution to be indepen-
dent of t is that (r - A) is invertible, or~ equivalently, peA) < 1. p 
=L~e:!!!m:!!!m:::a_--=:I;4::..:. 2::..:...3~., Let et' t E Z be a sequence of independent identically 
distributed random variables with mean 0 and variance 0 2 < 00. Suppose 
there exists a s econd-order stationary p~cess Xt , t E Z satisfying 
X = et + [~ b. Xt .Jet' t j =1 J -q - J -q a.e [pJ (4.2.8) 
for every t in Z for some constants b I , b2 , b 3 , ••• , bm and q > O. Let 
r be the matrix associated with the vector-valued process representation 
of the above process , ie, 
X - A X + B X e + e 
-t - -t-l -t-q t-q t a. e [pJ 
for every t in Z, where A, B and r are as given in Theorem 4.2.2. Assume 





IJ 0 0 0 0 a 2 b 2 a 2 b 2 a 2 b2 a 2 b2 1 2 m- l m 
r xr 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o 1 0 0 0 0 0 
000 o o o 1 o 
where r = q t m. 
Then p (IJ) < 1. 
Pr oof . Sin ce Xt , t E Z is second- ord er stationary. 
Let u 
But 
E (X2 ) = Con tant, for all t in Z. 
t 
ca1 cula te E (X~) • Squaring bo t h s i des of (4. 2. 8 ) 
X2 = e 2 t 2et et _q [ ~l b. Xt _q _j 1 t e 2 {. ~l b~ t t J t - q 
m ID 




. Xt . ) = Cov(Xt . Xt .) - q- l - q- - q- l - q-
= 0, from Theo r em 4 . ~ . 2 . 
we obtain 
X2 
t - q- . 
(4. 2. 9) 
If we now t~~e expectations on bot side 0 . 2. 9) we obtain 
m 






(4. 2. 10 ) 
We a ttempt t o pu t (4. 2. 10 ) i t he form of a f·rst-order difference 
equa tion. Let 
r = q tm 
}i~ = ( E (X~ ) . E(X~_l)' ••• • E(X~_r+l» 
1xr 
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nT = (l , 0 , 0 , .•• , 0) 
1xr 
With this notati on, we can write (4. 2.10) as the fi rs t - or de r vector 
differe~ ce eo.uation 
~t = V ~t-l + 0 2 H (4. 2. 11) 
for t = 1 , 2 , 
Becaus e of econd- or der stationari ty of Xt • t E Z. ~t = ~t-l fo r 
all t . Consequently , p (V) < 1 . See the r emar ks preceding Lemma 4.2. 3. 
4. 3 INVERTI BILITY 
Suppose X
t
• t E Z and et' t E Z are two sto chasti c processes 
sa tisfying 
h m £, r 
Xt = I a. Xt . + 
I b.et . + I I Bij Xt . e . . + et 
- J J - J - l t.- J a. e Ip] 
. =1 J j =1 i=l j =1 
i~j 
f or every t i n Z. and f or some cons tants a • 1 ••• ,a.b . b •.•• r 1 2 
and B .. , 1 ~ i ~ m, 1 ~ j ~ £, with i ~ j. It is naillral to express Xt lJ 
purely as a function of et ' e t _l , et _2, ••• , for every t in Z. The 
r esul t of cha ter 2 do attempt to achieve this . Under some conditions 
on the p r ces e t ' t E Z and the coeffici ents a l ' a 2 , ... , a r ' bp b 2 , 
, b 
bh and 8 .. , 1 ~ i 
< m, 1 < j ~ £' , i ~ j; Xt , t £ Z is indeed written " " .. , l 
a s a f uncti on of t ' et
_l , et _2 , . . . . It i s natural to enqui r e whether 
one can eA~ress t purely as a fu nction of Xt , Xt _l , Xt - 2 , ••• for every 
t i n Z. This i s t he classi cal inver t ibility problem. We do not know of 
any nice conditi ons under which i n vertibility holds . For some simple 
model s , described in the following theorems, we give some simple inverti-
bility conditions . The r esult of Theorem 4.3.1, to be stated below, 
generalizes a r esult of Tuan Dinh Pham and Lanh Tat Tran [41, p. 622J. 
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G_a: gE: r 2...'1 ' A .. Qe r:: en 16J intr o ed no i on of i nve r i bili ty 
which t hey claim i s r el evan t to both linear and non- linea r t i me series 
models . Hc..lli [19J has tudie' t herelationship between classical 
invertibi l ity , Gr- ger - Ander s en invertibility and what he calls 
ger.eralizeci inverti ili t y . Accor ding to Hallin [19J the t hree inverti -
hili t concept a e eq i valent wi tn r e pect to Lin ea r ARMA models with 
constant co efficients . We onfine ours elves to the classical concep t. 
We now give some invertibility conditions . 
T ~~h~eo~r~e  __ ~4_. ~3_. 1_ . Let et ' t E Z be a sequence of independent identically 
distributed r an dom va riabl es with E(e~) < 00 . Let a and 8 be two r eal 
num bers su ch tha t 
Then th e bilinear pro cess X
t
, t E Z satsifying 
Xt = a Xt~l + be t _l + 8 Xt_let _l + et a.e Ip] (4.3.1 ) 
for every t in Z for some r eal number b, is invertible if 
Proof. Repea ted us of (4. 3.1 ) gives 
r 












_l ) j =1 
n 
+ (_l)n n (b + 8 Xt_,J.) et _n j =1 
for all t in Z and n = 1 , 2, 3, •••. 
(4.3. 2) 





_l , ••• , if we can show 





n-+oo . 1 - J -ll 
.1= 
a. e [p] 
Since et ' t E Z are identically distributed, it i s enough to show that 
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L' n (b + B Xt .) = 0 n~ j =1 - J 
We observe the following fa ts . 
(1 ) X~ , t e:: Z . s ergodi c. See Rem ar ks 2. 3. 3(6) 
(, 
(2) logl b + B xt_ .1 , j = 1 , 2 , 3 , •• • , i s er godic. 
Now , l et 
p en , t) 
Taking loga · thms , we obtain 
n 
~ 10gIP(n , t)1 = ~ r log l b + B Xt . I j =1 - J 
By t he ergodic th eor em, 
Hence, 





n ( b + B Xt .) = 0 
. =1 - J 
Thi s completes the proof. 
REMARK 4. 3. 2. The condition 
;;:::::'::':~---'--=:--
E log I b + B Xtl < 0 
a . e [pJ 
a . e Lp] 
given in Theor em 4. 3. 1 involve s the di s t ri bution of Xt ' t E Z. We do 
not yet know t he distributi on o f Xt fo r a given di s t r ibution of et. 
Thus , it i s vi r tually i mpos ible to chara cter iz e all values of a , b, B 
and 0 2 fo r which th e s e cond- or de r stationary process Xt ' t E Z satis-
fyin g (4. 3. 1 ) i s invertible. 
We can obtain a suf f i ci en t condition . 
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< ;. log E(b + 8 Xt )2 • by er sen ' s ineq ality . 
Hence a suffi cient condition for inverti~ility is 
In case the e , t E Z are Gaussian . then 
~ = E(Xt ) = 0
2 8/(1 a) 
E ( X~) = 0 2 s,{l + b 2 + 2 a b + 2 B W(l + a + b) } . 
1 - a 2 _ 0 2 
See Example 3. 1 of section 3. 5. 
Whe = 0 , we 0 tain from (4. 3. 3 ) that a sufficient condition for 
t he inverti bili of t e r ocess Xt • t E Z satisfying 
a . e [p] 
i s 
This a gr ees with the condi tion obtained by Gran ger and Andersen ~ 5 , p.74]. 
Subba Rao [37 • p . 249 J and Tuan Dinh Pham and Lanh Tat Tran [41 • p.622J. 
The invertibili ty problem fo r t he more general model (2.3.9) will 
be discussed in Theo rem 4. 3. 4. 
In section 4. 2. we initiated the study of the bilinear model 
X
t
, t E: Z satisfying 
Xt = et + [. m J =1 
. Xt _Jet - q - J - q a . e [pJ 
for every t in Z. for som e q > 0, for some sequence et ' t E Z of 
independent identically distri buted r eal random variables with E(e
t
) = 0 
and E(e~) = 0 2 < (Xl and constants b p b 2 • ••• , bm• Next, we · study the 
(classi~l) invertibility problem of this process. 
~Ihue~o~r~e~m~~4~.~3~.43 . Let et ' t E Z be a sequence of independent identically 
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dis ri' "Jted Y, -or:; i bl s ", ' th £;(e L ) = 0 and E(e~) < ex> Let p (f) < 1 . (, 
wher e r is i v n in Theo r em 4. 2. 2 f or given b l , b2 , ... b and m 
0 2 = E{e 2 ) . Th n the second - order strictly stationa ry process Xt , t E 
satisf ing 
x = et + [ ~ b. Xt .Jet t '=1 - q - - q 




b. 0 2 < 1 
J 
Proof. Repeated use of (4. 3. 2) gi ves 
et = X + nil (_l)r ~ [~ b . Xt _i _.J xt -t r=l i =1 j =1 q J rq 
n 
+ (_l)n n 
i=l [ 
r J . L b. X . . e j =1 J t - lq- J t - nq 
for all t in Z and n = 1 . 2, 3, •••. 
(4. 3. 6) 
Z 
From the expression (4. 3. 6) , we can express et purely as a functio n 
of X , X l ' Xt 2' ••• • if we can show t t - -
Since 
Lim n L b . X . . e n [ m J . 
n-l-<X> i=l j =1 J t -lq-J t - nq = 0 a . e [pJ 
e , t E Z a r e identically distribu ted , i t i s enough t o show that 
t 
Lim ~ [~ b. X . .J = 0 a . e [pJ 
n-l-<X> i=l j "'1 J t - lq - J 
We observe the following f acts . 
(1) X
t
, t E Z is ergodic. See Remark 2. 4. 4 (2) 
(2) Fix t E Z. Then 
m ID m 




_. - )' 
A,"- ' - L ~ 
w- q- j =1 
X ]2 ( eca s e mean i 0) t -q-' 
m 
~ ecaus e t 1S w e n01se. ee eor ern 4. 2. 2 
-- ' <;"=1 b 2, E (Xt
2 ) ( b X ' hit'S Th ) 
m 
L b~ 0 2 
j =1 J 
= from 4. 2. 6 
m 
1 - I 2 0 2 
j =1 
( 4) Fix t in Z. Then 
m m m 
logl I b , Xt ,I , logl L b, Xt 2 .1, logl r b. Xt 3 . I, ... j=l J - q- j=l J - q- J j=l J - q- J 
is ergodic . 
m 
( 5) E logl I b, Xt .1 j =1 J - q- J 
Now , we look at 
~ 
, ElOg [ ; Xt _q_j ]' . b . i=l J 
, log E [ ~ 
j =1 
b. Xt .r J - q-
by J ense ' s inequality 
m 
r b~ 0 2 
j =1 J 
~ ~ log 
< ~ la g 1 = 0 , by (4. 3. 5) 
1 n m 
n r logl I b. Xt' . I , n ~ 1 
J' --l J -lq-J i=l 
By the ergodic theorem , the above sequence has a constant limit almo s t 




n i=l l ~ b Xt · . ] = 0 . - lq- J . =1 J 
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a. e [p] 
ext, we t udy t he classical inver tibility problem of the process 
Xt , t E Z 
sat · fying 
r 
[.t Bjl Xt _ j 1 e t _1 f X = L a. xt _ . + be t _l + et a . e [pJ 1, j =1 
for every t in Z, f or s ome s equ ence et ' t E Z of independen t identicall 
distr i buted r eal r andom variables with E(e t ) = 0 , E(e~) = 0 2 
cons tants a 1, a 2 ' , a r Sll' S21' ... , S.Q, l' 
Theroem 4· 3. 4· Let e t ' t E Z be a sequence of independent 
distr ibuted random varaibles wi th E(e t ) = 0 and E(e~ ) < 00 
p~ , p~ be the matrices of Remarks 2. 3. 3 (4) . 
p eA 0 A + 0 2 B 0 B) < 1 
wher e 0 2 = E(e~) . 
Let 
Then the bilinear process Xt , t E Z satisfying 
r . [.Q, X
t 
= L a. Xt _ · + be t _1 + . L B. j =1 J J =1 
<00 and 
identically 
Let A , B 
pxp pxp 
a . e Ip] (4. 3.7) 
fo r every t in Z, is invertible if 
.Q, 
Elog lb + L Bjl Xt .1 = 0 j =1 - J 
Pr oof. Repeated use of (4. 3. 7) gives 
r 












(b + L 8.1 Xt +1 .)(Xt - L a. Xt .) J - m - J - m J -m- J j =1 j =1 
.Q, 
L 8'1 Xt +1 . ) e t J - m - J -n j=l 
for all t in Z and n = 1 , 2 , 3, •••• 
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From the expre si n (4 . 3. 8 ) , we c expres et' t E Z purely as a 
f un cti on ,of X
t




IT (b + E B °1 Xt +1 0) et = 0 - ID - J - n 
=1 j =1 
a . e [pJ 
Since e ~ , t E Z are identically di s t ributed , it is enough to show that 
(., 
n Q. 
Li ID IT ( b + E B X ) = 0 n~ JOl t - ID +I - Jo ID =1 j =1 
We observe the f ol lowing facts . 
(1 ) Xt , t £ Z sati s fying (4. 3. 7) i s ergodic. See Theor em 2. 3. 6. 
5/, Q. 
(2) Fix t E Z. Then (b + I 8°1 X, 0) ' (b + I 8 °1 Xt 1 . ), j =1 J t,- J j =1 J - - J 
£ 
(b + I 8 °1 Xt 2 0)' ••• , i s er godic J - - J j =1 
5/, 5/, 
(3 ) Fi x t £ Z. Then loglb + I 8 °1 Xt 01 , loglb + I 8 X I ' 1 t 1 . , j =1 J - J j =1 J - - J 
5/, 
logl b + I 8jl Xt _2_j I, ... , i s ergodi c. j =1 
Now l et, 
n Q. 
P (n , t ) IT 
m=l 
(b + L 8° 1 Xt +1 0) J - ID - J j =1 
Taking l ogari thms , we obtain 
1 1 n £ 
n logIP (n , t) ! = n E log lb t L 8Jol Xt - mt l - Jo! m=l j =1 
By the ergodic theorem 
Lim l ! I 
-n l og p en, t) 
n-+-oo 
Hen ce , 
5/, 
=E log!b + L 8 01 Xt . ! j =1 J -J 
< 0 
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L: 8 ' 1 Xt +1 . ) = 0 J - ID -J 
. =1 
a . e [pJ 
This corn letes the proof. 
(1) The condition 
£, 
E l og I b + L: S' l Xt . I < 0 j =1 J - J 
involves the di stri bution of Xt , t E Z. We obtain a suffici ent condition. 
£, 
= ~ E l og (b + L: 8 ' 1 Xt .)2 j =1 J -J 
£ 
< ~ 10 g E ( b + L: S'l X t - . ) 2 , by 
j =1 J 
Jensen I S i nequality . 
£ 
< ~ log( b 2 + 2 b lJ L: B
J
' l j =1 
where 
r 
lJ = E (X ) = 0 2 8 /(1 - I a.). 
t 11 j =1 J 
Hen ce a suf fi cient con di tion for invertibility i s 
£ £, £ 
b 2 + 2 b )J j:1 Sjl + i : l j:l Sil Sjl E(Xt _-i Xt _j ) < 1 
(2) Subba Rao [37J considered the model (4.3.7) wi th8ut the moving 
average part be
t
_l in (4.3.7) and with r = £. He used the Granger-
Andersen inverti bility concept to obtain a sufficient condition for 
inverti bili ty. Hi s condition is 
(4 . .3.10) 
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\.! her e E , C a :-e th e ma t r i ces of RelJa r~=s 2. 3. 3 ( ,0 and 
pxp pxl 
~~ = (Xt , Xt _l , ••• , Xt - 9. +l) , t E Z. 
l x9. 
We can evaluate ( . 3. 10) to obtain 
9. 9. 
L L SOl S'l E (X t 0 Xt 0) < 1 l J - l - J i=l j =1 
(4.3. 11 ) 
We note that exp r ession (4 . 3.11) is t he sam e as (4.3.9) with b = O. 
(3) The condition for ,the invertibility of the moving average 
pro~ess Xt' t E Z sati fying 
a . e [pJ (4.3.12) 
for every t in Z under th e above assumptions on the et ' s , can be deduced 
from (4. 3.9) by putting Sjl = 0 fo r all j = 1 . 2 , ••• , 9, . The condition 
for invertibility is 
Ibl < 1 
4.4 ON THE BISPECT~4L A ALYSIS OF PURELY BILINEAR WHITE' NOISE PROCESSES 
The sample bi spectrum is beginning to play an important role in 
testing Gaussianity and linearity of sta tionary time series . See 
Subba Rao and Gabr [ 39J and Hin ich [24J . 
Let Xt' t E Z be a r eal valued process with finite moments up to 
the third-order and i s stationary up to the third-order. If Xt , t £ Z i s 
pure white nois e. then t he third- order moments 
wher e ~ = E(Xt ) will be zero for all values of kl and k2 in Z. 
Thus, the bisp e ct r al density function 
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is zero for all f r equenci es J.J 1 ana u' 2 vlhe Xt , t E Z i s pure white oise . 
On the other hand , the thi r d- or der mom en ts f or some valu es of k l and k2 
and the bispectral de.! si y functi on for many frequencies ltJ 1 and W' 2 a r e 
usually non - zer o when Xt , t E Z i s non- linea r . 
Gabr [1 2J has obtained an exact expr ession for the bispectral 
densi t y fun ction of the process Xt , t E Z sati s fying 
X
t 
= a Xt _l + (3 Xt _l et _l + et a. e [p] 
for every t in Z wher e et ' t E Z is a sequence of independent identically 
distrubuted normal random va riables with E(et ) = 0 and E(e~) = 1 . 
Granger and Ander sen U5, p . 43J have considered the third-order 
moments of t he pr ocess Xt , t E Z satisfying 
for some t in Z where et ' t E Z is a sequence of independent iden tically 
distributed normal random va riables with E(et ) = 0 and E ( e~) = 0
2 < 00 
They come to t he conclusion that all the t hi rd momen t s are zero for 
x , t E Z satisfying (4. 4. ]) and so are of no us e for identification 
t 
between pure white noise and some bilinear models. Our r esults below 
contradicts this claim. 
We show below that the third- order moments (and hence the bispec-
tral density function) of th e second- order stationary process Xt , t E Z 
satisfying (4. 2. 3) are non - zero for some values of k l and k2 E Z (and 
for many frequ encie s - rr ~ w 1 ' w2 ~ TT). In view of t he symmetri c relations 
(see chapter 1) sati sfied by C(k 1 • k 2 ) , we restrict attention to the 
plane {O ~ k l < 00. k l ~ k2 < oo}. 
Let et' t E Z be a sequen ce of independent identi cally distributed 
normal rand om variables with E(et ) = 0 and E(e~) = 0 2 <" 00. Let ' 
bb, .•. , b be m real numbers. Let per) < 1, where r is the matrix 
l' 2 m 
of Theorem 4.2.2. We proceed to calculate the third moments and the 
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bi spectral den ity fun ction of ~he pr cess Xt , t E Z sati s fyin g 
L b. X . e (
m 1 . 
j =l J t - q- J t - q a . e [p] (4.4.4) 
\1e a ssum e Xt ' t E Z satsifying (4. 4. 4) i s stati ona r y up t o t he t hi r d-
order. 
We proceed i n t he following steps. 
1°. The mean, variance and covariances of the second- order 
stationary process Xt , t £ Z satisfying (4.4. 4) are given by 
]J = E(X t ) = 0 
m 
E(X~ ) = 0 2/(1 - L 
j =1 
Cov(X t Xt _k ) = 0 , k + 0 
2° . We obtai n C(k 1 , k 2 ) for all k l + k2 with kl and k 2 lyin g 
~nside t he plane {o < k < 00, k < k < oo}. Some rather tedious al gebr a 
... .... 1 1....... 2 
Ehows that 
i f k = J. and k = q + J., J. 1 2 1 2 = , , ••• 
= 0 el s ewhere 
3°. Wh en kl = k2 = 0, we obtain from (4.4.4) that 
X3 = e 3 + 3 e~et_ p b . X t _q _ j 1 + 3 eteL P b. Xt _q _ j r t t q J =1 J q J =1 J 
+e~_ ( ; b. 





_j ]' . 
Since e t i s i ndependent of X , s < t and E(et ) s o = E( e ~), we obtain 
C(O, 0) = E(X~) = 0 




+ 2 L: L: 
i=l j =1 
b . b . E (X e 2 X . X ) l J t t+l -q t+l - q-l t+l -q- j 
i <j 
Let us now consider 
+ e e 2 X2 L: lID t-q t+l - q t+l - q - j . =1 b. Xt .] l - q- l 
when j = 1 . 
ID 
E (X e 2 X2 ) = 0 2 L: b. E(x 2 e X .) 




2 et Xt .) = 0 for all i = 1 , 2, ••• , ID . - q - q - q- l 
When j > 1 . it i s easy to check that 
Hence 
ID ID 
= 2 L E b . 
l i=l j =1 
b
J
. E (Xtet2t l _q Xt 1 X ) t - q- i ttl - q- j 
i<j 
ID 
= 2 L b Ib . E (Xtet2t l _ Xt _q X ) j =2 J q t +l-q-j 
(Since E(Xte~tl_ q Xttl- q- i Xt +1 _q_j ) = 0 f or all i > 1 a nd j > i). 
We can show that 
E(Xte~+l_q Xt _q Xt+l _q _ j ) = 0 " bj _1 E (X~) , j = 2 , 3 , ••• , m. 
Thus , 
5°. For a gi. y en s e cond-order stationary process X
t
• t E Z 
sati s fyi n g (4. 4.4), all values of eCk. k). k ~ 1 can be evaluated and 
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after some initial values, eCk, k) will satisfy a linear difference 
equation. ' This linear difference equation is , always satisfied for all 
values of k ~ 2m + q + 1. This fact is now demonstrated below. 
First we note that 
2 
Xt Xtt2m+q+l 
= Xt [e~t2m+q+l 
-
t 2ett2m+qtl ett2mtl L ~l 





= L: 0 2 bJ~ E(Xt X~+2m+l-J' ) j =1 
ID m 
+ 202 r L: 




2 bJ~ E(Xt Xt !2m+l-J') j =1 
(Using 4.4.5) 
m 
e(2~q+l, 2m+q+l) = , L: 
j =1 
0 2 b~ e(2m+l-j, 2m+l-j). 
J 
Generally, we woul d obtain after some initial values 
m 
eCk, k) = L: 
j =1 
0 2 b~ e(k - q - j, k - q - j) 
J (4.4.8) 
We now have a di ffer ence equation (4.4.8). which can be put in the 










vlhere r = + __ e. d as give in Le~~a 4. 2. 3. Since p(V) < 1, 
Lim e( - k) k-+oo .k , _ 
exists . He sho,,; that this limi a , say , is zero . I n (4. 4. 8) , take limit 
as k -+ 00. We have 




0 2 b~ < 1 . the only solution to the above i s that a = O. 
J 
Hence 
Lim e(k k) = 0 . 
k-+oo ' (4. 4.10 ) 
6°. Having obtained all th e non- zero third- or der moments we use 
th e symmetric relations 
= e ( - k • k - - ) 
2 1 2 
eCk, k) = C( - k, 0) = e(o , -k) 
to show that the bispectral density function of the third-order stationary 
process Xt ' t c Z satisfying (4. 4. 4) is of the f orm 
1 
f ew , w ) = --{ h (w , w ) + h (w , w ) + ••• 
1 2 (2n ) 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 
+ hm (w l' W 2) + g (w l' W 2) } 




+ e i ( ( . + . ) W +q W2 ) } 
( - 7T < W , W < 7T) 
..... 1 2 ..... 
00 
g( Wl' W2 ) = l: C(k , k){e-
ik (Wl+W2) + eikw1 + eikw2} 
k=l 
We now give the third - order moments and bispectral density function 
of four special cases of ( 4. 4. 4) . 
EXAMPLE 4 . ~ . l . Let u consider the process Xt , t E Z satisfying 
a . e [pJ 
for ever t in Z wher e et ' t E Z is a sequence of independent identically 
di stributed nornal r andom va riables with E(e t ) = 0 and E(e~) = 0 2 < 00. 
We assum e Xt ' t E Z is stationary up to order 3. Then 
if k = land k = 2 1 2 
= 0 elsewhere 
and 
where 
~EXA:!:· :;M~P~L~E=----.=l4:=...=4.:...;. 2;;:... Our next example is the process Xt • t E Z satisfying 
a. e [p] 
for every t in Z where et ' t E Z are defined as in Example 4.4.1. 
Assuming Xt , t E Z is stationary up t o order 3 'We obtain 
C(k 1 , k z ) = 0 2 b l E (X~) if kl = 1 and k2 = 3 
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o e1 ev,'he r e 
and 
0 2 b E (X2 ) { 
= 1 e- i(Wl 3w2 ) + e- i (.3w1 +W2 ) + e- i (2W1 - W2 ) 
(2n ) 2 
+ ei (WC 2w2) + ei (2W1 +3W2 ) + ei (3W1 +2 W2 )} 
where 
EXAMPLE 4. 4. 3. We now consider a two paramet er bi1in ear white noise. 
Let X
t
, t E Z be a thi r d- order s t ationary process satisfying 
a . e [P ] 
for every t in Z wher e et ' t E Z are defin ed as in Example 4. 4. 1. We give 
below the t hird- orde r moments and th e bispectral density function . 
For k l + k2 , we obtain 
e(K 1, k 2) = 0 Al R(O ) if k l = 1 and k2 = 2 
= 0 A2 Re O) if k l = 2 and k 3 = 3 
= 0 els ewher e 
When k l = k 2 k , we obtain 
0 if k = 0 
20 A2 1 A2 ReO) if k = 1 
40 A3 A~ Re O) i f k = 2 1 
e(k , k ) = 
20 Ai A2 R(O) i f k = 3 
20 A2 A2(2 A ~ A2+ A~ + l )R(O) i f k = 4 1 
20 Al A2 (A i + 2 A~ A; + A2 )R(O) if k = 5 
and 
eC k , k) = A2 e (k - 2. k - 2) + 1.2 C (k - 3, k - 3) 1 3 
k = 6, 7, 8 . 
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where 
A. = 0 b. , . = I , 2 
and 
R( O) = E(X~) = 0 2 / ( - A~ - A~) 
Note t hat Lim C( k , k ) = 0 b (4. 4. 10 ) 
k-)OO 
Also, 
o A2 R(O){ ~·( 2w+~W) · (3 +2) .( 2 ) + . ell .... 2 + e -l W1 Wz + e -l W1 - W2 
(2n )2 . 
00 C(k , k){ - ik(W +W ) 
+ L: e 1 2 + 
k=l (2n) 2 
EXAMPLE 4. 4. 4. Finally , we consider a two parameter bilinear white nois e 
with q = 2 and m = 2. Let Xt , t E Z be a t hi rd-o rder stationary process 
satisfying 
a. e [pJ 
for every t in Z wher e t ' t £: Z a r e defined a s in Example 4. 4.1. 
For this p rocess we obtained the third- order moments to be 
(a ) when k 1 + k 2 
C (k 1, k) = o A1 R(O) if k 1 = 1 and k2 = 3 
== o 1-.2 R(O) if kl == 2 and k2 == 4 
= 0 elsewhere (4.4.22) 
(b) when k l == k = 2 k 
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fo if k = 0 
20 >.? 1 )..2 R (0) if k = 1 
C(k , k) = 0 if k = 2 
40 )..3 )..2 R(O) if k = 3 1 2 
20 ).. '+ /..2 R(O) if k = 4 1 
and 
C( k , k ) = A~ C (k - 3, k - 3) + )..2 C ( k - 4, 2 k - 4) 
k = 5, 6, 7, 
where 
A. = 0 . • . = 1 . 2 
J 
and 
t:: C( k, k ) = 0 , by (4. 4. 10) 
The bispectral density is given by 
= 2 Cos (2W1 
20).. R(O){ 
(21T ) 2 . 
o AIR ( 0 ) { _. ( + 3w ) + e l W1 2 + 
(21T)2 . 
- i (3W1+W2) -i(2W _W ) 
e + e 1 2 
Let us now consider the implication of applying Subba Rao - ,Gabr 
1ineari ty test , to a purely bilinear white noise Xt , t e: Z satisfying 
(4.4.4). By way of introduction , we consider the simple purely bilinear 
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white noise of Example 4.4.1. Since the process in Example 4.4.1 is 
whi te noise, its spectral density function is given by 
few) = R(O)/21T 
=------ <4.4.26) 
Constant 
Using (4.4.15) and (4.4.26) we obtain 
If(W'i' W. ) 12 
X.. = ____ -=-----O . .J..,l ----
lJ 
202 b 2l (1 - 0 2 b~) [c ("" = os ~ 
1 1T 
t 2w.) + Cos (2w. t w.) + Cos(w. - w.)]2 
J 1 J 1 J 
(-1T ~ w., w. ~ 1T) 
1 J 
Equation (4.4.27) s hows that Xij is not a constant for all i and j. 
This result holds true for the more general bilinear model X
t
, t £ Z 
satisfying (4. 2. 3). Therefore, the tests, constructaj from the bispectral 
densi ty function, of Subba Rao and Gabr DB] will be of great use for 
identification between pure white noise and pure bilinear white noise of 
the type given in (4.2.3). 
Finally, we give plots of the bispectral density functions (4.4.15), 
(4.4.16) , (4.4.21) and (4.4.25). Let b l = 0.6 and 0 2 = 1. 0 in (4.4.15) and 
(4.4. 16). Also let b l = 0.45, b 2 = 0.35 and 0 2 =1.0 in ( 4. 4. 21) and 
(4.4. 25). Using these values, we present the graphs of the bispectral 
density functions (4.4.15), (4.4.16), (4.4.21) and (4.4.25) in Figures 
4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 r espe cti vely. In the graphs gi ven, X stands for w , 
1 
Y stands for w2 and 
Z(x, y) = If(W
l
, W ) I , -1T < W , W < 1T • 
2 2 
The red colour is used to indicate the lower side of the surface while the 
green colour indicates the upper side. 
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( 
~~ o·cc ,Q o. ,~ 
FIG . 4. 1 THE MODULUS OF THE BISPECTRU~l OF THE PROCESS 
Xt = O. 6Xt _2et _1 + et ; et ~ N(O , 1) . 
FIG . 4. 2 THE MODULUS OF THE BISPECTRUM OF THE PROCESS 
Xt = O. 6Xt _3et _2 + et ; et ~ N(O. 1 ). 
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_3)et -1 + et; et • N(O . 1) . 
FIG . 4. .. THE MODULUS OF THE BISPECTRUM OF THE PROCESS 




+ O. 35Xt _4)et -2 + et; et • N(O . 1) . 
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~::'l--':'~:-::-'~ 
... - - '.' '-t< 
to pe::":cr::-. a ;:E<~8"Fl-orcer analysis on the squar'2s of the series. If 
p: . .lrE: ..... :-.1 tE: noise, tr,en Z~, t E Z '",~)uld also be ",hi te noise. 
~-l tLe ::J-:'!'"C;::-' }-"SIlcl, if )=.' t E Z is purely bi:i1l0ar whi te noise, therl 
u 
xt, t E Z may not be white noise. 
For the general single term purely bilinear white noi$e Xt ' t £ Z 
satisfying 
a. e [PJ 
for every t in Z where et' t E Z are independent and each et' t E Z is 
distributed as N(O. 0 2 ), Granger and Andersen [15. p.45] have shown that 
X~, t E Z has the same covariance structure as an ARt-'.A('£', k) process. 
The fact that Xt , t E Z is white noise but X~, t £ Z is something 
else does not, necessarily mean that X
t
, t E Z is bilinear as other non-
linear series may have similar properties. See, for example, Granger and 
Andersen U5, p. 44J. However, it seems reasonable to suppose that in 
most practical situations of fitting bilinear models to a series that is 
white noise, deviations from pure white noise would show up in the 
X~, t £ Z. 
We show below that for the general purely bilinear white noise 
Xt' t E Z satisfying (4.2.3), x~, t E Z would have the same covariance 
structurE as some ARMA processes. In what follows, Xt , t E Z is assumed 
to be stationary up to order 4 and et' t £ Z are assumed to be independent 
and each et is distributed as N(O, 0 2 ). 
We use equation (4.2.3) and consider E(X~ X~_k). We obtain 
m 
E(X 2 X2 ) = 0 2 E(X 2 ) + r 0 2 b 2 E(X 2 . X
t
2
_ k ) t t-k j =1 j t-q-J 
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IT. 
+ 2 L L 0 2 b. b. E(X t . It . Xt
2 
. ) l J -q-l -q-J -Y.: 
( I C. 1) ~ • ...; • ..i-
i=1 j =1 
?or fixed q CEtn be evEt1uEt tee fo:; al:::' }: and e. 
pc;int, say }:o' is :;eEtcr:ed aft-er "i1ic!-; 
E (X
t 
. x. . Xt
2
_ k ) = 0 • k > k 0 • -q-l L--q-J 
m 
= L 02b~E(X2 .X2 )+02E(X
t
2),k>k 
J t-q-J t-k 0 j =1 
If we now let 
we obtain from (4.5.2) 
m m 
E(X~ X~_k) = L 02 b~ (R (k - q - j) + l-J2) + l-J2(1 - L 02 
j =1 J Y Y Y j =1 
m 
(by using 0 2 = (1 - L 02 b~)lJ ) 
j=l J Y 
m 
= L 0 2 b~ R (k - q - j) + lJ2 , k > k 
j =1 J Y Y 0 
or 
m 
R (k) = I 02 b~ R (k - q - j) , k > k 




Equation (4.5·2) is the Yule-Walker equation for an ARHA(q f m, ko). 
To illustrate the kind of methods employed to obtain ko we consider 
the following examples. 
(1) Let Xt' t E Z be the process considered in Example 4.4.1, ie, 
Xt' t E Z satisfies 




then (see also Granger and Andersen [15, p. 441.) 
304(1 + ).2) 
E(X~) = ____ ..--:;1 __ , 3A~ < 1 
(1 - 3A 4)(1 - A2) 1 1 
204 
R (0) = y (1 - ).2)2 (1 _ 3A4) 1 1 
204 ).2 
R (1) 1 = Y (1 - ).2)2 1 
R (k) = A2 R (k - 2) , k ~ 2 Y 1 Y 
Hence Yt = X~ for the process Xt , t £ Z considered in this example has 
the same covariance structure as some ARMA(2, 1) process. 
(2) Let Xt , t £ Z be the process considered in Example 4.4.3, ie, 
Xt , t £ Z satisfies 
Xt = et + (b1 Xt _2 + b2 Xt _3)et _1 
For this model we obtain 
" , 
a. e [pJ 
E(X~) = 3)'~ E(X~_2) + 3)'~ E(X~_3) + 18)'~ A~ E(X~_2 X~_3) 
+ 302 E(X~){l + A~ + ).~ + 24).i ).~(3).i + 2)'~ + A2 )} 
E(X~ X~_l) = A~ ).~ E(X~_3) + A~ E(X~_l X~_2) + ).~ E(X~_3 X~_4) 
+ 02{1 + 2)'~ + 3A~(l + 12A~ A~) + 4).~ A~(3Ai(l + 2)'~) 
+ \ A~ + 2Al ).2)} E(X~) 
E(X~ X~_2) = A~ E(X~_2) + A;E(X~_2 X~_3) + 02E(X~)(l + 36A~ Ai) 
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= A ~ E (X 2 X 2 ) + f, 2 E (X 4 ) 
1 t- 2 t- 3 2 t- 3 
+ 0 2 E(X~)(l + 12A~ ).;(1 + 2),;» 
).2 E(X 2 X2 ) + ).2 E(X 2 X2 ) + 0 2 E(X 2) (1 + 41. 3 A3 ) 
1 t-2 t- 4 2 t-3 t- 4 t 1 2 E(X~ X~_4) = 
and 
E(X~ X~_k) = 
where 




R (k) = A21 R (k - 2) + A22 R (k - 3) , k ~ 5 y Y Y 
So, Yt = X~ for the process Xt' t e: Z considered in this example has the 
same covariance structure as some ARMA(3, 4). 
(.3) Finally, let Xt' t e: Z be the process considered in Example 
4.4.3. Then Xt' t e: Z satisfies 
X
t 















For this model we obtain 
a.e [pJ. 
E(X~) = 3A~ E(X~_3) + 3A; E(X~_4) + 18A~ A~ E(X~_3 X~_4) 
+ 302 E(X~)(l + A~ + A~). 
E(X~ X~_l) = A~ A~ E(X~_4) + A~ E(X~_l X~_3) + A; E(X~_4 X~5) 
+ 0 2 E{x 2 )(l + A2 + 16A5 AS) t 2 1 2 
E(X~ X~_2) = h~ E{X~_2 X~_3) + A~ E{X~2 X~_4) 
+ 0 2 E{x2)(l + 2A2 + 2A2 + 4A3 A3 ) t 1 2 1 2 
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(4- S. 8) 
where A. = 0 b. , j = 1, 2 and 
J J 
E(X~) = 0 2 /(1 - A; - A~) • 
Thus, 
R (k) = Ai R (k - 3) + A; R (k - 4) , k ~ 3 y y y 
So. Y = X2 for the process Xt • t £ Z considered in this example has the t t 
same covariance structure as some ARMA (4. 2). 
Figure 4.5 shows a series of 500 terms generated by the bilinear 
whi te noise model 
where et is a normal N(O. 1) white noise. Columns 2 and 3 of Table 4.1 
give the sample auto correlations of the series and the squares of the 
series respectively. Figure 4.6 shows a series of 500 terms generated 
by the bilinear white noise model 
where et is normal N(O. 1) white noise. Columns 4 and 5 of Table 4.1 
give the sample autocorrelations of the series and the squares of the 
series respectively. In all cases the approximate standard error is 
O.O~5. It is seen that in both cases Xt identifies as pure white noise 
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FIG. 4.6 500 OBSERVATIONS FROM THE BILINEAR PROCESS Xt ~ O.45Xt _3et _2 + O.35Xt _4et _2 + et' et ~ N(O, 1) 
T . .',.3L:: L.l Shl·:PLE .l,UTOCOF:REL.4ITONS FOR REALIZATIOl;S 0:2"" L:::I:C:':-': 5JO OF 
TrlE BILIN;EAR W'riITE NOISE MODELS (4.5.10) AND (4.5.11). 
LAG MODEL (4.5.10) MODEL (4.5.11) 
k Ok (X t ) °k(X~) Pk(Xt ) Pk(X~) 
1 0.007 0.285 -0.037 -0.100 
2 0.033 0.234 0.031 0.209 
3 -0.049 0.198 0.006 0.037 
4 -0.043 0.022 -0.057 0.121 
5 -0.006 0.009 -0.047 0.046 
6 0.057 -0.051 0.063 0.023 
7 -0.025 0.019 0.013 0.032 
8 -0.030 -0.077 -0.099 -0.010 
9 -0.025 -0.021 0.057'- 0.022 
10 -0.028 0.035 -0.039 0.055 
II 0.054 -0.008 -0.001 0.038 
12 0.035 0.028 0.050 0.049 
13 -0.036 0.044 -0.010 -0.027 
14 -0.069 -0.008 -0.026 0.019 
15 -0.049 -0.026 -0.081 -0.069 
16 -0.008 0.005 -0.015 -0.022 
17 -0.025 -0.005 -0.076 -0.042 
18 0.007 -0.028 0.056 -0.024 
19 0.019 -0.023 -0.005 -0.089 
20 -0.047 -0.046 -0.020 -0.043 
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CHAFTER 5 
ON THE FITTING OF BILINEAR MODELS TO TIME S&~IES DATA 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Let et' t £ Z be a sequence of independent identically distributed 
real random variables with common mean 0 and variance 0 2 < 00. In 
what follows, we also assume et' t E Z to be normally distributed. Let 
• xn be a realisation of the process Xt • t £ Z satisfying 
r h m R. 
Xt = 1: a. Xt . + 1: b. et . + 1: r Sij Xt . j=l J -J j =1 J -J i=l j =1 -~ 
i~j 
for every t in Z. for some constants a • a •••• , a • 
1 2 r 
et . + et 
-J 
a. e [pJ (5.1.1) 
b • b • 1 2 . .. 
and S .. , 1 ~ i ~ m, 1 ~ j ~ i, i ~ j. Let per) < 1. where r is the 
~J 
matrix of Theorem 2.4.3 built on A, Bl , B2 •••• B of Theorem 2.4.1 and q 
0 2 • Under the assumption that model (5.1.1) is invertible, this chapter 
considers the estimation of the parameters of the hilinear time series 
model given Qy (5.1.1). 
Also considered in this chapter is the problem of selecting 
r, h, m and i in mode1ing the BARMA(r, h. m. i) process Xt , t E Z 
satisfying (5.1.1). We show how the covariance structure could be 
utilized to determine r, h, m and i in a BARMA(r, h, m, i) process, 
despite the fact that the bilinear model (5.1.1) is not necessarily 
distinguishable from linear ARMA models as far as the covariance proper-
ties are concerned. 
An important use of time series models is to provide forecasts and 
sometimes, the performance of a time series model is judged on the basis 
of its forecasting performance. A rule for forming forecasts for the 
bi1inear model (5.1.1) is given. Finally. we consider the fitting of 
bilinear time series models to some real time series data. The forecasts 
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obtained from the bilinear models are compared with the forecasts obtained 
from the best linear ARMA models. 
5.2 ESTIMATION OF THE PARAMETERS OF BILlNEAR TIME SERIES MODELS 
Subba. Rao [37] has considered the estimation of the parameters of 
the bilinear model 
p p q 
It = a o + oL a j Xt_JO + L L SiJo Xt _i et _Jo + et J =1 i=l j =1 
(5.2.1) 
and Gabr and Subba. Rao [11] have considered the estimation of the subset 
bilinear model 
R. m 
X = a o + r a X + L b X e + e t ki t-ki r o s 0 t-rj t-sJo t i=l j=l J J 
(5.2.2) 
where k l , k 2, ••• , kt 
are subsets of the integers (1, 2, ••• , p), 
1 ~ kl ~ k2 ~ ••• ~ ~ ~ p; P is the order of the best linear autoregres-
sive model that fits the data, and the.pairs of integers 
(r l' sI) E T 1 -= {(i, j): i = 1, 2, ••• ; j = 1, 2, ••• } 





(r , s ) E T = T 1 - {er l' sI)} , m 'p · m m m m- m- m-
The model (5.2.2) is a special case of (5.2.1). The statistical proper-
ties, such as stationarit~ first and second-order moments and spectral 
den si ty function, of the above two models in the general fOnD are not 
yet known. 
We wish to restrict attention to the fitting of those bUin~ar 
models whose second-order properties we can investigate and interpret. 
Let g = min (m. R.). then the model" (5.1.1) splits into two forms depending 




Xt = e + L a. Xt . + E b. et . t j =1 J - J j =1 J - J 
+ (6 Xt 2 + 6 Xt 3 + ••• + 6 Xt )e t 2 22 - 32 - m2 -m -
+ ••••••••••• 
+ (6 Xt + 6 +1 Xt 1 + ••• + 6 Xt ) et gg -g g, g -g- mg -m -g 
(R, = g) (5.2.3) 
If m ~ R" then model (5.1.1) can be written in the form 
r h 
Xt = et + L a. Xt . + L b. et . j =1 J -J j =1.J -J 
+ (6ll Xt _l + 621 Xt _2 + ••• + 6ml Xt_m)et _l 
+ •••••••••• 
+ 6 X e , m = g 
mg t-m t-g 
Let R be the total number of parameters of the autoregressive, moving 
average and the pure bilinear parts of the model (5.1.1). From (5.2.3) 
and (5.2.4), we obtain the value for R to be 
R = r + h + ;[m(m + 1) - (m - R,)(m - R, + 1)] , if m > R, 
= r + h + ;m(m + 1) , if m ~ t (5.2.5) 
From (5.2.5) one cannot fail to notice that the total number of parameters 
of the BARMA(r, h, m, R,) model (5.1.1) can be excessive. 
We now consider the estimation of the parameters of the bilinear 
time series model satisfying (5.2.3) or (5.2.4) when we have a realiza-
tion {Xl' X2 , ••• Xn} on the time series Xt' t E Z under the assumption 
that (5.2.3) and (5.2.4) are invertible. Proceeding as in Subba Rao J)7]. 
we can show that maximizing the likelihood function of {x , x +1' ••• x } 
no no n 
is the same as minimizing the functi.on 
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with respect to the parameters ~I = (a , a , ••• 1 2 a , r b , b , 1 2 
(5.2.6). 
• •• , bh, 
a l' a l' ••• , a ) where no = max {r, mj + 1. Let S = a , e = a , .0. I 2 mg 1 1 2 2 
0 •• , Sr = a r , Sr+l = bl~ Sr+2 = b 2 ,···, ~r+h = bh ,· Srth+l = au' 8rth+2 = a21 , .0 




where the partial derivatives of et satisfy the recursive equations 
aet h aet-j g aet L bj L B (t) 
-s 
- = - X -aai t-i j=l aa. s=l s aa. ~ ~ 
(5.2.8) 
(i = 1, 2, ••• r) 
aet h aet _j g aet-6 
a~ =- et _k - L b - L B (t) j=l j a\ 6=1 s a~ 
(5.2.9) 
(k = 1, 2, ••• , h) 
~et h aet _j , g ae 
----= - X e - L b. 
-
L B (t) t-s 
as t-u t-v j=l J asuv 6=1 6 asuv uv 
(5.2.10) 
('v = 1, 2, ••• , g, u =v" v+1, .0. , m) 
m 
Bs{t) = j~S ajs Xt-j , s = 1, 2, ••• , g (S.2.11) 
In ca1 cula ting these partial deri va ti ves, we set 
et = 0, t = 1, 2, ••• , no - 1 
and also 
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= 0 , t = 1, 2, ••• , no - 1; i = 1. 2, • •• • R • 
In evaluating the second-order partial derivatives we approximate 




as is done in Marquardt algori thm. See also Gabr and Subba Rao [11 J. 
Now let 
= [as(~) • as(]), ••• , as(])]-
as ae aSR 1 2 
and 
Expanding G(~) near ~ = & in a Taylor series. we obtain 
Rewriting this equation, we get 
and thus obtain the Newton-Raphson iterative equation 
~k+l = ~k - H-i(~k)G(&k) 
(5.2.13) 
where ]k is the set of estimates obtained at the kth stage of interation. 
The estimates obtained qy the iterative equations (5.2.15) usually 
converge, but to obtain a good set of estimates it is necessary that we 
have good sets of initial values of the parameters. The problem of 
obtaining the initial values of the parameters is discussed in the next 
section. 
5.3 ORDER DETERMINATION AND INITIAL VALUES 
The method of estimating the parameters of the BARMA(r, h. a, 1) 
model (5.1.1) described in section 5.2 is based on the assumption that the 
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order Cr, h. rn, .£) of the ID0del is specifie: a ~!" ~~~. !E p::-8.ctice. the 
values r, h, m, and.£ are invariably unknown and sui tabie values have to 
be inferred from ~~e data. We give a method based on the observed covari-
ance structure of the data. 
We have shown (see Corollary 3.3.2.) that for the bilinear strictly 
stationary second-order process X
t
, t r. Z conforming to the bilinear 
model (5.1.1) there exists an ARMA (r, max(h, g», g = min(m, .£) with 
autoregressive coefficients being aI' a 2 , ••• , a r and moving average 
coefficients being functions of aI' a 2 , ••• a r , b l , b2 , •••• bh and 
Sij •. 1 ~ i ~ m. 1 ~ j ~.£. i ~ j such that they have identical covari-
ance structures. Thus, given a time series data we can determine r and 
q = max(h. g) by using the sample autocovariances of the series and one 
of the methods of section 3.5. No method is yet available to us for the 
unique determination of h, m and £. From (5.2.3) and (5.2.4), it is 
evident that the maximum lag of the input process et' t e: Z involved in 
these difference equations is q. 
In View of the above observation, it seems reasonable to consider 
first the fitting of the best linear ARMA model based on the realisation 
{Xl' X2 •••• , xn }. Let the order of this linear ARMA model be (r', q). 
We then replace r by r', . h and.£ by q to obtain the BARMA(r'. q. m, q) 
model 
r' q m q 
Xt = L a. Xt-j + L b. et . + l: l: Sij Xt _i et . + et j=l J j =1 J -J i=1 j =1 -J 
i~j 
. (5.2.16) 
The choice of the value of m is made on the basis of the information 
criterion of Akaike [2J given in section 3.5.2. In choosing the value 
of m, it is necessary to use the same number of observations over which 
we wish to fi t and compare models for various m values. 
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To obtain our initial estimates ,,·e pr:)ceed as follm.:s. 1f.'Jen ... '8 
,,~sh to fit the BARMA(r', q, m, q) model, we choose the coefficients of 
this model to the corresponding coefficients of the BARV~(r', q, m-I. q) 
model and set the rest of the g coefficients equal to zero. It may be 
necessary in some situations to overfit the bilinear part in (5.3.16) to 
the more elaborate bilinear part 
m q+l 
r r S.. Xt . et . + et ~J -~ -J i=l j =1 
i~j 
This kind of overfitting will only be considered when the residuals from 
the model (5.2.16) do not satisfy the assumptions of normality and 
indep endence. 
5.4 RESIDUAL ANALYSIS 
An important assumption we have made in section 5.1 concerning the 
errors et' t £ Z of the model (5.1.1) is that they are mutually indepen-
dent and Gaussian. Suppose the correct model is a bilinear model of the 
form (5.1.1) rut an incorrect ARM! model is fitted to the series. Then 
the residuals from the incorrect ARM! model may be bilinear rather than 
linear. Similarly. if an incorrect bilinear model is fitted to the 
series, then the residuals from this incorrect bilinear model will be 
correlated. One method of differentiating between a pure white noise 
and a bilinear white noise with the same covariances is to apply covari-
ance analysis to the squares of the series. To check whether the 
assumptions of p'ure wbi te noise are satisfied by the errors et' t £ Z, 
we examine the serial correlation of the squares of the residuals. 
It is important to realize that the residuals are necessarily 
correlated even if the true errors are independent. In view of this. no 
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elabJratt; test procei:.:::'e be..::ed on residuals is adopt.ed. ~':e s.:,a.l~ :;:-.ly 
examine the first few values of the serial correlations of both the 
residuals and the squares of the residuals a~d see if any are signifi-
cantly different from zero. We must also. bear in mind that if just one 
value of the serial correlations is significant there would not be 
enough evide.~ce to rej ect the model. 
In conclusion, we examine the serial correlations of the residuals . 
and the squares of the residuals of the incorrect linear ARMA models 
fitted to the bilinear models of section 3.5.2. The results are tabulated 
in Table 5.1. The approximate 95% confidence interval for these values 
is to. 09. if true correlation is zero. The correlogram of the residuals 
themselves do not point to any model inadequacy. The co rrel 0 gram of the 
squares of the residuals do suggest that the residuals are not linear in 
the case of the BARMA processes of Examples 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.~ The 
correlogram of the squares of the residuals of the linear AR(2) model 
of Example 3.5 fails to detect the expected non-linearity in the residuals. 
In practice, one would not expect to be able to detect model inadequacy 
or non-linearity of the residuals each time by a mere test of independence 
or Gaussiani ty on the residuals. Consequently, this method or any other 
method of detecting model inadequacy by tests based on residuals can 
only be used as a general guide. 
5.5 FORECASTING 
An important use of time series models is to provide forecasts and 
sometimes the performance of a time series model is judged on the basis 
of its forecasting performance. Suppose that It' t £ Z is a discrete 
parameter time series and, when at time t = to' a forecast is required 







CORRELOGRAM OF THE RESIDUALS AND SQUARES OF THE RESIDUALS OF THE INCORRECT LINEAR ARNA MODELS FITTED TO 
THE BARMA PROCESSES IN EXAMPLES 3.1-3.5 
LAG EXAMPLE 3.1 EXAMPLE 3.2 E.'XAMPLE 3. 3 EXAHPLE 3.4 EXAMPLE 3. 5 
k Pk(at ) ~\ (a~) Pk(at ) Pk(a~) Pk(a t ) Ok (a~) Pk(at ) 
,.. 2 Pk(at ) Pk(at ) 
,.. 2 
Pk (at) 
1 0.009 0.493 -0.006 0.565 -0.003 0.441 -0.001 0.341 -0.029 0.031 
2 0.012 0.174 0.022 0.317 0.002 0.243 -0.005 0.089 0.036 -0.016 
3 -0.044 0.042 -0.011 0.111 -0.016 0.126 -0.015 0.067 -0.029 -0.077 
4 -0.006 -0.005 -0.040 0.053 -0.009 0.021 0.001 0.014 -0.028 0.034 
5 -0.028 -0.016 0.007 -0.005 -0.016 -0.007 -0.024 0.013 -0.028 -0.034 
6 0.029 -0.028 0.065 -0.043 0.034 -0.018 0.077 -0.010 0.036 -0.047 
7 0.014 -0.043 -0.024 -0.035 -0.003 -0.005 0.025 -0.015 -0.013 0.002 
8 -0.033 -0.057 0.008 -0.039 0.013 -0.054 -0.047 -0.041 -0.049 -0.089 
9 -0.011 -0.029 -0.054 -0.040 -0.080 -0.021 -0.006 -0.031 0.008 0.003 
10 -0.086 0.005 -0.060 -0.022 -0.049 0.001 -0.069 0.018 -0.050 G.012 
11 0.031 0.036 0.038 -0.012 0.031 0.042 -0.004 0.104 0.032 0.015 
12 0.046 0.005 0.020 -0.007 0.014 -0.004 0.026 -0.007 0.063 0.043 
13 -0.016 -0.007 -0.013 -0.032 -0.010 0.015 0.005 -0.036 -0.047 0.063 
14 -0.068 -0.'031 -0.073 -0.033 -0.023 -0.032 0.004 -0.030 -0.059 0.032 
15 -0.072 -0.049 -0.045 -0.027 -0.080 -0.028 -0.056 -0.049 -0.090 -0.068 
16 -0.021 -0.047 -0.037 -0.015 -0.037 -0.021 -0.068 -0.036 -0.001 -0.033 
17 -0.062 -0.054 -0.048 -0.042 -0.054 -0.043 -0.066 -0.023 -0.056 -0.007 
18 0.030 -0.037 0.008 -0.033 0.035 -0.041 0.055 -0.011 0.018 0.023 
19 0.029 -0.029 0.028 -0.048 0.0]8 -0.054 0.048 -0.042 0.014 -0.005 
20 -0.060 -0.065 -0.047 -0.059 -0.079 -0.063 -0.054 -0.092 -0.031 -0.018 
, -
--- -----
and pre::ent 0:' t:-.E; series, ie X , s ~ t • 
s 0 
Denote the f~recast rC~g at 
time t = to for k-steps ahead by Xt (k). The forecast error is defined by o 
et (k) = Xt +k - Xt (k) (5.5.1) o 0 0 
while the k-step forecast error variance or expected square error is 
defined by 
O!(k) = E(e~ (k» 
o 
= E[(Xt +k - Xt (k) )2J o 0 




For a bilinear model of the £orm (5.1.1), formula (5.5.3) can be 
used to form forecasts, provided the model is invertible. Our rule £or 
forming forecasts is as follows. Write down the equation for Xt +k; o 
everything on the right-hand side that has already occurred at time to is 
given its observed value, anything that has yet to occur is replaced by 
its conditional expectation. Applying this rule to model (5.1.1) we 
obtain 
r h 
= r a ° Xt (k - j) + r bJo ~to (k - j) j =1 J 0 j =1 
m R-
+ r r S. ° E ~t +k- ° et +k-] i =1 j =1 l.J Col. 0 J 
2j 
where E denotes the conditional expectation given the semi-infinite 
c 
reali sa tion X , 
s s ~ to and 
X (k - j) 
= Xto+k- j , £or j ~ k } to (5.5.5) 
= Xt (k - j) , for j < k 0 
eto(k- j) =eto+k- j ' forj ~k}' 
=: 0 , for j < k . 
Cs. 5.6) 
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St' t E Z is assumed to be cf X • s < t in (5.1.1), it 
s 
is not difficult to show that as far as model (5.1.1) is concerned 
'7" 
.Lnus, 
E(Xt · et .) -1 -J 
= 0 
for i 
, for i 
= j} 
> j 
E [Xt +'. . et .Lk .] c 0 r..-l. O'-J 
= Xt +' . et +k-J' , for j ~ k and i ~ j o K-l 0 
= 0 2 B .. 
JJ 
for j < k and i = j 
= 0 for j < k and i > j 
(5. 5. 7) 
We now use (5.5.4) to write down the forecasting expressions for 
the BARMh processes of section .3. 5. 
(a) BARHA Process of Example 3.1 
Model : 
Forecasting Expressions: 
Xt (1) = a X + bet + B Xt et o to 0 0 0 
Xt (k) = a X (k - 1) + 0 2 B • k > 1 o to 
(b) BARMA Pro ces s of Examp1 e 3.2 
Model : 
Forecasting Expressions: 
It (k) = &1 It (k - 1) + &2 It (k - 2) + 02(Bl1 + B
22
) • k > 2 
o 0 0 
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(1) = b1et t b2 e t -1 t611Xtet 0 0 0 o 0 
X
t 
(2) = b2 et + 822 Xt et t 0
2 
0 0 o 0 
X
t 
(k) = 0 2 (611 t 622 ) , k > 2 
0 
= E(Xt ) 
= l.l 





+ 622 Xt _let -1 o 0 
X
t 
(1) = 61 Xt et t 62 Xt -1 et -1 t 63 Xt _2e t -2 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 
X
t 
(2) = 6 Xt et t63Xt_let_l t 0
2 6 
0 2 0 0 o 0 1 
X
t 
(3) = e 3 Xt et + 02(e 1 + e 2 ) 0 o 0 
X
t 
(k) = 0 2 (6 + e + e ) , k > 3 
1 2 3 0 
= E(Xt ) 
= 11 




Z _ 0:) = a 1 Z t (1: - 1) + a 2 Xt (k - 2) , 1-: > 2 VO 0 0 
7he evaluation of Xt (k) from the model depends on the UJll:nown o 
paraoeters. 7ypically, we substitute the estimates of the parameters 
obt3.ined b~r the rnet!1ods of section 5.2. Vie e~.timate 0 2 by 
OZ = S(j2)!(n 
- n o + 1) 
The f0recq2~s th~s ~btained are der.oted by X. (k), k = 1, 2, 3, 
L 0 
and the error by 
. 
. .. , 
(5.5.10) 
The mean sum of squares of the forecast errors for the period (to + k, 
to + k + 1, ••• , to + k + n) is gi ven by 
n 
~!(k) = 2 L &t2 +" (k) 
e n J j =1 0 
(5.5.11 ) 
The expression o~ (k) will be used to measure the superiority of one 
e 
model over the others. 
5.6 };U1·m .. t UCAL ILLUSTRATIONS 
5.6.1 Simulation Studies 
(a) BARMA Process of Example 3.1 
For the simulated series of Example 3.1 we identified and fitted 
an ARMA (1, 1) model. Here r'= q = 1, and using (5.2.16), we consider 
the bi1inear model 
(5.6.1) 
The ArC value is found to be minimum when m = 1 and the estimates obtained 
are a = 0.5137, 0 = 0.3832, S = 0.3057 and 02 = 1.0052. The AlC value is 
8.5738. 
The true model is the BARMA(l, 1, 1, 1) model 
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with 0 2 = 1.0. 
(b) BAR!1A Process of Example 3.2 
The AlC a.naJ.ysis of this series wlder linear model assu..uptior:. · ... as 
less clear cut. The minimum AlC value is attained with an AR(2) model, 
b~t as was pointed out in section 3.5 the AIC values for the AR(2) , 
ARMA(l, 2), ARMA(2. 1) and ARMA(2, 2) models are very close. In practice, 
one would consider all these ARMA models before reaching a decision on 
the best bi1inear model. However, using the ARMA(2, 2) model as the 
correct linear model, we entertain the bilinear model 
2 2 m 2 
Xt = L a. Xt . + L b.et . + L L Bij Xt·e . + et (5.6.2) j=l J -J j=l J -J i=l j=l -1 t-J 
i~j 
We noted in chapter 3 that the bi1inear model (5.1.1) has an ARMA 
covariance structure with or without the moving average part 
h 
L b.et . in (5.1.1). In view of this we also consider model (5.6.2) j=l J -J 
wi thout the moving average part. When the moving part is missing in 
(5.6.2) we obtain q = min(m, 2) = 2. Generally. m cannot be less than 
the number of moving average coefficients in the identified linear ARMA 
model when the moving average part is omitted in (5.1.1). 
The AlC value is found to be minimum when m = 2 and without the 
moving average part in (5.6.2). The estimates obtained are ;1 = 1.0678, 
a2 = -0.2872, ~11 = 0.2062, ~21 = 0.1400, ~22 = .0.1041 and 0 2 = 0.9916. 
The AlC value is 5.8083. 
The true model is the BARMA(2, 0, 2, 2) model 
with 0 2 = 1.0. 
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We identified and fitted a linear MA(2) model to this series. So 
we set r = 0 ~~d h = £ = 2, and using (5.2.16) we consider the bi1inear 
.model 
2 m 2 
Xt = L b.et . + Z r f3 .. Xt . e+ . + e, ( 5. 6. 3) j =1 J -J i=1 j =1 lJ -l "'-J 't 
i~j 
The ArC value is found to be minimum when m = 2 and the estimates 
obtained are hl = 0.5381, b2 = 0.3492, ~ll = 0.3843, ~21 = 0.0172, 
822 = 0.2879 and 02 = 0.9909. The AlC value is 5.4616. 
The estimate of the bilinear coefficient 8 is very small when 
2.1 
compared witt the estimates of the other bilinear coefficients. This 
suggests a parsimonious model of the form 
On fitting model (5.6.4) to the data we obtain the following estimates: 
hI = 0.5353, h2 = 0.3347, Sll = 0.4015, S22 = 0.3047 and 02 = 0,9950. 
The AlC value is 5.5038. 
The true model is the BARMA(O, 2, 2, 2) model 
wi th 0 2 = 1. O. 
(d) BARMA Process of Example 3.4 
We identified and fitted a linear MAO) model to this series. So 
we set r = 0 and h = £ = 3, and using (5.2.16) we consider the bilinearmodel 
3 m 3 
Xt = r b. et . + L L 6 .. Xt . et . + et j =1 J -J i=l j =1 lJ -2 -J 
(5.6.5) 




. e t-j in (5.6. 5). 
j=l 
"" The estimates obtained are all= 0.4326. 
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A A. ~ ~ ~ 13 21 = -0.0160, B31 = -0.0280, ti22 = 0.31,.79. ti32 = -0.0251, PS3 = 0.2247 
"2 and 0 = 0.9936. The AlC value is 8.8153. Now some of the hilinear 
coefficients are very small Mhen compared to other bilinear coefficients. 
Tris suggests a parsimonious model of the for.n 
(5.6.6) 
The estimates obtained on fitting model (5.6.6) to the data are 
Sll = 0.4116, S22 = 0.3312, S33 = 0.2206. and 02 = 0.9996. The AlC 
value is 5.8257. 
The true model .is the BARMA(O, 0, 3. 3) model 
wi th 0 2 = 1. O. 
(e) BARMA Frocess of Example 3.5 
We identified and fitted a linear AR(2) model to this series. As 
was pointed out in section 3.4, the hilinear model (5.1.1) without the 
moving average part could have the same covariance structure as some 
linear autoregressive process. We were unable to give a general condi-
tion under which the bilinear model (5.1.1) without the moving average 
part could have an autoregressive covariance structure. However, we do 
know that the autoregressive coefficients of the linear AR model are the 
same as the autoregressive coefficients of the bilinear model. Suppose 
the correct model for a time series data is the bilinear model 
r m R. 
Xt = E ao Xt ° + E L: Sij It- ° et ° + et ' (5.6.7) j=l J -J i=l j=l ~ -J 
i~j 
but the best linear ARMA model that fits the data is the AR(r) model 
r 
Xt = E aJo Xt-Jo + Zt. j=l 
(5.6.8) 
Then the errors, Zt from (5.6.8) are in effect bilinear rather than linear. 














....,. 1j Zt . et-' . + e I -1 J t 
to tte er::-:::::-s. :\"e -:.'''-!: ,-".se (5.6.9) to modify (5.6.8) to a bilinear model 
of the fom (5.6.7). This will in general be our m:xlus operandi for fitting 
bilinear mo~els ~o time series data that ad~its ar. aut:::resressive model as 
the ~ linear AF.~·:J:. model. Use of residuals to ;;lociif~' a l:':Jear moael to 
a bilinear model ~~th identical covariance structure can be applied in all 
cases of fitting bilinear models to time series data. 
The ~q(2) model obtained was 
(5.6.10) 
with Var(Zt) = 1.116. To the residuals Zt' we ha~e fitted the bilinear 
white noise model 
(5.6.11 ) 
with 02 = 1.0280. On eliminating Zt between (5.6.10) and (5.6.11). we 
obtain 
Xt = 1. 20 59Xt _1 - O.6053Xt _2 + (O.2467Xt _2 - O.1193Xt _3 
- 0.0656Xt _4 + 0.1079Xt _5)et _1 + et 
which suggests that the bilinear model 
should now be entertained. 
(5.6.12) 
(5.6.13) 
On fitting model (5.6.13) to the original series we obtained the 
following estimates: a1 = 1.2009, a2 = -0.6076, 821 = 0.2377. 
,.. ,.. 
831 = -0.1115. 8~1 
,.. A2 
= -0.0715. 851 = 0.0415 and 0 = 1.0047. The AlC 
value is 14.3026. The parsimonious model obtained is the BARMA{2. 0, 3. 1) 
model 
Xt = 1.2006Xt_1 - O.6059Xt _2 + O.24~t_2et_1 - 0.1648Xt-3et-1 + et 
(5.6.14) 
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",ri th 02 = 1.0077. AlC = 11. 8149. 
The true model is the BARMA(2. 0. 3. 1) model 
5.6.2 Fitting of BARMA Models To Real Data 
(a) Ben Nevis TemDeratures 
First we consider the daily drybulb temperatures (OF) at noon on 
Ben Nevis for the days 1st., February - 18th., August 1884. giving 
two hundred observations. The series is referred to in Anderso:1 [3] as 
series A *. The graph of this data is plotted in Figure5~1 (a) and its sample 
autocorrelations up to fifty lags are plotted in Figure 5.1 (b). The sample 
autocorrelation function shows that there is a linear trend in the 
series. In order to remove the trend, Anderson [3, p.112-l16] has 
differenced and obtained the series 
x = (1 - B)Y t t 
Yt = original series 
The series Xt thus obtained seems to be free from trend and the following 
linear model is identified, estimated and diagnostically checked by 
Anderson [3, p.116]: 
(5.6.15) 
We use the first one hundred and eighty observations for model 
fitting, and the next twenty observations are used for forecasting 
purpose. The MA(2) model fitted to the one hundred and eighty observa-
tions is the model 
(5.6.16) 
with Var(a ) = 18.0, where X is change :ill temperature. Since the best 
t t 
1:illear ARMA model is an MA(2) model. we entertain the model 
-.lS7 -
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X t (5.6.17) 
i~j 
T~e f..I.: V'1-1 ue is founa to be minimum when m = 2 and the parsimonious 
BAR:-iA(O, 2, 2, .2) model obtained is 
(5.6.18 ) 
where Xt is change in temperature and 0
2 
= 16.10, Ale = 499.92. This 
leads to 10.6% reduction in error variance. 
The first twenty serial correlations of the residuals from the 
models (5.6.16) and (5.6.18) are given in columns 2 and 3 respectively of 
Table 5.2. Given in columns 2 and 3 of Table 5.3 are the first twenty 
serial correlations of the squares of the residuals from the models 
(5.6.16) and (5.6.18) respectively. The approximate 95% confidence 
interval for these values is ±D.15, if true correlation is zero. From 
Table 5.3, it is clear that the values for k = 2, 3, certainly appear 
significant for the model (5.6.16). 
For the next twenty days, both model (5.6.16) and (5.6.18) were 
used to forecast and the results are given in Table 5.4. The mean sum of 
squares of the one-step-ahead forecast errors are: 
MA(2) BARMA(O, 2, 2, 2) 
(5.6.16) (5.6.18) 
First 10 days 21.7 19.4 
First 15 days 19.5 17.5 
First 20 days 17.5 16.0 
The bilinear model (5.6.18) reduces mean square error (MSE) ~ 10.6% for 
the first ten days, 10.3% for the first fifteen days and 8.6% for the 
first twenty days. The bilinear model produces a small but consistent 
reduction in the mean square error. The performance of the bilinear 
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TABJ.E 5.2 
CORRELOGRAM OF THE RESIDUALS OF THE ARMA AND BARMA MODELS FITTED TO THE SERIES OF SECTION 5.6.2 
I 
BEN NEVIS TEMPERATURES IBM CLOSING STOCK PRICES SUNSPOT NUMBEH0 
! 
MA(2) BARMA(O, 2, 2, 2) MA(I) BARMA(O, 1. 1. 1) ARMA(8. 1) BAHMA(8. 1, 5. 2) 
(5.6.16) (5.6.18) (5.6.20) (5.6.22) (5.6.23) (5.(J. 2/~) 
LAG Pk(a t ) Pk(e t ) peat) p(et ) ()(at) 0(e t ) I k I 
1 0.013 0.007 -0.014 -0.004 0.002 0.039 
2 0.068 0.034 -0.077 -0.055 -0.013 0.109 
3 -0.048 -0.072 -0.141 -0.117 -0.007 -0.001 
~ 4 -0.064 -0.031 0.112 0.110 -0.004 0.081 
P) 5 -0.017 -0.042 0.044 0.081 0.012 0.028 
6 -0.0.35 -0.052 -0.044 -0.049 0.033 0.057 
7 -0.008 0.076 -0.004 -0.007 0.0.36 0.101 
8 -0.019 -0.041 0.040 O. OIl-I 0.119 -0.01,9 
9 0.017 -0.014 -0.069 -0.043 0.107 0.081 
10 -0.021 0.011 0.016 -0.017 -0.020 0.031 
11 0.000 0 •. 029 0.057 0.086 0.034 0.049 
12 -0.006 0.015 -0.002 -0.003 -0.008 0.074 
1.3 -0.045 -0.029 -0.078 -0.087 -0.107 0.027 
14 -0.069 -0.065 0.007 0.015 -0.054 0.010 
15 -0.144 -0.131 0.069 0.031 0.024 0.100 
16 -0.061 -0.030 0.059 0.069 0.003 ().093 
17 -0.005 -0.015 -0.030 -0.050 0.173 0.131 I I 
18 0.025 0.087 -0.046 -0.061 -0.043 -0.01,8 I 19 0.055 0.026 -0.084 -0.067 -0.032 0.001 





TABLE 5 • .3 
CORRELOGRAM OF THE SQUARES OF THE RF.sIDUALS OF THE ARt.fA AND BARHA MODELS FITTED TO TilE SERIES OF' SECTION 5.6.2 
BEN NEVIS TEMPERATURES IBM CLOSING STOCK PRICES SUNSl'nr NU~lm;RS 
MA(2) BARMA(O. 2. 2. 2) MA{l) BARMA{O. 1. 1, 1) ARMA(8, 1) BARMfI (8, 1, 5. 2) 
(5.6.16) (5.6.18) (5.6.20 ) (5.6.22 ) (5.6.23) (5.6.2/~) 
LAG Pk (a~) t\(ep p{a~) p(e~) p(a~) p( c~) 
k 
1 0.090 0.006 0.230 0.130 0.281 0.126 
2 0.199 0.123 0.055 0.061 0.154 0.119 
J 0.160 0.135 -0.034 -0.003 -0.039 0.003 
4 0.093 -0.015 -0.036 -0.015 -0.048 -0.052 
5 0.099 0.032 -0.059 -0.075 -0.075 0.032 
6 -0.032 -0.044 -0.075 -0.078 -0.070 -0.007 
7 0.094 -0.008 -0.049 -0.053 -0.015 -0.047 
8 0.006 0.010 -0.050 -0.060 0.037 0.11..l 
9 0.073 0.019 -0.009 -0.044 0.128 0.035 
10 -0.044 -0.087 0.021 0.008 0.026 0.027 I 11 -0.040 -0.004 0.075 0.052 0.020 0.074 I 
12 -0.036 -0.006 0.034 0.019 -0.015 -0.058 I 
13 -0.013 -0.031 0.038 0.105 -0.027 -0.071 
14 -0.066 -0.054 0.113 0.081 -0.079 O. Ol/~ i 
15 .. 0.056 -0.031 -0.001 -0.001 0.020 0.014 
16 -0.054 -0.020 0.030 0.024 -0.018 0.050 
17 -0. III .. 0.128 0.005 0.063 -0.054 0.059 
18 0.006 0.005 .. 0.010 0.010 -0.034 -0.080 
19 . -0.049 .. 0.066 0.0.36 0.024 -0.007 0.066 
20 -0.028 0.025 0.01.3 -0.007 0.017 -0.034 
-~ .. -
TABLE 5.4 
FORECASTING THE BEN NEVIS TEMPERATURES FROM MODELS BASED ON 180 OBSE~RVATIONS 
ONE-STEP-AHEAD PREDICTIONS MORE THAN ONE-STEP-AHEAD PREDICTIONS 
Predi cted Xt Predicted Xt Predicted Xt Predi et.on X t 
MA(2) BARMA(O, 2, 2, 2) MA(?) BARMA(O, 2, 2, 2) 
t Xt (5.6.16) (5.6.18 ) (5.6.16) (5.6.18 ) 
181 44.4 41.? 41. 7 41.2 41. 7 
182 42.7 41.8 42.7 39.5 40.5 I 
183 45.2 41.4 41.9 39.5 40.7 
184 41.0 43.9 4/H4 39.5 41. () 
I-' 
R;' 
185 37.0 40.6 40.9 39.5 4.1. ~? 
186 37.5 38.9 39.1 39.5 4]. /, 
187 4-1.0 39.0 39.3 39.5 41.6 
188 45.0 40.9 41.1 39.5 41. r) 
189 47.9 43.2 43.7 39.5 42.1 
190 56.5 45.3 46.0 39.5 42.3 
191 55.6 51.9 52.8 39.5 42. s 
192 54.2 51.0 53.3 39.5 42.8 
193 52.5 52.1 53.1 39.5 43.0 
194 52.4 51. 4 52.3 39.5 43.2 
195 44.9 52.0 52.6 39.5 /~3. 4 
196 40.9 46.5 46.4 39.5 43.7 
197 4-1.1 44.7 45.5 39.5 43.9 
198 44.8 43.9 44.1 39.5 44.1 
199 46.7 45.7 45.9 39.5 44.3 
200 49.4 46.1 46.4 39.5 44.6 
----- ~~-~--.-~------
model see:ns to be better Hhen it is used for forecasting seve::-al steps 
ahead. 
(b) 12:;' c)~,:;x, Stock Closing Pri ces 
cl osir::g rri ces for one hundre3 a..'1cl eighty-five "t::-a:i:r.g days starting 
17ti-.., :':a:, ::"96:". The original data which consists of br-et- fU:1:ired and 
~ ~ 
sixty-nine C[:!sS'Tvations is series B in Box and Jerl~:'ns L 5J. Bo): ana. 
Jenkins fitted ~~(l) models separately to the first and second halves of 
the differenced series, as well as to the complete series after differ-
enc~ng. Using the results obtained by fitting the MA(l) models they 
produced evidence that in later periods the MA(1) model suffers a 
significant change in parameter value. We confine ourselves to the 
first half of the series. 
The graph of the closing prices for the first one hundred and 
eighty-fi ve trading days is plotted in Figure'5. 2(a) and its sa:JPle auto cor-
relations up to forty-six lags are plotted in Figure 5.2(b). The sample 
autocorrelation function shows that there is a linear trend in the series. 
Granger and Andersen [15J have considered the first one hundred and 
sixty-nine trading days. They have fitted the bilinear model 
to the residuals Z " obtained from the MA(l) model 
t 
Xt = O.26Z t _l + Zt • 
(5.6.19 ) 
(5.6. 20) 
where Xt is change in price. Our interest in this series is to illust-
rate further the use of residuals to modify a linear model to a bi1inear 
model of the form (5.1.1) 
The MA Cl) model fitted to the first one hundred and eighty-five 
observations is the model 
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-.. :here X .. is c.~ange in pri cs. To the reEidualE & .. , 
" " 
we have fi tted the bilinear model 
(5.6.21 ) 
v;~ th (;2 = 25. os. On e:irLi;Ja ting at bet-..:een (5.6.20) and (5.6.21) \\e 
obtain 
which suggests that the bilinear model 
(5.6.22 ) 
should now be entertained. On fitting model (5.6.22) to the first 
one hundred and eighty-five observations we obtained the following 
A 1'1 ,.. 2 
estimates: b = 0.2148, p = 0.0271 and 0 = 24.88. The point to note 
here is that using our estimation procedure described in sections 5.2 
and 5.3. we also arrived at the model (5.6.22). The first twenty serial 
correlations of the residuals from the models (5.6.20) and (5.6.22) are 
given in columns 4 and 5 respectively of Table 5~2. Given in columns 4 
and 5 of Table 5.3 are the first twenty serial correlations of the 
squares of the residuals from the models (5.6.20) and (5.6.22) respec-
tively. The approximate 95% confidence interval for these values is 
±O.15. if true correlation is zero. From Table 5. 3, it is clear that the 
value for k = 1 certainly appears significant for the model (5.6.20). 
We have not calculated forecasts, since the parameter values for 
the two halves of the series differ significantly. 
(c) Walfer Sunspot Numbers 
For our third example we consider the annual sunspot numbers 
gi ven in Waldmeier [4.3]. Woodward and Gray [44] have given a list of 
linear ARMA models fitted in the literature for this yearly data: 
Granger and Andersen g5] have fitted the bilinear model 
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to the residuals Zt' from the AR(2) model 
Xt = .14.·70 + 1.425Xt _l - 0.731Xt _2 + Zt 
fi tted by Box and J enkins [5] to the annual sunspot numbers for the 
period 1770 to 1869. Using the Ale criterion. Subba. Rao 57] has 
fi tted a bilinear model of the form (5.2.1) with p = 3 and q = 4 to the 
annual sunspot numbers for the period 1700 to 1945. Gabr and Subba Rao till 
have also fitted their subset bilinear model (5.2.2) to the annual sunspot 
numbers for the period 1700 to 1920. 
We consider the annual sunspot numbers for the years 1749 to 1924, 
giving one hundred and seventy-six observations. The series is plotted 
in Figure 5. 3(a) and its sample auto correlations up to forty-four lags are 
plotted inFigure-5;.3(b). The sample auotcorrelations exhibit an oscillatory 
behaviour. Woodward and Gray [44J have also considered the one hundred 
and seventy-six observations and have used the R- and S-arrays of Gray, 
Ke11ey and McIntire hL7] to identify and fit the fo11o~g ARMA(8. 1) 
model 
(1 - 1.64B + 0.94B2)(1 - O.1748B - O.0309B2 - O.0136B 3 - O.2528B It 
- O.1429B 5 - O.1616B 6 )Xt = (1 - O.5972B)at (5.6.23) 
with Var(at ) = ~15.23. where Xt = Yt - Y and Yt denotes the observed 
sunspot numbers. Model (5.6.23) . has roots close to the unit circle. 
Making use of the observed ARMA(8. 1) eovariance structure, we have 
fi tted the following BARMA(8. 1, 5, 2) model to the mean deleted. 
observations 
Xt = 2.0381Xt _1 - 1.4203Xt _2 + O.0704Xt _3 + O.2684Xt _4 - O.07.1BXt-5 
+ O.0541Xt _6 - O.0225Xt _7 + O.Oll2Xt _8 - O.807.1et _1 
- (O.0304Xt _2 - O.0103Xt _3)et _1 + (O.0322Xt _3 - O.0155Xt _4 
- O.0038Xt_S)et_2 + et (5.6.24) 
with &2 = 151.43. We can expand the left hand side of (5.6.23) to obtain 
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= 1.8148Xt _1 - 1.1958Xt _2 + O.1272Xt _3 + O.2529Xt_4 - O.2589Xt _5 
. + O.1649Xt _6 - O.1307 i Xt _7 + O.1519Xt _8 - O.5972et _l + et 
(5.6.25) 
By comparing (5.6.24) and (5.6.25), one notices some similariites 
between the autoregressive coefficients of the two models. 
.. . 
The first twenty serial correlations of the residuals from the 
models (5.6.23) and (5.6.24) are given in columns 6 and 7 respectively 
of Table 5.2,.. Gi ven in columns 6 and 7 of Table 5.,3 are the first 
twenty serial correlations of the squares of the residuals from the 
models (5.6.23) and (5.6.24) respectively. The approximate 95~ confidence 
interval for these values is ±a.15, if true correlation is zero. From 
Table 5.3, it is clear that the value for k = 1 certainly appears signifi-
cant for the model (5.6.23). 
For the next twenty years, both model (5.6.23) and (5.6.24) were 
used to forecast and the results are given in Table 5~5. The mean sum 
of squares of the one-step-ahead forecast errors is 83.69 for the 
ARMA(8, 1) model (5.6.23) and 49.77 for the BARMA(8, 1, 5, 2) model 
(5.6.24). Thus, a 40.5~ reduction in error mean square results from 
using the bUinear model over the ARM! model. The bilinear model (5.6. 24) 
also performs better than the linear model (5.6.23) when they are used 






FORECASTING THE ANNUAL SUNSPOT NUHFERS FRON HODELS BASED ON THE YEARS 1749 TO 192/~ 
ONE-STEP-AHEAD PREDICTIONS MORE THAN ONE-STEP-AHEAD PREDICTIONS 
Predicted Xt Prerlicted Xt Predi ct8d Xt Predi cted X t 
ARMA(8. 1) BARMA(8, 1,5,2) ARHA (8, 1) BARMA(8. 1,5,2) 
I Year Xt (5.6.23 ) (5. 6. 2/~) (5.6.23) (5. 6. 2/~) I 
1925 44.3 34.4 39.8 34.4 39.8 
1926 63.9 65.2 66.0 53.2 58.6 
1927 69.0 75.7 75.0 67.3 69.0 
1928 77.8 68.8 68.2 73.3 68.0 I 1929 64.9 74.6 61. 4 69.9 57. '7 
1930 35.7 51. 5 44.0 59.7 42.8 
1931 21.2 16.8 16.6 45.1 29.3 
1932 11.1 13.9 16.7 30. '7 22.0 
1933 5.7 10.4 10.7 . 20.8 22.8 
1934 8.7 11.5 12.8 18.4 30.5 
1935 36.1 22.2 22.5 23.9 /+-1. 7 
1936 79.7 57.1 68.3 . 34.9 52.0 
1937 114.4 99.3 100.3 47.8 57.8 
1938 109.6 116.0 105.3 58.6 57.6 
1939 88.8 88.8 87.6 64.2 52.2 
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